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CHAPTER I 
!: STUDIES RELATED TO THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CQ:,1PREH;~NSION 
~~ An increase in the demands made by mass media of communication 
for the child's attention seems to have a parallel in the increased 
interest evidenced by adults in the relative impact of these media on 
the learner. Investigation of the pertinent relationships between 
reading and"listening should yield some degree of understanding of the 
maximum learning to be expected from both media in a given population and 
should also provide some picture of the variability among pupils in regard 
to skills and abilities in listening as well as in reading. 
While relatively few studies have been reported on listening in 
comparison to the thousands of reported studies on reading, there is 
evidence that listening is receiving some attention from researchers and 
11 
classroom teachers. In a 1955 research journal, Caffrey reviewed 155 
articles on the subject of auding, which he defines as "the process 
of hearing, listening to, recognizing, and interpreting or comprehending 
Jl 
spoken language." In a recently published journal, Early and Niles 
submitted a list of 31 listening skills together with suggestions for the 
development of specific skills and for types of activities in which 
listening skills are used. 
II ( 
!! lJ John G. Caffrey, "Anding," Review of Educational Research, 25:121-138, 
April, 1955. 
:I 
li 5:,/ Margaret Early and Olive 
1: 1955. 
I' 
Niles, Journal of Education, 28:41-55, December, 
1 
Boston Un!verslt!Jl' 
School of Ed,Icatioil: 
Libre. 
Heil~;J/~~~~-~tcs· ~~ the s~ar~ity of evidence to indicate that any 
improvement in listening is attempted or that any study is made of 
1 listening processes at different educational levels in schools where 
!: 
,. i! listening is assumed to be in the curriculum. In the same study, 
H 
discrepancy is noted between the number and variety of tests which have 
been devised to measure reading and those existing for the measurement of 
, listening. y 
Hackett concludes that much of the teaching of listening has 
preceded the research in that field. The same writer questions the 
practice of measuring listening skills by asking the child to~spond 
through the use of other skills than the one being tested. 
;../ !!) 
Such writers as ~rurphy and Wilt argue that listening skills 
should be taught and have suggested ways of strengthening listening com-
prehension. If listening instruction is to take its place with reading 
in the language program of the elementary school, it seems safe to assume 
that adequate measures should be available to determine the types of 
practice needed for the development of the highest possible level of 
' listening and to evaluate increments of learning resulting from a program 
of listening experiences. 
i/ Arthur Heilman, "Listening and the Curriculum," Education 75:283-291, 
January, 1955. 
~/ Herbert Hackett, "A Null Hypothesis: There is Net Enough Evidence," 
Education, 75:349-351, January, 1955. 
l/ George Murphy, "We Also Learn by Listening," Elementary English, 
26:127-128, March, 1949. 
! !z/ Miriam E. Wilt, "A Study of Teacher's Awareness of Listening as a 
Factor in Elementary Education," Journal of Educational Research, 
43:626-636, April, 1950. 
2 
.; 
II~ Problem 
p 
i! 
I( This study is concerned with an aspect of the larger problem pose& 
I! 
H 
1: in the introductory statements. Its basic objective is the development 
" I 
i1 of English language scales designed to show direct comparison between 
i' 
ii the reading and the listening comprehension of children at the primary 
'i school level. The proposed measures, when equated both ways, should 
li help to solve the following problems: 
1. What is the significance of the difference between the 
individual child's listening and reading comprehension? 
A difference in favor of listening that is less than could be expected 
for the child's educational level might imply that certain listening 
experiences should be planned for him. A wider discrepancy between 
listening and reading scores than could be expected might imply that the 
child would benefit from remedial measures in reading instruction. 
2. What is the significance of no difference between the child 1 s 
listening and reading comprehension~ 
No difference between rather high scores for his educational level 
might imply that a redistribution of practice in reading and listening is 
needed. No difference between scores that are rather low for his level 
q might imply that the child's capacity for learning to read is limited in 
I 
i ~ 
. comparison with many children of his age and at his grade level. 
~ ~ 
3. What possibilities are indicated by a comparison of test scores 
for increased use of oral learning experiences in the content 
li ; 
I' 
i! 
11 Tests should show differences between listening and reading comprehension 
areas during the initial period of reading instruction? 
!: 
!: of all students in such areas as science, social studies, and literature. 
3 
i 
[l 
1' 
·::-:c·~i=cc::.c·:.c.: ::o:"C:· · 
!! The measures should also provide an index of differences among children 
'I 
!)in the understanding of spoken language in specific areas of experience. 
ji Clarification of !!urposes 
II 
ji This study makes no attempt to develop tests designed to measure a 
!/wide range of language abilities. Language comprehension, as it is 
n 
I; 
I/ measured in this study, involves clear perception, either auditory or 
i; 
i: visual, of a word or the words in a sentence; understanding of an idea 
t ~ 
1: as expressed by a word or by a sentence; and understanding of the idea in 
H 
li relation to other ideas to the degree necessary to classify it according 
\l 
j: to one of three possible categories. 
I' This study is not concerned with the correlation of the measures 
l: 
IJ developed with other t4sts or factors. It is concerned with comparable 
11 measures of listening and reading comprehension which will be equated 
I II both ways, using the same content and the same population. 
li While this study is primarily concerned with two comparable measures, 
1.,1, it is hoped that the experiment will yield enough items to develop a 
u 
B I) 
!! third form. The material in the third form could be used either as a 
!i listening or as a reading test to measure increments of learning in those 
i areas. 
I 
,. The purposes stated above are based on the hypothesis that tests, 
;' different in structure and content from any existing measures, are needed 
i! j, to show direct comparison between listening and reading comprehension; 
1; 
li that the construction of these tests should be based on an analysis of the ' 
II 
il 
I! ,, 
'J 
processes involved in understanding written and spoken language and on 
the invention of the best type of instrument to measure the behavior of 
young children while listening and reading; and that the validity of 
4 
="-==t'=:::.--:.-:::·"",7"" 
h these tests will not be established by correlation with other tests, but 
II !! 
:1 rather by equating the forms both as listening and as reading measures. 1 ~ 
!I 
1: Pr~vious Studies Related to the Problem 
,: 
I Before the construction of tests for this experimental study could 
ii 
11 be attempted, it was necessary to review the findings of investigation 
i' 
11 relevant to the significance of the difference between the listening 
,, 
q 
:; and the reading comprehension of individuals, the studies concerned with 
" i!
1: the vocabularies of children, and the research related to the measurement 
H 
: 1 of the language comprehension of young children • 
. , 
" 
i ~ 
:; 
~ ~ 
:I ;; 
:j 
!; 
i 
!I ,, 
Comparison of the Listening and the Reading 
Comprehension of_lsdividuals 
Early psychological studies reported some concern with the com-
1; parison of aural and visual presentation of material. Nusterberg and 
!; 1/ 
Bigham, experimenting with colors and numbers, found that a series of 
presentations offered to both senses at the same time was more easily 
reproduced than if given only to sight or to hearing. Their findings 
suggested that in isolation memory from visual presentation surpassed 
memory from aural presentation. y 
Using subjects from grade three through college level, Kilpatrick 
presented concrete nouns visually and orally at the rata of one word 
every two seconds. The children were tested immediately and after a 
.. 
' 
1
'!!1./ Hugo Munsterberg and J. Bigham, "Studies from the Harvard Psychological 
I! Laboratory," Psychological Review, -~-t3.8-42, 1894. 
ii Z:,/ E. A. Kilpatrick, "An Experimental Study of Memory," Psychological 
II Review, 1:602-609, 1894. 
!! 
!I lapse of three days. 
Ji immediate and delayed recall, auditory presentation proved superior 
Findings from this study indicated that for both 
II 1: 
II !I 
i! l: 
for young children while visual presentation excelled auditory in the 11 y 
case of older youth. Hawkins and Calkins conducted experiments similar 
il to Kilpatrick's and corroborated the results of that study. The three d (; 
:1 investigations showed a change in the relative advantage of a given mode 
I' 
II 
II ji 
i! 
1: 
r 
n lo j: 
of presentation with increasing age, a change which could be attributed 
to the use to which the two modalities are put at different ages. 
'V 
Russell equated 690 children in grades V, VII, and IX on the basis 
i' i: of scores on The National Intelligence Test and tested them in three 
!l 1: different groups. In one group, the material was read to the pupils 
twice in succession. In the second group the pupils were told to read 
the material at their normal rate with the same amount of time allowed 
as in the first presentation. In the third group, the pupils read 
" I; the material through twice with time uncontrolled. The pupils were tested 
I' 
·.; 
by an essay test and an objective test combined to give a single test 
ii score. 
n p 
In grade V the oral reading approach was superior to the other 
types of presentation. No significant difference was obtained at 
! 
i) grade VII. In grade IX the third type of presentation was superior to 
~c. J. Hawkins, "An Experiment in Memory Types," Psychological Review, 
4:289-94, 1897. 
:1 ~/ M. W. Calkins, "A Study of Immediate and Delayed Recall of the Concrete 
Ji and the Verbal," PsychologicalJfeview, 5:451-462, 1898. 
li y Ralph D. Russell, ''A Comparison of Two Methods of Learning," ~~ 
II .2!: Educational Res~, 18:235-238, October, 1928. 
,, 
i! 
,· 
6 
I 
c~·=--~ . .::_: .. •·· ·· · ··.....,--, ···.-,..:-.o·-- ----..... 
:1 the teacher-reading presentation. It would seem from this study~/that 
' ii 
11 at higher levels, students who cannot understand what they read usually 
~ ! 
ii do not understand what they hear. 
:: 
About 200 pupils from grades IV, V, and VI in six school systems 
2/ 
i! were tested by Young- in an attempt to determine the relation of' 
i 
!: comprehension and retention in reading and in hearing. Fifteen 
ii selections were used of' four different tvnes: (1) descriptions of li J!:' 
II 
;: industrial processes, (2) nature units, (3) American hero stories, and 
ii (4) narrative poems. These selections were not standardized and had 
i' 
·: from 350-800 words in each selection. 
lj The material was presented in four different ways, but each 
li selection was presented in only one way. Each classroom experienced 
:1 three modes and three types of' material: 
jl 
Mode A: The teacher read to the pupils. 
Mode B: The teacher read to the pupils while they read it silently. 
Mode C: The pupils read silently once. 
Mode D: The pupils read silently for the same amount of' time it 
would take for the teacher to read to the pupils. 
A thirty-item test was given immediately following the presentation 
of' material. The first twenty items called for short answers and the 
last ten items involved multiple-choice of' three responses for each. 
!i J/ Ibid. 
ji 
I! ?:,/ William E. Young, "The Relation of' Reading Comprehension and 
i\ Retention to Hearing Comprehension and Retention," Journal of' 
11 Educational Research, 18:235-236, October, 1928. 
h 
11 
I' 
7 
The following were among the findings from Young's study:1/ 
1. Younger children learn more from an oral presentation by the 
teacher than from silent reading by themselves. 
2. The coefficients of correlation between the pupil-results on 
tests after oral presentation and after silent reading were 
uniformly hig,b.. 
3. Children improve in comprehension through reading from grades 
four to six. At grade six, their reading comprehension 
skills begin to exceed their listening skills. 
Because the tests following the oral presentation were given as 
silent reading exercises, the results tend to show a higher correlation 
between reading and hearing than would be expected if test responses had 
not required the use of reading and writing skills. 
Studying the relative effectiveness of the lecture method and of y 
individual silent reading, Greene used 125 college men as subjects. 
He found that the highest one fourth did slightly better after reading 
the material than after hearing the lecture; the lower one fourth did 
slightly better after listening to the lecture; and for the middle half 
of the group the modes of presentation were equally effective. Delayed 
recall showed a superiority for the lecture method. 
In a study of the reading and hearing comprehension of university 
1/llli· 
6,/ Edward B. Greene, ttThe Relative Effectiveness of Lecture and 
Individual Reading as Methods of College Teaching," Genetic Psychology 
Monographs, 4:457-563, December, 1928. 
8 
::c:-·:c.o:::o#·:==c::· .... 
!l 
---·~--- -·-· .,._ ~-- . ~ ., 
11 ,-l 
' freshmen. 
11· I. 
Larsen and Feder used selections ·:of 200 words from the 
il 
lj Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Form B) including easy, moderate, and 
!I li difficult material. These investigators found that superiority of 
!; 
:; performance in reading over hearing depended upon the difficulty of the 
;: 
J< il material. Those low in scholastic aptitude and general reading ability 
I! 
., comprehended almost as well by reading as by listening, whereas the 
ij 
I' median groups showed a slight superiority in favor of reading com-
i; 
,, 
:! prehension. The group high in sbholastic aptitude showed definite 
;i 
; 
i! superiority in reading comprehension. Reading memory, hearing memory, 
:I 
I· 
H 
I: 
li II 
and phonics did not differentiate sufficiently to be considered 
significant conditioners of skill in reading and hearing comprehension. 
li Oral reading accuracy was the only differential factor showing a fair 
il 
rl 
n 
•I I; li 
II 
n 
degree of relationship to reading comprehension and a slight negative 
relationship to hearing comprehension. 
In an experiment with 1000 Ohio pupils from grades V through VII, y j; I! Lumley used two groups equated on the basis of a pretest in geo-
H 
11 graphical information. Twelve factual geographical selections were used 
11 
: in the study. One group received information by radio broadcast and the 
other group read the same information from printed forms. The findings 
indicated that the reading group made higher scores than did the group 
; 
ii YRobert P. Larsen and D. D. Feder, "Common and Differential Factors in 
I' 11 Reading and Hearing Comprehension, n Journal of Educational Psychology, 
ll 21:241-252, April, 1940. 
'I j! 
d 
I! 
il 
I' ,I 
I' 
' ~ l 
·. ll 
y F. H. Lumley, "Research in Radio Education at Ohio State University," 
Education on the Air: Fourth Yearbook of the Institute for Education 
by Radio, Columbus: Ohio State University, 1933, p. 362. 
9 
listening to the radio, the superiority being greater in grades VII and 
VIII than in grades V and VI. 
Another study of reading and hearing comprehension, which involved 
280 adults ranging in age from eighteen to sixty-five, was made by ]} 
Goldstein and the following results were among those reported: 
d 1. The relative superiority of listening comprehension over 
reading comprehension diminishes with increasing difficulty 
of material. 
2. The audio-visual differential in favor of listening and the 
greater difference on easy than on hard material tend to be 
more marked for the less intelligent group. 
3. Some evidence is indicated that the faster readers find the 
fast rates more effective for reading comprehension than 
for listening comprehension. 
?} 
Working with university undergraduates and adults, Carver 
" 'i 
, investigated the influence of the cultural level of a population on the 
i! 
:
1 
medium best suited to learning. The findings of this study suggest that 
;( 
the higher the cultural level, the greater is the capacity to profit from 
oral presentation. However, beyond a point, the difficulty of material 
outweighs the cultural factor and the advantage of oral presentation is 
lost in favor of the visual. The same study suggests that material that 
'i' li Y Harry Goldstein, Reading and Listening Comprehension at Various 
1! 
.. · Controlled Rates. New York: Teachers Contributions to Education, No. 281, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940, pp. 57-63. 
I 
i! 
i· y M. E. Carver, A Study of Conditions Influencing the Relative Effective-
!! ness of Visual and Auditory Presentations, Unpublished Doctoral Thesis. 
!• Cambridge, Harvard University, 1934. 
10 
•' 
' is of a personal or an intimate nature seems to be favored by listening ii 
,· 
!! comprehension, while materials calling for close discrimination and 
r: p 
li critical judtJ&ell;\lt. are better understood through reading. ]j 
Lazarfeld found in his study that the lower cultural level of a 
people, the more likely they are to prefer listening to reading. The 
same study suggests that the more reading ability present, the more 
ii reading becomes the preferred medium for learning and that the more 
interest one has in a subject, the more he tends to prefer that medium 
which lends the fuller treatment of it. 
~/ 
Nichols in an attempt to identify some of the factors in listening ii 
,. 
I; ii comprehension, tested 200 college freshmen on ten-minute excerpts taken 
I 
i! II 
il 
I, 
ii 
from full period lectures normally given to freshmen classes in six 
different subject matter areas. Two speeches were heard each day upon 
;! I' three separate days. Each speech was delivered by a different speaker 
1i 
i and was followed by a test of twenty multiple choice questions. Various 
"· 
:: precautions were taken to assure that the material on which the tests 
i: 
! i were based was cof'ered during the lecture. Among the correlations 
d 
revealed were the following: 
Listening comprehension and intelligence .54 
Listening comprehension and reading comprehension .45 
Listening comprehension and scholastic aptitude .28 
Listening comprehension and vocabulary .50 
i: 
li 1/Paul F. Laze.rfeld, Radio and the Printed Page. New York: Duell, Sloan 
li and Pearce, 1940. 
;, 
,i y Ralph c. Nichols, "Factors in Listening Comprehension,n §pee~ 
!i Monographs, 5:154-163, 1948. 
,l 
11 
y ~ _,_. __ -,--::-.=~ _,, ·-:--=:,-:-
Anderson and Fairbanks tested 1220 freshmen at the University of 
ii Iowa, using the following measures: University of Iowa Qualifying 
!' 
i ~ 
' Examination for Intelligence, Iowa Silent Reading Test, Inglis Tests of 
I 
ii ji English Vocabulary - Form C for reading ~ocabulary, and Inglis Tests of 
II 
" 
I· 
I English Vocabulary - Form B recorded phonographically for a hearing 
vocabulary. Jrnong the findings reported were ( 1) a correlation of .80 
:j 
., between hearing and reading vocabularies and (2) a higher correlation p 
;•. ,. 
between intelligence and reading vocabulary than between intelligence 
and hearing vocabulary. y 
Caffrey experimented with 1200 students from grades three to 
21 
twelve:, using three forms of the California Auding Test. One half 
I' ii of the students took the test from a tape recorded presentation and 
i' 1 ~ 
l: the other half took it "live". 
i 
The following were among the more 
II 
., I~ 
!i 
~ I 
); 
i: 
I' 
,, 
interesting findings reported from this study: 
1. Auding ability can be reliably measured with valid tests when 
tests are not tape-recorded and/or they are given by 
different examiners. 
2. Children with previous practice in taking auding tests did no 
better than students from unselected groups. 
1/ Irving Anderson and Grant Fairbanks, •common and Differential Factors 
in Reading Vocabulary and Hearing Vocabulary,a Journal of Ed~ional 
Research, 10:317-324, January, 1937. 
li y John G. Caffrey, "Auding Ability at the Secondary Level," Educat~, 
n 75:303-310, January, 1955. 
!; 
!i J/ Don P. Brown and John G. Caffrey, California Auding Test. Redwood 
!i City, California: Council on Auding Research, 1952. 
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3. Favorable reaction to taking the tests is a factor markedly 
uncorrelated with auding test scores. 
il 
' 4. Children with lnown hearing loss did as well or better 
I' d 
II 
'I li 
,, 
' L 
than other students. 
5. Mean scores remained significantly higher for boys than for 
girls even with groups matched identically by means and 
variances of chronological ages. This trend corresponds to the 
1/ 
findings reported by Hall's experiment- with fifth,graders. 
6. Auding ability cannot be effectively predicted at the secondary 
level from reading scores, mental ages, achievement test 
scores, chronological ages, or teachers' evaluations. 
2:.1 
Spache and the Committee on Diagnostic Reading Tests attempted to 
·; devise a pair of comparable tests that would determine present reading-
!; 
1; 
comprehension status and the potential of the student for improvement li 
I' in silent reading. The tests were arranged to parallel comparable 
)" 
H 
:i passages from high school and college texts in science, literature, and 
h 
n il social studies and were designed to measure comprehension of main ideas, 
,,, 
H ~ ~ details, and inferences. 
!l 
'! 
I 
'I 
il 
!' jJ R. 0. Hall, An Exploratory Study of the !4stening of Fifth Grade 
,, Pupils. Unpublished I~. D. Dissertation, los Angeles, University of 
~ l 
' 
, Southern California, 1954. 
p 
' II 2:,/ G2orge Spache, "The Construction and Validation of a Work-Type 
11 Audirory Comprehension Reading Test,m Educational and Psychological 
,I ~rement, 10:250-251, Summer, 1950. 
il 
i ~ 
' ~ 
ii 
l3 
11 
In an unpublished study by Townshend, the Silent Comprehension and 
2/ 
Auditory Comprehension sections of the Diagnostic Reading Test Battery-
were used as measuring instruments with 174 high school students in 
St. Louis, Missouri. 
The following correlations were found between the results of the two 
measuresr for the tenth grade .601; for the eleventh grade .628; and 
for the twelfth grade .699. These findings suggest that a real 
difference exists between the skills being measured. 
2.1 !J 
Blewett and Dow report studies involving the construction of tests 
which, though unpublished, have been used by these investigators to 
measure listening abilities in their college classes. The only standard-
ized tests with national norms for grades 11 through 14 are the result 
2.1 
of intensive work by Brown. His tests measure the ability of the 
the listener to synthesize the component parts of a speech to discover 
the central idea or ideas, to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant 
1/ Reported by Paul Berg, "Reading in Relation to Listening," Evaluating 
College Reading Programs. The Fourth Yearbook of the Southwest Reading 
Conference for Colleges and Universities, Fort Worth, Texas: Texas 
Christian University Press, 1955. 
·6/ Frances Oraline Triggs, Chairman, Diagnostic Reading Tests. 
New York: The Committee on Diagnostic Reading Tests, Incorporated, 1948. 
'J./Thomas T. Blewett, 11An Experiment in the Measurement of Listening at 
the College Level," Journal of Communication, 1:50-57, ~~y, 1952. 
/J C.lyde W. Dow, "The Development of Listening Comprehension Tests for 
Michigan State College Freshmen," Speech Monographs, 20:120, 195.3. 
2,/ James I. Brown, ll'Measurement of Listening Ability, 11 ~ool and Society, 
71:69-71, February, 1950. 
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material, to make logical inferences, to make use of contextual clues, 
and to follow a fairly complex thought unit. 
In a study to determine the influence on language comprehension of y 
the method of presentation of material, Gaughran used three forms of a 
standardized reading test, adapted for oral, visual, and visual-oral 
presentations. The adaptations of the tests were administered to 501 
students in grades four through eight. 
Three forms of the Iowa Every Pupil Tests of Bas!£_§kills, Test A. 
Advanced Battery, were adapted as follows: 
1. Form 0 was used for oral presentation with selections arranged 
by paragraphs. One of the wrong answers was eliminated from 
each group of questions to make it possible to present the 
material in a fifty minute class period. Questions requiring 
the pupil to locate information by paragraph were eliminated 
from the original form 0. Paragraph material, questions, and 
answers were recorded. 
2. Form N was used for the visual presentation with the same 
adaptation made as for the oral presentation of paragraphs. 
This material was read by the students. 
3. Form L was used for the visual-oral presentation and the 
procedures followed in producing the visual-oral forms were 
identical to those followed in adapting material for the other 
two types of presentations. 
i/ Alex M. Gaughran, The Effect on Language GomQrehension of Three 
Methods of Presentation, Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Columbia, Missouri: 
University of Missouri, 1953. 
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Among the findings reported by Gaughran, the following have 
pertinency for this study: 
l. Listening results in more effective comprehension than does 
reading from a mental age of ten up to an approximate mental 
age of thirteen and a half. 
2. Reading results in more effective comprehension than does 
listening from an approximate mental age of thirteen and a half 
through mental age of sixteen. 
3. From a mental age of eleven through fifteen, reading-listening 
is the most effective means of comprehending material of the 
type used in this study. 
Most researches relevant to the comparison of listening and reading 
comprehension have been made with adults or with older students. 
However, one of the first investigations of this kind was made by y 
Durrell and Sullivan, using children from grades three through six in an 
attempt to determine whether failure in reading is due to lack of mental 
capacity, physical disabilities, or confusions in the learning process. 
In the construction of the auditory test, oral responses were not 
used because they would necessitate individual testing. Printed multiple 
choice answers were ruled out because in reading aloud to the children, 
the examiner might emphasize the right answer. The technique of using 
pictures in multiple-choice form was chosen as the best method for 
recording answers. 
lJ Ibid. 
g/ Helen B. Sullivan, Construction and Evaluation of a Measure for 
Determining Auditory Comprehension, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1937. 
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The Durrell-Sullivan Capacity Test includes a measure of a word-
meaning and a measure of paragraph-meaning. The Durrell-Sullivan Achieve-
ment Test was constructed to parallel the capacity test. The final forms 
of both tests were standardized on six thousand children in nineteen 
communities and eleven states. Of the children tested in this study, 
14.5% were found to have reading ages one or more years below their 
understanding of spoken language. y 
Tireman and Woods attempted to determine whether Spanish-speaking 
children follow the theoretical pattern of emphasis with visual 
vocabularies increasing toward oral vocabularies with increasing age. 
The Durrell-Sullivan tests of capacity and achievement were given to 47 
Spanish-speaking 6hildren in grades five through eight, and an analysis 
of test results yielded the following: 
1. The majority of the children tested got higher scores on the 
achievement teat than on the capacity test. 
2. The scores on the capacity test were higher in grades 5 and 6; 
scores on the achievement test were higher in grades 7 and 8. 
3. On the capacity test, all grades did better on paragraph than 
on word meaning with the differences greates in the lowest grade. 
The explanation for the results of this study is based on the 
influence of environment. Words from the visual vocabulary of English 
i7 Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Reading Capacity and 
Achievement Tests. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Com?any, 193~ 
y L. S. Tireman and V. E. Woods, •Aural and Visual Comprehension of 
English by Spanish-Speaking Children," Elementary School Journal, 
40:206-209, November, 1939. 
17 
speaking children are transferred to their oral vocabulary. Because 
Spanish-speaking children hear only Spanish at home, words from their 
visual vocabulary are not checked against usage or through hearing others 
use them. They might then, be making perception errors and misplacing 
accents in their reading of English. 
From the above explanation of Tireman and Woods it sounds plausible 
to say that 47 Spanish-speaking children understood written English 
better than spoken. The sampling was too inadequate to really judge 
whether this explanation is a valid one. In addition to this limitation 
the investigators measured two functions, hearing and reading 
comprehension, on non-comparable scales. Since different content and 
different population were used in establishing norms on the measures 
used, the norms equate artificially. 
!I 
Miller's study was concerned with the relationship between the 
ability to understand words read and words heard. It was prompted by a 
2/ 
comment by Gray- in reviewing the ~11-Sullivan Reading Ca~city and 
Achievement Tests. Gray questioned the validity of usi~ a different 
device for checking meaning in the two tests. 
The obvious assumption is that these methods areequivalent 
or at least make the same demand for interpretation upon the 
reader. No data was presented in support of this view. It 
is reasonable to assume that identifying the meaning of a 
printed word with one of several pictures may be a radically 
different process from identifying the meaning of a printed 
1/ Eleanor A. Miller, The Relation of Hearing Comprehension to Reading 
Comprehension in Grades Three and Four, unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1941. 
~/ Buros, Oscar K., "Mental Tests: Reading," The 1938 Mental Measurement 
Yearbook. New Brunswifk, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1938, 
p. 128. 
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WQrd with several other printed words. In the latter case 
failure to respond accurately may be due to difficulty in 
recognizing the word or phrase which represents the 
meaning of the test word or phrase which represents the 
meaning of the test word or passage. It appears that the 
two tests might have been more comparable if pictures had 
been usedQin both tests rathi than pictures in one and 
printed words in the other.l y 
Miller adapted the Durrell-Sullivan Capacity Test, using the same 
device to check meaning in both hearing and listening tests, and ad-
ministered these tests to 217 children in grades three and four of seven 
different public schools. The following were some of the conclusions 
drawn from this study: 
1. Children in grades three and four had better hearing com-
prehension than reading comprehension in both vocabulary and 
paragraph-meaning. 
2. The difference was soflewhat less between hearing comprehension 
and reading comprehension in grades IV than in grades III, 
though still in favor of hearing. 
3. The children with higher mental ages were superior to those 
with lower mental ages in both hearing and reading comprehension. 
4. Of the children tested, 37% had a reading comprehension one to 
two years below that of their hearing comprehension. 
As part of a s~y conducted to evaluate a program for the improvement 
of listening, Pratt studied the relationship between listening and the 
jJ_Buros, loc. cit. 
~/ Miller, loc. cit. 
ll Lloyd E. Pratt, The Experimental Evaluation of a Program of Listening 
in the Elementary School, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Des Moines, 
Iowa, State University of Iowa, 1953. 
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intelligence and reading variables of 254 sixth graders and concluded 
that there is as much justification for evaluating listening by the use 
of an intelligence test as by the use of a reading test. Pratt concluded 
that the coefficient of correlation of .64 between the final test of 
listening ability used in his study and the Iowa Silent Reading Test does 
not warrant the evaluation of listening by the use of a reading test 
administered orally. y 
Armstrong compared the size ~d composition of children's auditory 
and reading vocabularies, using Stanford-Binet lists and reported that 
the significance of score difference decreased somewhat with age. 
Auditory vocabulary increases at a constant rate and reading vocabulary 
at a mildly positive accelerated rate until, in the later elementary 
grades, the latter approaches the former. 
In a study of reading recognition and hearing recognition 
vocabularies of children in grades three to six and their respective y 
correlations with intelligence, Yates used two forms of the Stanford 
Reading Test of Word Meaning and the Otis Self Administering Test of 
Mental Ability. 
One form of the test of word meaning was given first as a reading 
test and then as a listening test. One week later the second form of 
the same test was given first as a listening and then as a reading test. 
!/ Hubert C. Armstrong, The Relationship of the AuditorY and Visual 
Vocabularies of Children, Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Palo Alto, 
California, Stanford University, 1953. 
y Paul S. Yates, The Relations between Reading Recognition Vocabulary 
and Hearing Recognition Vocabulary and their Respective Correlation with 
Intelligence, Unpublished Master's Thesis, St. Louis, Missouri, 
Washington University, 1953. 
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Test scores for both hearing and reading constitute the combined raw 
scores on both forms of the test. 
1/ 
Among the findings from Yates' investigation, the following have 
pertinency for this study: 
1. Reading vocabulary of the fifty pupils in grade 3 has a wider 
variation than the hearing vocabulary; the mean score (94.31) 
for hearing was higher than the mean score (64.22) for reading. 
2. Correlations between intelligence and reading recognition 
vocabulary were consistently high at all grade levels. 
3. Correlations between intelligence and hearing vocabulary were 
all lower than the correlations between intelligence and 
reading vocabulary. 
Most of the studies relevant to the relationships between reading 
and listening suggest ~hat within most individuals a real difference 
exists between their comprehension of printed and spoken language. 
Training and use, favoring one or the other medium, and insensitivity of 
measuring instruments woul~ seem to be factors relevant to this 
differentiation. 
Studies of Children's Vocabularies 
A review of research yields no evidence in regard to a direct 
comparison between the understanding that young children have for words 
heard and the degree of understanding they have for the same words when 
they appear in print. Much research evidence is available to point 
up the great differences between the size of the listening vocabularies of 
children in the primary grades and the word counts for basic reading 
11 
books used in ~he same grades. On the point Russell states: 
There is some research evidence to indicate that vocabulary 
may not be so closely related to ree.ding success as are 
intelligence and other factors for typical children in the 
first two grades. • • • Modern basic readers and supplementary 
books written for the primary grades usually have a controlled 
vocabulary of not more than a few hundred words. For example, 
in preprimers, primers, and first readers planned for a basic 
reading program in the first grade the total number of new 
words is likely to be between 300 and 400 different words.g/ 
In commenting on the importance of language equipment to success in 
beginning reading, Dolch says, "It is doubtless a fact that the child 
entering school nowadays at six years of ar,e has a language equipment as 
large in size as that of most adults a few generations ago." 
2.1 
Hughes and Cox conducted an experiment to detemine, among other 
things, the difference between the language of first grade children 
and the language used in books designed for beginning reading instruction. 
The recordings, either by wire or in longhand, were made in forty-two 
different periods over a span of three months and were secured from 
forty-five children who entered first grade in Santa Monica, California 
i/ David H. Russell, Children Learn to Rea£. Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1949. 
gj Ibid., pp. 184-185. 
J/ Edwa~d W. Dolch, The Psychology and Teaching of Reading. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1931, pp. 23-24. 
~/Vivian K. Cox and ?~rie M. Hughes, "Language of First Grade Children," 
Elementary English Review, 26:373-380, November, 1949. 
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at the beginning of the second semester. 
1/ 
The vocabulary count of this study included all words except proper 
names and words denoting sounds or special actions made by objects of 
animals, such as r,~ew or hop:oi ty. There were 1097 different words used by 
the children and 401 different words used in the readers; 331 of these 
words were common to the speech of the children and to the vocabulary of 
the first grade reading books. A comparison of words designating 
people, animals, objects, and things used by children and found in the 
reading books disclosed that children used five times as many of such 
words as were found in the books. Action words and description words 
were also compared and it was found that children used two or three times 
as many of such words as are found in the readers. 
Early test makers were concerned with the size of children's y 
vocabulary and Cuff reviewed nine attempts made before 1919 to measure 
2.1 
the size of vocabulary. In 1915, Bonser, Burch, and Turner made the 
following recommendations: 
Because of the selective standards used in making 
abridged dictionaries of varying grades, and of the 
difficulty in evaluating attainment as shown by word 
lists from any of these in terms of an unabridged dictionary, 
probably nothing less than an appropriately selected word 
list from an unabridged dictionary would provide tests ~/ 
giving results very closely approximating total vocabularies. 
l/ Ibid. 
2:,/ N. B. Cuff, nvocabulary Tests," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
21:212-220, March, 1930. 
l/ Frederick G. Bonser, L. H. Burch, and Margaret R. Turner, "Vocabulary 
Tests as Measures of School Efficiency, 11 School and Society, 2:713-718, 
November, 1915. 
~/ llli·' p. 714. 
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There seems to be no evidence that this recommendation was put into y 
effect until about 1940 when Seashore and his students began using it. y 
In an early study, Smith tested 273 children between the ages of 
six months and six years, using pictures and questions to determine 
whether the child could use the word or define it. She found a range 
in vocabulary from no words for the eight-month old child to 2,562 words 
in the vocabulary of the average six-year old, with the children showing 
an average gain of 572 words a year. Words used for the test were from 
21 
Thorndike's list of 10,000 most frequently used words and from 
recorded vocabularies of children. 
kl 
The Child Study Committee in 1929, attempted to ascertain the 
vocabulary of children before they entered the first grade. Data 
was obtained by listing the words children used at home and while 
attending kindergarten and the words they used when stimulated with 
pictures and questions. Words were tabulated if they were found in Webste~ 
International Dictionary, 1925 edition, and proper nouns were recorded 
17 R. H. Seashore and L. D. Eckerson, •Measurement of Individual 
Differences in General English Vocabularies," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 31:14-38, January, 1940. 
~/ Madorah E. Smith, !n_Investigation of the Development of the Sent~~ 
~Q2 Extent of Vocabulary in Young Childre_q, University of Iowa 
Studies in Child Welfare, Vol. 3, No. 5, 1926. 
l/ Edward L. Thorndike, A Teacher's W.ord Book. New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921. 
A/ Child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Union, 
A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering First Grade. 
Washington, D.C.: The International Kindergarten Union, 1928. 
if they appeared in the Biographical Dictionary and in A Pronouncing 
Gazetteer, 1925 edition. Words such as ~ and Humpty Dumoty were kept 
as well as slang terms, contractions, commercial words, and 
colloquialisms. A final list of 2,596 words was compiled from seven 
thousand words recorded with a frequency of seven used as a criterion for 
retention in the list. 
1/ 
In the study made by Fry- words were recorded as they were used in 
sentences by children in the first grade. Recordings were taken 
continuously from one group of first grade children over a period of 
one year, two groups of about forty children each over a half year, and 
four other groups including about forty children each during the 
afternoons of a number of days. Word responses were not stimulated by 
pictures or other techniques. 
The complete compilation included 2,500 different words and 1,500 
of the most frequently used words were listed in the study. All words 
of a frequency of five or below were omitted from the final list. The 
data of this study indicated the following agreement with Thorndike's 
?} 
list in regard to the placement of the words by frequency: 
1. In the first hundred count, only fifty-seven words are 
common to both lists. 
2. On the list compiled in this study, ninety-two words are 
listed above the first five thousand by Thorndike. 
1/ Rhey Fry, The School Vocabulary of First Grade Children, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Tulsa, Universitr of Oklahoma, 1931. 
~/ Thorndike, 6tH cit. 
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3. There are one hundred and four words on this list which do 
not appear in the Thorndike list of 10,000 words. 
11 
The data from Trent's study in which words were recorded from the 
conversations of sixty-two children from four different states would 
seem to indicate that a first-grade word list should include many words 
used commonly in homes. 
The measurement and evaluation of children's vocabularies have been 
2/ 
influenced considerably by available word lists. Marcum and Leavell 
have classified these listssaccording to six categories: 
1. Words which occur in written materials of children. 
2. Words which occur in written materials of adults. 
3. Words which occur in printed materials for children. 
4. Words which occur in printed materials for adults. 
5. Words which occur in spoken language of children. 
6. Combinations of some or all these types of studies. 
In an analysis of over 100,000 individual ~ers written by 
children in grades one through eight, Rinsland found that first graders 
used 5,099 different words, second graders used 5,821 different words, 
and the number of different words used by third graders was 8,976. 
Because of the limited writing ability of the first grade children, 
!/ Bess M. Trent, Vocabulary of First Grade Childr~utside of School, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Tulsa, University of Oklahoma, 1931. 
Sf Allin w. Leavell and Dixie M. Marcum, -Reading Recognition Vocabulary 
Test as Diagnostic Instrument,w Peabody Journal of Education, 22:157-167, 
November, 1944. 
J! Henry Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Chi~. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. 
furnished him with 4,630 pages of recorded conversation of children in 
school and outside. 
One of the best known standard word lists is the Teacher's Word 
J.l 
Book of 30,000 Words which is a revision and extension of two 
previously published word lists. The first two counts were based on a 
wide sampling of adult writing which included literature for children. 
The third volume lists words in terms of their frequency per 1,000,000 
running words and per 4,000,000 words in magazines, juvenile books, 
and semantic counts. Separate lists are presented of the 500 words 
occurring most frequently and the 500 words occurring next most frequently. 
One of the most useful of the combined lists of frequently used 
!tl 
words was compiled by Buckingham and Dolch. This list is based on 
' eleven different vocabulary studies and it presents for each word, the 
studies in which it appears and the grade or frequency assigned to it 
by each study. Although this provides a useful educational guide, its 
compilers note its limitations. As the child's world expands, 
geographically and technically, his word knowledge increases rapidly. 
The effects of movies, books, and radio and the predisposition of parents 
1/ Fry, 6p. cit. 
y Trent, op. ci~. 
J./ Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, Teacher's Word Book of 
30,000 Words. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1944. 
!J/ B. R. Buckingham and Edward w. Dolch, A Combined Word List. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936. 
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to satisfy the child's curiosity, all effect the child's meaning 
vocabulary. y 
In 1926, Gates presented a reading vocabulary of 1,500 words, 
selected from (1) Thorndike's earliest list, (2) words not included 
by Thorndike as derived by an actual count of words selected from 
literature for young children, (3) all additional words found in the 
1,000 most frequently used words in a series of primary readers, and 
(4) words found in the thousand most frequently used words in the spoken 
vocabulary of young children. Each word was numerically rated on the 
judgments of experts concerning the child's interest in the word, 
utility of the word for the child's future use, frequency of 
appearance in selected literature for primary children, frequency of 
appearance in school readers, frequency of appearance in children's 
spoken language, and frequency of appearance in literature for older 
children and adults. y 
Dale made a study of those words among the 2,596 in the word 
21 
list of the International Kindergarten Union which appear in the most y 
frequently used thousand in the Teacher's Word Book and compiled a list 
of 769 words. In addition, Dale compiled a second list of 230 words 
1/ Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grade~. New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926. 
6/ Edgar Dale, " A Comparison of Two Word Lists," Educational Research 
Bulletin, 10:484-489, December, 1931. 
l/ Child Study Committee, op, cit. 
y Thorndike, o~. cit. 
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found in the first thousand of the Teacher's Word Book, but which are 
not included in the word list of the International Kindergarten Union. 
11 
KYte's list or 100 words presents a refined core of words which 
he considers useful in all phases ~f school work. The words in this 
core vocabulary are related to different basic reading programs, but the 
spelling and writing difficulties are also given. y 
Leavell and Marcum compiled a list of 300 words which they believed 
important for use in a test designed to diagnose the word-recognition 
abilities or primary grade children. 
Recently the doctrine or power has been used to supplement the 
doctrine of frequency in the preparation of word lists and subscribers 
bo this doctrine feel that a word should be selected because of its 
2.1 
expressive 9ower. Ogden has prepared a list or 850 words which is said 
to have the expressive power of 20,000 words. This list of 850 words 
with a complete absence of verbs and very few quantifying words is said 
to be sufficient for the needs of ordinary conversation. It is not 
claimed by the exponents or Basic English that this scientifically 
selected vocabulary minimum can express adequately the technicalities 
with which special lists are concerned. 
l/ George C. Kyte, 11 A Core Vocabulary for the Primary Grades," Elementary 
School Journal, 44:157-166, November, 1943. 
~/ Leavell and Marcum, op. cit. 
2,/ C. K. Ogden, Basic En lish A General Introduction with Rules and 
~~ {Psyche Miniatures • London: Keegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 
and Company, Ltd., 1937, p. 95. 
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Studies by Seashore and Smith increased the estimate of total 
meaning vocabulary at different age or grade levels. Using tests of 331 
basic words taken from a random sampling of an unabridged dictionary, 
Seashore estimated that the average child of six years had a vocabulary 
of about 24,000 words and that a high school graduate knows about 80,000 
words. Gain of 5,000 basic words plus derivative terms was reported 
per year from grades one through twelve. 
~ ~ 
Smith used an adaptation of the English Recognition Vocabulary Test 
in her investigation and found an average vocabulary of over 23,000 words 
in the first grade. A broad set of criteria was adopted in this study 
to determine the total number of words which had any significant meaning 
for the child. The child was first given an opportunity to define the 
word in his own terms or to illustrate its proper use in a sentence. If 
he could do neither of these, he was given an opportunity to demonstrate 
his ability to recognize the meaning on a multiple response test with 
four possible choices. At the earlier ages everything was read to the 
child to make sure that results were not affected by inability to read, 
write or spell words. 
1/ Seashore, 2P· cit. 
S,/ Mary K. Smith, "Measurement of the Size of General EngUsh Vocabulary 
through the Elementary Grades and High School,'• Genetic Ps:;ohology, 
31:14-38, January, 1940. 
J.l·~. 
~/ R. H. Seashore and L. D. Eckerson, English Recognition Vooabular:; 
~· Evanston, Illinois: Published by the author!, 1938. 
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Weppner's summary indicated wide discrepancies in estimates of Jl 
J, 
rl !I 
li 
II 
total vocabulary at different grade levels which she attributed to: li 
( 1) the source of material, ( 2) the concept of 11word 11 used by the II 
I' 
:I 
II I; 
ll 
I' 
!! 
investigator, (~) the degree of knowledge required by the test, (4) 
the type of scoring, (5) the sampling used in obtaining teat items, 
and (6) the form of the test. y 
Williams indicates some of the s~t.ematic errors in sampling 
II 
II 
,I 
" ii 
:I I! 
·I 
I' i'l li, 
H 
!i 
I! II II li 
I from dictionaries when some words are given more space than others. I! 
~ II 
In commenting on sampling techniques, Seashore states: li 
II lili !i •••.• to give people an opportunity to show all the words 
ji of which they have some reasonable degree of knowledge.,. j! 
•I II 
1/ • ... On the contrary, it is found that tbate are very 1!\ll 
i,l significant numbers of words which are included only in 
1
.,
1 
an unabridged dictionary, but which are still v,ery likely IIi 
to be known~ to children even in the first grade~ !!/ I, 
II., 21 il 
il Wesman and Seashore report that the difficulty of an item as 1 .. j1 
li il rated by a vocabulary test. may correlate only slightly with t'rt?98nn' II 
li as determined by the Thorndike:Lorge rating of words in general use.Th~se 
1,1 1: 
1l 11 
li 'i ii 1/ Mary T~ Weppner, Standardization of Two Equivalent. For!Wl of a 11~ 
l
;l! Vocabulary Test Used in th-e Measurement. of Various ~e Levels in tl!e 'i 
Elementary Gradeao Three thr,~ugb Ei&!!: Washington, D. D.: Catholic II 
I/ University of .America, 191ile li 
:1 S:/ Harold M~ Williams, "Some Problems of> Sampling in Vocabul~ry Tests, 1 II 
Jl Journal of Experimental Educatiop, 1:1~1-1~~' December, 19~2. IJ 
11 2/ Harold G. Seashore, •The Importance of Vocabulary .in Learning La.nguageli 
jl Skills:," Elementary English, 25: 1~7-152, March, 1948~ II 
II ,I 
II !!/ Ibid., P• 1~9 i! 
J 2/ Alexander G. Wesman and Harold G. Seashore, 'Frequency vs~ Complexity ~~~ 
1! of Words in Verbal Keasuram.e:rt, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology,4o: .I 
,, ' 
11 ,25-4o4, l24o. ·-~----.,.·-t--
~ ~ 
:. II 
li q 
:i 
IJ 
~ ~ 
i: 
~ ; 
investigators conclude that the Thorndike-Large word count is probably 
the best available source of information concerning the frequency with 
which words appear in general literature, but is not a device for 
ranking the conceptual difficulty of those words. 
11 
Horn feels that word lists do make it possible to determine the 
relative value of words with far greater precision than is possible by 
methods of judgment, but they are not valid measures of the present 
vocabulary status or needs of children. 
The limits of this chapter prohibit further review of studies 
related to the method of selecting words for the measurement of 
vocabulary. The controversial nature of the problem has significance 
for this study in the degree of confidence it offers for the selection 
of words according to the method best suited to the needs which the 
proposed measures are to satisfy. 
Countless studies have yielded evidence of the i~portance of 
2/ 
vocabulary knowledge. Spache reports a correlation of .91 between the 
vocabulary tests of the Stanford-Binet and total scale mental ages and 
states that the picture vocabulary M.A. provides an excellent estimate 
2.1 
of total scale M.A. for a chronological age of 4-1. Terman considers the 
V'Ernest Horn, ttThe Validity and Reliability of Adult Vocabulary Lists," 
The Elem~ta;rr English Review, 16:129-134, 138, April, 1935. 
a/ George Spache, "The Vocabulary Tests of the Revised Stanford-Binet as 
Independent Measures of Intelligence," Journal of Educational R~earch 
26L312-316, March, 1943. 
2,/ Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring Intellig~. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937, p. 302. 
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vocabulary test the most valid single test in the Stanford-Binet scale 
and the results from this test markedly related to the results of the 
entire scale. 
J/ 
Traxler concluded that the word meaning score is a better 
predictor of achievement than the intelligence quotient derived from the 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests. Correlations between scores for 
word meaning and total scores on Stanford Achievement Tests for grades 
four- eight ranged from .780 to .877. Partial correlations between 
word meaning and total scores on the Stanford Achievement Test with the 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence quotients held constant range from .654 
to .838 with a median of .727. This study would indicate that aside 
from the influence of intelligence there is a rather high relationship 
between vocabulary and total achievement. 
The number of investigations conducted each year relevant to the 
knowledge children have of words offer further evidence of the 
importance which adults attach to the reading and meaning vocabularies 
2/ 
of children. SulliYan studied the experience background of three 
hundred fifty-four children and concluded that science concepts were the 
1/ Arthur Traxler, "The Relationship between Vocabulary and General 
Achievement in the Elementary School," Elementary School Journal 
43:33 , February, 1945. 
£/Ethel Sullivan, ~ey of the Experience Backgrounds of First Grade 
Children, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1951. 
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least familiar of all areas tested. 
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Studies by Phillips1 and Spainhour2 
also indicated that experiential backgrounds in the area of science were 
greatly lacking. 
ll 
The results of a study by Genua, involving the construction of 
an instrument to measure the background experiences of first grade 
children, indicated such differences in knowledge due to geographical 
location as the following: 
1. Animals, Birds, Insects, and their Parts were better known 
by children in the south or southwest than by those living 
in the northern or northwestern part of the United States. 
2. Number Concepts were well known by children in the southwest, 
but not so well known by other populations. 
3. People were better known by northern and northeastern children 
than by southern and southwestern children. 
14:1 
Bryan, in an investigation involving 25,000 children from grades 
two to six living under varied socio-economic conditions in different 
1/ Helen Phillips, ~ey of the Experience Background of First Grad~ 
Children, Unpublished Master 1s Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1952. 
~~ Bernice Spainhour, ~alysis of First Grade Basal Reading Series for 
Words ~hat Require Real Life Experiences for Meaningful~ginning Reading, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1952. 
~~ Florence Genua, The Construction and Validation of an Instrument to 
Measure the Background Experiences of First Grade Children, Unpublished 
Doctor's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1954. 
!J/ F. E. Bryan, "How Large Are Children's Vocabulariesru ~mentari 
School Journal, 54:210-216, December, 1953 • 
.. .. -- .. --
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parts of the country, attempted to measure the size of children's 
vocabularies. The children were tested during the four seasons of the 
year. The tests given in three parts involved a free association test, 
a stimulus response test, and a multiple choice English recognition 
test. The total number of words compiled from all three parts of 
the test were 1,656 in grade 2; 1,279 in grade 3; 1,927 in grade 4; 
2,176 in grade 5; and 2,431 in grade 6. 
1/ 
In a.- group study- of the speaking vocabulary of children in 
kindergarten and grades one through three, groups from each educational 
level ranging in size from 219 to 615 children participated. Vocabulary 
was recorded from the following sources: 
1. Spontaneous conversation 
2. Discussion stimulated by questions from the teacher 
3. Discussion stimulated by pictures 
4. Discussion stimulated by a film or a filmstrip 
In a final computation, the total number of running words reported 
ranged from 65,523 at the kindergarten level to 125,390 at grade three 
level. The word lists included nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, 
adverbs, contractions, colloquialisms, and commercial words. Each 
variant of a word was recorded as a different word. An interesting 
cumulative list was compiled which gives the frequency for each 
recorded word at each of the levels used in the study as well as the 
1/ Claire Corcoran and others, The Speaking Vocabulary of Kindergarten, 
Grade I, Grade II, and Grade III, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1955 • 
---. ··-······ 
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, the total frequency for all four levels 
Countless studies have been made to determine the word counts of 
basal reading series. The major objective of a recent group study made 
1:1 
by Bennett and others was the construction of tests, using words common 
to all books for grades one through three of siX basal reading series. 
' The results of the study yielded counts of different words, used in six 
basal series, ranging from 1,360 to 1,901. At the first grade level, 
there were 309 words common to all books of the six series; from the 
second grade books, 281 words were common to all series; at the third 
grade level 469 words were common to all series. A total of 1,059 words 
were common to all books for grades 1, 2, and 3 in the six basal 
reading series. 
Studies related to children's vocabularies indicate that while the 
1 word counts of books for grades one through three tend to be lighter 
with each revision of a basal series, the estimates of children's 
meaning vocabularies tend to increase. While there is much disagreement 
on the best method of selecting words for the measurement of vocabulary, 
there is evidence to indicate that children understand a vast number of 
words which can never be tested by recording their speech. Research 
evidence indicates that there exists a rather high positive relationship 
between vocabulary knowledge and intelligence as well as between word 
knowledge and educational achievement. 
~Virginia E. Bennett and others, Construction and Evaluation of GrouE 
Tests in Reading for Grades Onel Two, and Three, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1953. 
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Measurement of Language Comprehension 
~h£ Primary Grades 
While there are a few tests available for the measurement of 
listening abilities at the upper and middle grade levels, the writer 
found no test designed primarily to measure the listening comprehension 
of children at the primary school level. However, parts of reading 
readiness and reading tests are essentially measures of listening 
abilities. 
11 
In the Durrell-Sullivan readiness test, one test is a measure of 
listening ability as indicated from the following sample of ma~rial 
taken from the examiner's manual: 
I"' iVhen Bobby and the other children got to school, they 
took off their raincoats and hats. They hung them on the 
hooks. What else did they take off besides their raincoats 
and hats? Find the picture of the other thin~~ they had 
to take off. Draw a line under that picture.=r 
From the examiner's manual for the same readiness test the following 
material indicates the type of listening that is required of the chfid as 
he responds to an item on the test of associative thinking: 
Put your finger on the next row. Look at me while 
I tell you some more about Bobby. Billy and Bobby played 
a long time. Then it began to get very cool. What did 
Billy and Bobby put on? Find pictures of the two things 
to put on_w)len it is cool. Draw a line under the two 
pictures.:V 
.1/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Reading Readiness Abilities 
Test. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1951. 
g/ Ibid., test 5, item 8. 
l/ ~~' test 6, item 4. 
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The Gates test of reading readiness employs a full page drawing 
of a farm scene, a half page drawing of a town scene, and a half page 
drawing of the interior of a store. This test measures the ability to 
listen to what the examiner says and to understand what is said, to 
remember for a short time what is said, to understand various important 
words and concepts concerning the country, the town, and a store, and 
to get the meaning of the whole picture and to use all of this meaning 
in executing directions. 
The material which follows is a sample of that given orally by the 
2/ 
examiner as the child takes the Harrison-Stroudd test:-
Find the pictures of a garage, a package, and a bed. 
Listen: Penny was very sleeny. She had been ~laying a 
long time. Her mother told her she would have to send 
her somewhere. One picture shows where Penny~~ mother 
was going to send her. Draw a line under it.' 
t±l 
In the Lee-Clark test, the child is asked to respond to such oral 
,: directions as the following: 
Put a mark on the rabbit. 
Put a mark on the cat which is in the middle 2/ 
Put a mark on the thing that can go the fastest. 
1/ Arthur I. Gates, Gates Reading Readiness Tests. New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939. 
6/ Lucille Harrison and James B. Stroud, Reading Readiness Test • 
. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950 • 
.l/ Ibid., item 15. 
t±/ J. Murray Lee and Willis W. Clark, Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test 
{Revised Edition). Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1943. 
·. 2/ Ibid., part 2, test 3. 
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to the child individually and the child is asked to tell it back just as 
it was told to him. Twenty items cover the ideas contained in the story. 
If the child is unable to recall specific facts, questions are asked to 
evoke responses. y 
The comprehension test which is part of the pre-reading tests to 
accompany the Ginn Basic Reading Program involve stories to be read aloud 
by the examiner and followed by oral questions and directions. The child 
is asked to indicate the correct responses to the examiner's questions 
and directions by marking one picture in a row of four related pictures. 
The tests measure such comprehension skills as (1) ability to find the 
main idea, (2) ability to recall details, (.3) ability to recall sequential 
order of events, and (4) ability to draw conclusions. 
21 
Many sections of the Basic Reading Test to accompany the readiness 
book, The New Before We Read, require the child to listen to oral 
material presented by the examiner and, by marking pictures, indicate the 
degree of oral language comprehension he possesses in such areas as 
(1) understanding sentences, (2) marking inferences, (3) interpreting 
feelings, and (4) recalling details. 
1/ A. C. Stevens, Stevens Readigg Readiness Test. Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York: World Book Company, 1944. 
~/ Constance M. McCullough and David H. Russell, Pre-Reading Tests. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 194S. 
l/ Marion Monroe, Basic Reading Test to Accompanv The New Before We Reag. 
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1952. 
·--··-~- --- -· - -·- ---- ·---- -- ______ ., ~- ------
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The following oral directions taken from the examiner's manual for 
Primary Reading Profil~, indicate that the child is required to 
listen carefully in responding to test items: 
Look at the pictures in the bottom row in column 
A. One of these can swim, one can walk and fly, one 
can do all three. Make an x in the circle/under the 
picture of the one that can do all three.Z 
;a/ 
The Sangren Information Tests for Young Children were designed to 
determine what information young children have and to provide a basis for 
instructional practices at the beginning of the first grade. The tests 
cover the following types of informational material: (1) nature study, 
(2) numbers, {3) vocabulary, (4) social and civic information, (5) 
household information, and (6) language and literature. While most items 
on these tests involve the ability to understand spoken language, the 
tests should be administered individually and would not be practical in 
classrooms having large enrollments. 
In addition to parts of reading readiness and reading tests, almost 
all tests designed to measure mental maturity include a part that is a 
measure of listening ability and all directions measure this language 
skill. y 
In the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests the child is given 
1/ James B. Stroud, Albert N. Hieronymus, and Paul McKee, Primary Reading 
Profiles. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953. 
~Ibid., test 1, A-B. 
l/ Paul v. Sangren, Sangr~Information Tests for Young Children. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1930. 
~ Arthur Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests. Alpha Test, 
Form A. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1935. 
• <•-. ·~~-. -- - -----. 
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the following directions: 
Next mark the thing that is held by one hand only and 
is used in fighting. 
Next mark the hand that has a thumb pointing partly downward. 
11 
To secure a more valid measure of the verbal ability of children y 
who have a reading difficulty, the test of primary mental abilities 
constructed by Science Research Associates includes tests in picture 
form. In testing vocabulary and ability to reason, such oral 
directions as the following are given: 
Find the holster. Mark the letter that goes with the 
holster. 
Look at the next row of drawings. Three are alike, but 
one does not belong in the row. Can you find the one 
that does not belong. That is right. It is C. Mark 
the C on the answer pad. 
J.l 
On the California Shori:Form Test of Mental Maturity the ebild is 
asked to listen as the examiner reads material similar to the following: 
Look at the three boys sitting on a bench. Ben is 
nearer to the gate than Sam. Jim i~ nearer to the 
gate than Ben. Put a mark on Ben.~ 
~tis, op. ci~., items 26 and 79. 
~/ L. L. Thurstone and Thelma G. Thurstone, Primary Mental Abilities. 
Chicago, Illinois: Science Research Associates, 1938. 
J.l Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs. 
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity. Los Angeles: California 
Test Bureau, 1950. 
~ ~~' test 4, item 7. 
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the child is asked to listen as the examiner reads problems and 
directions for marking responses, such as the following: 
Now look at the last picture on this page. It shows a 
woman with a bone, and it shows two boys in bed. Hold 
your finger on that picture. Look at the picture while 
I tell you three things about it. I can read it just 
one time. Look at the picture ~d mark the right box. 
No. 1 Box - The woman is looking for the dog. No. 2 Box -
The woman is looking for a bone. No. 3 Box - Nobody qan 
tell from the picture what the woman is looking for.ZI 
Three investigations of the use of pictures in the measurement of 
21 
word-knowledge seem pertinent to this study. Van Alstyne developed 
a recognition-type test of word meaning, using 45 cards with four 
drawings on each. The child was asked one word per card and responded 
by pointing to the picture which best illustrated the meaning of the 
word. Standardization was done on eighty children and a "practically 
perfect" correlation with the Kuhlman Tests of Mental Develooment was 
reported. 
!if 
Ammon and Huth developed a test, using 64 ink line drawings arranged 
groups of four by subject matter or appe~rance and 253 words organized 
1/ Allison Davis and Kenneth Eels, Davis-Eels Games, Te~Q!_General 
Intelligence or Problem Solving Ability. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1953. 
?:/ ~-, sample E. 
l/ D. Van Alstyne, Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test for Pre-School 
Children. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 
1929. 
·. ~~ R. B. Ammons and R. W. Huth, mThe Full-range Picture Vocabulary Test, 
I Preliminary Scale,~ ~nal of Psychology, 28:51-64, July, 1948. 
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by plates in approximate order of difficulty. In the preliminary 
experiment, two boys and two girls from each of the grades from kinder-
garten to twelve were used. Each child was asked questions which could be 
answered by pointing to one picture in a group of four. If guesses were 
indicated, the child was asked at a later time to define the word. 
1/ 
Poston and Patrick, in a study to evaluate the techniques of word 
and picture matching emp~oyed by three different standardized tests, 
presented specific test items to 100 children. Each item was presented 
individually by means of the following techniques: (1) identification of 
words in relation to pictures, (2) identification of the same words 
without pictures when pointed to by the examiner, (3) selecting from a 
group of four words the one pronounced by the experimenter, and (4) 
stating the first word thought of when the picture alone is seen. This 
study showed that more correct answers were given when words and pictures 
were seen together than when either was shown alone; that much variability 
was shown from responses of different children to the same item and of 
the same child to different items; and that tests with and without 
pictures probably should not be considered equally diagnostic. 
The final step in reviewing studies related to measurement of 
language comprehension was an analysis of the existing measures of reading 
comprehension. Reading achievement tests, other than those which accompany 
basic reading series, were examined to determine the approximate number of 
1/ Freda Post;n and James R. Patrick, "An Evaluation of Word and 
Picture Tests for First and Second Grades," Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 28:142-152, April, 1944. 
-· ---- - . ----
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items used for the measurement of vocabulary and sentence comprehension, 
the use made of pictures, and the techniques employed to measure 
responses. A tabulation made from an analysis of ten representative 
reading tests is presented in Table I. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF ITEMS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN A fu.t>RESENTATIVE 
GROUP OF READING TESTS 
Vocabulary Sentences 
Test 
Items Techniques Items Techniqijes 
1.1 
Oglesby 40 Matching words 
y with pictures 
Lee 15 Matching words 12 Marking pictures to 
with pictures follow directions 
9 Completion: choice 
')./ three responses 
Hildreth 87 Classification 16 Completion: choice 
of 
of 
four pictures, words, 
y or phrases 
Thorpe 40 Completion: 
synonym or 
definition 
(continued on next page) 
~liza F. Ogles~y, Detroit Word Recognition Te~. Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York: World Book Company, 1925. 
Y J. Murray Lee and Willis W. Clark, Lee-Clark Reading Test-First Reader. 
Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1943. 
;_/ Gertrude Hildreth, Metropolitan Achievement Tests - Primary Battery II. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1953. 
~ Louis P. Thorpe, D. Welty LeFever, and Robert A. Naslund. SRA 
Achievement Series, Reading Form A. Chicago: Science Research 
Assoc1ates, 1955. 
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TABLE I (cor-tinded) 
Test Vocabulary Sentences 
Items Techniques Items Techniques 
~ 
Reilly 20 Marking pictures: 10 Marking pictures: 
multiple choice multiple choice of 
y of four pictures four pictures 
Gates 48 Matching words 
with pictures: 
multiple choice 
of four words 
7.1 
Hoag 22 Questions: yes and 
no responses 
20 Completion: multiple 
choice of five words 
§./ 
Ohio 8 Matching word 
with picture 10 Matching sentence 
with picture: choice 
of four sentences 
15 Marking pictures to 
follow directions 
15 Matching sentence 
parts to make sense 
(concluded on next page) 
if Albert G. Reilly, The P'rimar,l Reading Test. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1940. 
§/Arthur I. Gates, Gates Primary Reading Test~. New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1950. 
1/ Alma Hoag and others, ~~ Primary Reading Tests. Emporia: Kansas 
State Teachers College, 1935. 
§/ Ohio Scholarship Tests, ~ar,l Reading Every Pupil Test. Columbus: 
. State Department of Education, 1950. 
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Test 
27 
Stayton 
J.Q/ 
Young 
TABLE I (concluded) 
Vocabulary 
Items Techniques 
20 ~~rking word 
pairs as same 
or opposite 
24 ~~tching words 
with pictures: 
choice of four 
words 
Sentences 
Items Techniques 
30 Completion: multiple 
choice of four words 
27 Winifred Stayton and others, Primary Reading Tests. Rockville, 
New York: Acorn Publishing Company, 1943. 
1Q/Robert V. Young, Willis E. Pratt, and Frank Gatto, American School 
Achievement T~ts, Primary I and II. Bloomington, Illinois: Public 
School Publishing Company, 1941. 
As shown in Table I, the number of vocabulary items, included in ten 
representative reading tests, ranged from 8 to 87 with an average of 
33 items. Only one test of the group listed included no measure of word 
meaning. Six tests out on nine made use of pictures in measuring 
understanding of words and all six employed matching techniques to 
measure responses. One test used a classification technique; one test 
required the child to mark word pairs as the same or opposite; and one 
test asked to the child to choose a word to complete a sentence, the 
choice involving either synonym or a definition. 
In the group of tests examined, the number of items included to 
measure understanding of sentences ranged from 10 to 42, with an 
average of 19 items. Three tests did not include subtests that were 
strictly measures of sentence meaning. Two out of seven tests made no 
use of pictures. Two tests required the child to read directions and 
mark pictures. One test employed a technique of marking the one 
picture from a group of four that matched the sentence, while another 
test asked the child to choose the one sentence from a group of four 
that matched the picture. Four tests used sentence-completion techniques: 
one with a multiple choice of five words; one with a choice of four 
words; one with a three response choice; and one with a choice of 
four pictures, words, or phrases. One test used questions requiring a 
response of yes or ~ and one used the technique of matching sentence 
parts to make sense. 
~mmary of Research 
Investigations which have attempted to determine the pertinent 
relationships between reading and listening comprehension have met with 
equivocal results. However, some apparent generalizations are cited as 
illustrative of the findings from studies related to the measurement of 
English language comprehension. 
1. Most studies agree that once a person has learned to read, 
there is a degree of relationship between his listening and 
reading comprehension, but the correlations from such 
studies show degrees of relationship from .30 to .80 1. 
2. The superiority of hearing comprehension over reading com-
prehension seems to vary inversely with the difficulty of 
the material. 
3. Listening results in more effective comprehension than does 
reading from a mental age of ten up to an approximate mental 
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age of thirteen and a half. 
4. Above the intermediate grade level various studies show that 
reading is the more effective medium. 
5. Such factors as the rate of presentation and the cultural 
and intellectual level of the student are important in 
seledting reading or listening as the more effective medium. 
6. While there are a few tests designed to measure listening, 
most of the testing in the studies reviewed was done with 
material that had not been standardized as test material. 
7. Some of the studies reporting the effectiveness of hearing 
comprehension used tests requiring the use of reading and 
writing skills, which may have had some effect on listening-
comprehension scores. 
8. While most investigators select words for the measurement 
of vocabulary from established word lists or frequency 
counts, a few studies report the use of random sampling 
from an unabridged dictionary. 
9. Recent studies of the listening vocabularies of children 
at the primary school level indicate that young children 
understand a vast number of words that can never be tested 
by recording their speech. 
10. There is evidence to indicate that aside from the influence of 
intelligence there exists a rather high positive relationship 
between word meaning and total educational attainment. 
- -· -------
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11. While there are no existing measures of listening comprehension 
at the primary school level, most reading readiness and 
intelligence tests provide some measure of listening abilities. 
12. Most reading achievement tests for the primary school level make 
use of matching and multiple choice techniques in measuring 
responses. 
13. · Most standardized reading tests use pictures in measuring 
understanding of words. 
This study will attempt to construct and evaluate comparable 
measures of reading and listening comprehension. These comprehension 
scales should help to answer the.following questions: (1) What is the 
significance of the difference between the individual child's listening 
and reading comprehension? (2) What is the significance of no difference 
between the child's reading and listening comprehension? (J) What are 
the possibilities for increased use of oral learning experiences in the 
content areas while children are going througp the initial stages of 
learning to read1 
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QHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF TESTS 
The purpose of this study was to construct and validate compar~ble 
measures of English language comprehension equated both ways to show 
direct comparison between the reading and listening abilities of children 
at the primary school level. 
Proposed Design of Meas~ 
Before the work of test planning and item construction was undertaken 
the following working assumptions were formulated: 
1. Two tests should be constructed from identidal source material, 
keeping the type and difficulty of items as parallel in 
nature as possible. 
2. Two designs should be made for each test with one design 
constructed to measure reading comprehension and the other 
constructed to measure listening comprehension. 
3. -Each test should be so devised that it could be administered to 
groups of children. 
4. Each test should have two parts. The first and more extensive 
part should be a measure of vocabulary. The second part of 
each test should be constructed to measure either sentence or 
paragraph comprehension. 
5. The tests should be so constructed that classification answers 
could be given. 
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6. A category technique involving the use of pictures should be 
used to measure responses. · 
7. At least twice as many items should be included in each form 
of the ~reliminary tests than would be needed for the final forms. 
8. Test items should be so distributed that the measures would not 
be power tests. 
9. Directions should be prepared for both reading and listening 
tests to be given orally by the examiner rather than by the use 
of recordings. 
10. The same time should be allowed for the administering of the 
listening as for the reading test. 
Preliminary Study 
To obtain some evidence upon which to rely in building the measures 
to be used in the experiment a prelimary study was made. The purpose 
of this study was to construct tests based on the working assumptions 
presented above and to try out these tests on a small population in 
each of ~rades one, two, and three. 
Selection of Categories 
In an attempt to set up the categories most frequently used at the 
primary school level and at the same time to assure a balanced coverage 
of all possible categories, the procedures described below were 
employed. 
The six major classes and the twenty-four rr.ajor subdivisions of y 
Roget 1 s plan for the classification of English words and phrases was 
J:./ Peter Mark Hogei;, BQge:b's International Thesaurus, Hew Edition. 
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 194"6. 
Boston Universit.FI 
School of Educatio• 
Library 
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used as a starting point. The assumption was made by the writer that 
the ideas expressed within this arrangement were important to child as 
well as to adult, the differences in thought patterns_ and verbal under-
standings being one of degree rather than type. Though the categories 
used on the tests should be expressed in words used frequently by 
children in the primary school, the selection of these categories was 
made within the boundaries of the outline.-that follows. 
CLASS I. ABSTRACT RELATIONS CLASS III. MATTER 
1. Existence 13. Matter in General 
2. Relation 14. Inorganic Matter 
3. Quantity 15. Organic Matter 
4. Increase CUSS IV. INTELJJECT 
5. Number 16. Formation of Ideas 
6. Time 17. Communication of Ideas 
7. Change CLASS V. VOLITION 
8. Causation 18. Individual Volition 
CLASS II. SPACE 19. Intersocial Volition 
9. Space in General CLASS VI. AFFECTIONS 
10. Dimensions 20. Affections in General 
11. Form 21. Personal Pffections 
12. Motion 22. Sympathetic Affections 
23. Moral Affections 
24. Religious P1fections 
The second procedure used in the selection of categories was the 
examination of several series of textbooks written for grades one through 
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four in the areas of science, health, social studies, arithmetic, and 
geography to determine which content areas were common to all series. 
(List of books and publishers may be found in Pppendix A.) Although 
emphases and patterns of organization varied from one series to another 
and there was much overlapping among the various curricular areas, the 
following categories were common to all series of books published in 
the areas indicated: 
ARITHMETIC 
Holi Many? 
Measurement 
Time 
HEALTH 
Eating 
Parts of the Body 
Safety 
GEOGRAPHY 
Land Forms 
·Natural Resources 
Climate 
SCIENCE 
Animal Life 
Plant Life 
Weather 
Conservation 
Parts of Something 
To Make Bigger 
To Take Away 
Pleasant Feelings 
Unpleasant Feeli~gs 
Sickness 
Bodies of Water 
Water M
0
ving 
Inside the Earth 
Solar System 
Power (Energy) 
Change 
Adaptation 
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SOCIAL STUDIES 
Home 
School 
Community 
People 
Food 
Shelter 
Clothing 
Transportation 
Communication 
Production 
Distribution 
Recreation 
Artistic Expression 
Religion 
The third source consulted in the selection of categories of 
speci&l significance to children at the primary grade level was a 
, sampling of "trade books" written for children from six to nine years of 
:age. (A list of these books may be found in Appendix A). These books 
were read to determine the categories common to all of them which had 
not already been listed among the textbook findings. The following 
categories seemed important enough to be considered: 
LITERATURE 
Problem, Plot, or Unknown Factor 
Sensory Images 
Imaginary Characterization 
Make Believe Situations 
Contre.st (Exciting and Quiet Times) 
Non-existence 
To assure some representation on the vocabulary test of all parts 
of speech, the following categories were included: 
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LANGUAGE 
Place Words - Prepositions 
Question Words - Pronouns and Adverbs 
An additional source for categories of special importance to 
young children was supplied by five mothers in answer to informal 
requests for lists of words used on television programs and understood 
by children seven and eight years of age. The mothers submitted word-
by-word recordings of meanings given by the children for the words. A 
cumulative list of the words may be found in Appendix A. An analysis of 
these word lists revealed the following categories: 
TELEVISION 
Nature Politics Music 
Weather Commercial Products Cowboys and Mexicans 
News Geographical R@gions Miscellaneous 
The next problem attempted by the writer was the selection from 
11 
among the various minor categories represented in Roget's plan of 
classific~tion, those categories which were most frequently included in 
books read or heard by primary school children or in the television 
programs viewed by them. 
Using both lists of major categories, a master list was compiled of 
possible categories to use in writing test items. Before building this 
list, the following criteria were established: 
1. As the matching of categories for the construction of parallel 
tests would be made on the basis of the thesaurus outline, at 
1/ Roget, op. cit. 
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least two categories should be selected from each of the 
twenty-four major sub-divisions of Roget1 s plan for the 
classification of English words and phrases. 
2. Although the categories on the test should be expressed in 
the langue.ge of young children and involve concepts commonly 
understood by them, each category should retain the meaning 
it has in the corresponding category of the thesaurus. 
J. The difficulty of test items should be inherent in the 
material to be read or heard and not in the language of the 
captions used or in the grouping of the categories. 
4. The number of minor categories selected from each major 
sub-division of the Roget Classification should bebased on 
the categories found on the composite list of categories used 
by young children. 
5. More categories should be included on the master list than 
would be needed in the construction of tests used in the 
pre-experimental study. 
6. Each category on the list should be one that could be 
represented by a picture. 
Table II shows samples taken at random from among the 114 categories 
on the master list. (Complete list may be found in Appendix B) 
TABLE II 
SAMPLES OF POSSIBLE TEST CATEGORIES ACCORDING TO 
MAJOR DIVISim~S OF THE ROGET CLASSIFICATIONS 
Table II shows samples of possible test categories taken from the 
master list as well as the name and number of the major class, the 
name and number of major sub-division, and the name of the minor category 
of Roget''s classification from which each test category was selected. The 
starred item on the table indicates that the category cha~ was so 
frequently used in all curriculum areas that it was used on both test 
forms. 
~--·- ·- -~- .. , -
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TABLE III 
SAMPLES OF POSSIBLE TEST CATEGORIES 
ACCORDING TO CURRICULUM AREAS 
----~--~ =============-==~~============ 
Subject IV1atter 
Area 
Science 
General 
Curriculum Area 
-----------------------------
Animals 
Test Category 
Insect~ 
Birds 
--------------------------------------------------------
Science Solar System 
Social Studies Communication 
Literature Imagery 
In Space 
In the S}cz 
Sending News 
To Carry Messa~s 
Odors 
smmds 
--------------------------------------·--------
Literature Contrast Quiet Times 
Exciting Times 
Table III shows a sampling of possible test categories from the 
master list. The table indicates the place each item holds in the 
distribution according to subject matter and general curriculum areas 
common to the primary school. 
From the ~ster list of possible test Bategories matching categories 
were chosen for the two forms of the vocabulary test for the preliminary 
study. Two groups of three categories were chosen for each of the six 
pages of the vocabulary test, making a total of thirty-six categories 
on each form ot the test. 
. ' .. ·- -- -~ -- ---
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Table IV shows a sample of the matching technique used in the 
selection of categories for two forms of the vocabulary test. 
TABLE IV 
MATCHING CATEGORIES FOR VOCABULARY TEST 
Test Category 
Form A-4 
Thesaurus Categories 
--------------------------------------
Bodies of Water 
~Trees 
Make-believe 
,Materials for 
Clothing 
~ildings 
Not Known 
SPACE 
Space in General 
Region · 
MATTER 
Inorganic Matter 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
Fiction Speech 
SPACE 
Dimensions 
Covering 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Causation 
Production Destruction 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
Secret News 
Test Category 
Form B-4 
Land Forms 
Water Moving 
Talking 
Covering 
To Destr..QY 
To Send News 
Table IV shows a sample of the matching technique used in the 
selection of categories for the vocabulary test. For each category 
from a group of three on Form A of the test, a category was selected 
for Form B from the same major class, the same major sub-division, and 
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when possible, from the same minor category of Roget 1s classification. 
Construction of Measures for the Pre-Experimental Study 
Because of the high positive relationship between word meaning and 
scholastic attainment, major emphasis was 8iven to the vocabulary tests 
in designing measures of language 6omprehension. Accordingly, three 
hundred words were chosen for each form of the vocabulary test, making a 
total of six hundred words to be used in the measures designed for the 
pre-experimental testing. 
A part of the page taken from the vocabulary test used in the 
preliminary study as a measure of reading co~prehension is reproduced 
here. (Copies of the four vocabulary tests may be found in Appendix C.) 
MUSIC CLEANING ODORS JEWELRY MEALS MONEY 
-
1. song 1. breakfast 
·-
2. broom 2. quarter 
3. scrub 3. bracelet 
-
1--
4. moldy 4. crown 
-
5. fragrant 5. dinner 
6. melody 6. clasp 
7. soap 7. dollar 
8. scale 8. penny 
Twenty-five words were included for each group of three categories, 
. making 1t possible to test fifty words on a page. . The ch1ld was asked to 
· read each word and to place a check in a box after the word but,under the 
correct category. Example: 
Read the word to yourself. 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 1· 
Is it jewelry? Meals? MOney? Put a cross after 
the box numbered];, but under the correct word at the top of the page." 
For each page of the test used as a measure of reading comprehension, 
a similar page was constructed to measure listening comprehension of the 
same words. The sample below shows a part of the page taken from the 
listening test. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
No printed material was employed on any of the tests used in the 
preliminary study to measure listening comprehension. Pictures were 
used to represent the categories. After the children understood the 
significance of the pictures, they were awked to listen as the examiner 
read the words aloud. Example: "Listen as I read a word to hear 
whether it names a piece of jewelry, a meal, or some money. Breakfast. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1 but under the correct picture at the top 
of the page. n 
Attempts to select words for the vocabulary tests from a random 
sampling of established word lists or frequency counts proved inadequate, 
but such lists were used as references in the careful selection of words 
to fit each category. Words were taken from the Roget classification 
when the same words were found on established word lists for the first 
four grades. Cumulative word lists from basic reading series were 
consulted as well as the more specialized vocabularies of textbooks in 
the content areas. Meanings for all words were checked against the 
1-! 
Thorndike-Barnhart Junior Dictionary. 
In the construction of the tests, extreme care was taken to·avoid 
using (1) a word which could be assigned to two categories when heard, 
although when read it clearly belonged to only one, and (2) a multi-
meaning word whi8h could belong in either of two categories within the 
group of three. 
The Pre-Experimental Testing 
Both a listening and a reading measure were constructed for each 
form of the vocabulary test and a hundred copies of each of the four 
measures were duplicated. Copies of the four tests were administered to 
small groups of children in grades one, two, and three in Vermont, 
~~ine, and Connecticut. Each group took the reading test first and then 
~E. L. Thorndike, Thorndike-Barnhart Junior Dictionarl• Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1952. 
- - " - -· -.---
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the listening test. Teachers who administered these tests were asked 
to submit any data that would help to answer the following questions: 
1. How much time was needed to complete each page of the test? 
2. How many sittings were needed at each grade level to complete 
the test? 
3. What changes should be made in the format of the tests? 
4. What changes should be made in the directions for administering 
the tests? 
5. Are the tests too difficult for first grade children? 
6. Do the tests have enough ceiling to test listening 
comprehension of third grade children? 
7. Do any of the categories seem difficult to understand? 
8. Did any of the test items seem ambiguous? 
In the pre-experimental try-out of testing materials, both 
sentences and paragraphs were used and following technirues for the 
grouping of categories were tried out: 
1. Three distinct and different categories used on one page. 
2. Three different categories from a common generic classification. 
3. Two different categories with some items written to fit both 
categories. 
Table V presents a sampling of categories in which all three 
techniques for grouping have been used. 
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TABLE V 
SAMPLES OF CATEGORY GROUPING FOR THE PRE-EXPERIMENTAL 
MEASURES OF SENTENCE AND PARAGRAPH MEANING 
= 
Technique Type of Categories 
Material Tested 
Number 1 Sentences On the Ground In the Sky Inside the 
Earth 
-----
Number 2 Sentences Nothing Two Many 
Number 3 Sentences Rodeo Circus Both 
Number 1 Paragraph Power Cleaning Delivery 
Number 2 Paragraph Fireman Postman Baker 
Number 3 Paragraph Solar System Observing Both 
Table V shows samples of the categories taken from testing materials 
used in the pre-experimental try-out to measure sentence and paragraph 
comprehension. The table indicates by number which of the three techniques 
outlined on the preceding page was used in the grouping of categories on 
each page of testing material. The table also indicates in each case 
whether the material was in sentence or paragraph form. 
Four pages of sentences and six pages of paragraph material were 
prepared and a few copies of each sent to a teacher of a second grade 
class. (Copies of this material may be found in Appendix C.) The teacher 
was asked to experiment with the sentences and paragraphs in an informal 
manner, using them to appraise reading and listening skills and to 
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determine which category technique seemed best suited to children at the 
second grade level. The teacher was also asked to submit any L~ormation 
that would help in making a decision in regard to the material to be used 
in the second part of the tests for the experimental study. 
Results from the pre-experimental try-outs of the vocabulary tests 
were tabluated by teachers and one principal. The number of correct 
responses were shown for each item from both the listening and the 
reading forms that were given in grades two and three. 
Teachers and principal furnished specific answers to questions 
raised in regard to the vocabulary tests and answers can be summarized 
as follows: 
' 
1. Second grade children needed about 75 minutes to take each 
form of the reading test; third graders took-90 minutes for 
each form of the reading test. This time included the time 
spent in giving directions. 
2. Both second and third grade children needed four sittings, 
with short stretching periods at the end of some pages. 
All examiners felt that the test was too long. 
3. All examiners felt that both words and pictures should be 
used for category headings in both listening and reading tests. 
4. The directions for administer!~ the tests should call for the 
stating of the number of the item each time on the reading 
as well as the listening test to make it easier for the child 
to keep his place. 
5. Children at the first grade level became discouraged while 
attempting the reading tests and soon lost interest. These 
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children enjoyed the listening tests, but the length of each 
part tired them. 
6. The tests seemed to have enough ceiling to test the listening 
ability of third grade children. 
Through informal discussion with the children after the vocabulary 
tests were administered the examiners noted which categories were 
difficult for the groups to understand and which items proved ambiguous 
for one reason or another. 
Through the informal experimenting with the sentence and paragraph 
material, the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. Children enjoyed both paragraphs and sentences. The teacher 
felt that more concepts were tested with the sentence material. 
2. Children found technique 1, three different and distinct 
categories used on the page, easiest to follow; had little 
difficulty with technique 2, three different categories from 
a common generic classification; and were a little confused 
in handling technique 3, two different categories with some 
items written to fit both. 
Revision of the Vocabulary Tests 
Since the people who participated in the preliminary study 
considered the vocabulary sections of the tests too long, it was 
decided to reduce the number of pages on each form to five. As this 
reduction made it necessary to eliminate six categories and fifth words 
from each form, the first step in the revision of the tests was a 
careful selection of the twelve categories to be discarded. 
- - ---
... ------···-·-----------~--··--
Because children experienced difficulty in understanding the terms 
Reptiles and Length as well as the pictorial representations for Metals 
and Sickness, these four categories were the first to be discarded. 
Clothes, Drinks, Eood and ~~ and Music from one form were eliminated 
next, since these categories were from thesaurus sections and curriculum 
areas adequately represented without them. 
Because of the slight em~hasis placed on them in curriculum areas, 
the next categories to be discarded were Babies, Stealing, and Days to 
Celebrate. These terms also offered a rather restricted choice of words 
known to primary grade children if thesaurus meanings were to be strictly 
respected. In the pre-experimental try-out, many children placed the 
word touch under Stealing rather than under ~ays to Find Out. 
Because most words referring to holidays begin with capital letters, they 
could not be used in the tests. 
Further changes were needed, in addition to those made to shorten the 
vocabulary tests, if the two forms were to remain as parallel in nature 
and content as possible. Some of these changes were necessitated by 
the deletion of the twelve categories since it was not desirable to 
delete entire groupings from both forms. 
Before an attempt was made to balance categories on the two forms, 
the tests were carefully examined for any generic terms that, because 
of the concepts involved seemed better suited to the measurement of 
sentence meaning than of word meaning. Church categories were 
eliminated from both vocabulary forms and the thesaurus sections 
MORAL AFFECTIONS AND RELIGIOUS AFFECTIONS were represented through 
sentence items under the headings Something Wrong and Religion. The 
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categories Worker and Selling were transferred to the second part of 
the comprehension measure because the concepts to be classified under 
these headings could be better expressed through the use of sentences 
than through words alone. 
The next task was the selection from the master list of possible 
test categories the best ones to substitute for those that had been 
transferred to the tests of sentence meaning. This selection was based 
on the following content needs: (1) additional categories from the 
thesaurus sections and curriculum areas having meager representation; 
{2). the parts of speech which needed further representation; and (.3) 
the difficulty level of possible words to be classified. 
The selection of matching categories to fill the space left when 
the category Church was deleted from both forms of the vocabulary test 
illustrates the care exercised in selecting categories for the forms 
to be used in the experimental study. Items were needed from the 
curriculum areas SHELTER and CONTRAST and from the thesaurus section 
DIMENSIONS. Categories were needed that would make it possible to use 
more verbs and words that would provide a higher ceiling for the 
listening measure. The arrangement below shows the results of the 
careful selection of the categories The Top and To Cov~. 
Form A 
LITERATURE - Contrast 
SPACE 
Dimensions 
Summit Covering 
Form B 
To Cov5!!: 
SOCIAL STUDIES - Shelter 
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On the first page of both forms of the vocabulary test the 
categories Drinks and Food were replaced by Family and Meals which were 
transferred from other parts of the measures. This change provided the 
balance shown below. 
Family 
SOCIAL STUDIES - Home 
AFFECTIONS 
Sympathetic Affections 
Sociality 
HEALTH - Food 
The category Jewelry was replaced by Shiny because the latter 
heading made it possible to use more adjectives. Other changes were 
made similar to the ones illustrated above which added refinement to the 
parallel nature of the forms. (Matching categories for the two forms of 
the vocabulary test may be found in Appendix D.) 
Minor revisions were made in the language used to express the 
category headings. These changes were based on the data submitted from 
the pre-experimental try-out and on the opinions of professional co-workers. 
The term Sounds seemed a better one than Noises for young children, as the 
latter carried a connotation of loudness. Because children had some 
difficulty understanding Ornaments, the phrase To Decorate was sub-
stituted. Ways to Say It was used in place of Talking as the latter had 
too restricted a meaning for young children. It was felt that To Imitate 
was a more inclusive term than Show Likenesses. Because the words to be 
classified were all nouns, Make-Believe was replaced by Fanciful People. 
That the children who participated in the preliminary study were 
expert at detecting ambiguities and confusions is evident from the 
following reports from teachers: 
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Bell could be a musical instrument or a warning. 
Clouds could be marked as a weather word or as something to hold 
water. 
Safe could mean a pleasant feeling or it could mean a place to 
keep things. 
When altar is heard only, it could belong under Churcg or under 
To Move. 
A comparison of the number of correct responses for the words knot, 
~' and island as listening items and as reading items would lead to the 
conclusion that these words, though part of many children's reading 
vocabularies, are not easily recognized when they are heard. ~ot and 
fete were deleted from the revised forms but island was retained. 
In setting up the pages for the revised vocabulary tests, both 
pictures and words were used in the category headings. To make the 
pictorial representations of the category headings as effective as 
possible, the drawings were done by a professional artist. Each form 
was set up both as a listening and a reading measure, with the words 
omitted from the listening test. The sample on the next page shows a 
reproduction, reduced in size, of the top of page 5 in Form B. The 
measure of reading ability for the same form has the words to be tested 
beside the numbers. (See Appendix E for copies of all forms.) 
-- - . -----
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Qonstruction of Tests for Sentence Comprehension 
Before the construction of the second part of the comprehension 
tests was attempted, the following assumptions were established: 
1. To make it possible to test more items in the space available, 
sentences rather than paragra~h material should be used. 
2. To make sure that the difficulty of the items would not be 
influenced by the grouping of categories, three distinct 
and different categories should be emp~oyed on each test page. 
3. Categories should be selected from the master list and should 
include some from thesarus sections not already represented 
in the vocabulary tests. 
During the revision of the vocabulary sections, the categories 
§Qmething Wrong, Religion, Selling, and Worker were established as 
categories for the second part of the comprehension tests. It was 
decided to break down the generic term Worker into the categories 
To Protect People, To Carry .Message§ and Safety Helpers, thus reaching 
into thesaurus sections INDIVIDUAL VOLITION AND COMMUNICATION OF IDEAS. 
So the construction of tests of sentence comprehension started with these 
six categories. 
The categories listed below were established next, because (1) the 
preliminary study revealed that children understood them and were 
interested in the ideas which were classified according to them, and (2) 
the categories were drawn from thesaurus sections not already represented 
in the vocabulary sections of the tests. 
Airports 
Cowboys 
In the Sky 
Getting Food 
Railroad Stations 
Inside the Earth 
In Space-Solar System 
The next task was to match the categories already established to 
each other or to other categories from the master list. The results of 
this matching added the categories At School and To Mak~Something. 
The selection of the eight categories still needed presented little 
difficulty. The master list revealed only three major sections of the 
thesaurus classification not already represented by test categories: 
EXISTENCE, CHANGE, AND AFFECTIONS IN G~nmAL. Since the concept of change 
permeates every area of the curriculum, the category Changes was used on 
both test forms. The arrangement on the next page shows the matching of 
four more categories. 
--- -----
--~~---·------ ... 
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Form A AFFECTIONS 
Affections Generally 
Excitability Inexcitability 
Form B 
Exci tip.g_lim~ Quiet Times 
Imaginarx 
MATTER 
Existence 
Non-existence 
All Gone 
The test categories Exciting Time~, guiet Times, Imaginari and All Gone 
were from the curriculum area, LITERATURE, which needed additional 
representation. Since RECREATION is an important area in the primary 
school curriculum, the categories Games and Tois were chosen to represent 
this area. 
The forms for both listening and reading tests were set up in 
much the same way a~ that used for the vocabulary sections. Three 
categories and twenty-five sentences were included on each page and 
each form had four pages of sentence items. Each form was set up as a 
listening and as a reading measure, with the sentences omitted from the 
measure designed for listening. The sample on the next page shows a 
reproduction, reduced in size, of the top of page 11, in Form A of the 
listening test. (See Appendix E for copies of all forms.) 
--- --·-· ·-- ------ -------·-· -
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All pertinent sentence items which the preliminary study revealed 
as good ones were retained. As additional items were written, care was 
exercised to include some sentences that would provide a ceiling high 
enough for the listening measure and to include some that would guarantee 
ease for the reading measure. There was no attempt to limit the 
vocabulo.rjr of these tests to that of basic reading series. 
The vocabulary and sentence sections were combined in a three-;signature 
booklet with nine pages of actual test material. The front of each test, 
booklet included space for data on the individual testee, samole items, 
and space to record scores. Three hundred copies of each of the four 
test booklets were duplicated. (Copies of the four booklets may be 
found in Appendix E.) 
Detailed directions were written for each of the four forms keeping 
the time required for administering each test exactly the same. The 
directions requested the examiner to read the number for each item for 
the reading and for the listening tests. (Copies of these directions may 
be found with the tests in Appendix E.) 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The experimental testing was conducted during the last week in May 
and the first week in June of 1956. Since the length of even the revised 
forms precluded the use of first grade children, the test population was 
drawn from grades two and three only. 
The study required test scores from two forms for each child and 
from 2QO children from each of grades two and three. To leave a margin 
for absences during any of the testing periods and for the loss of some 
test data because of errors in the distribution of correct forms, 
approximately 250 children were selected from each grade for the initial 
testing. 
Status of the Test Population 
Children from a consolidated school in Montpelier, Vermont, from 
three schools in Barre, Vermont, and from a school in North Haven, 
Connecticut made up the population used in the testing experiment. It 
was felt that these cities represented a cross section of socio-economic 
advantages and a wide range of ethnic backgrounds. The tables that 
follow, the data for which was supplied from school files, provide 
further descriptions of the test population. 
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TABLE VI 
SEX OF CHILDREN WHO SUPPLIED TEST DATA 
Grade 2 Grade 3 Total 
Boys 111 94 205 
Girls 95 105 200 
Total 206 199 405 
Table VI shows that 205 boys and 200 girls supplied test data for 
the study. The population represented an almost perfect balance between 
sexes. 
TABLE VII 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF CHILDREN 
(Chronological ages reported in months) 
Grade 2 Grade 3 
Range 84 - 119 95- 130 
·---------
Mean 97.106 113.29 
--
S.D. 4.77 5.199 
--- -------
A mean chronological age of slightly over eight years at the end 
of grade two and of nine years and four months at the end of grade three 
is within the normal age limits for the general school population. A 
standard deviation of less than a year would be expected in s6hool 
-. "·-- -· -•¥,-•-
~_, ___ - --·-··- -- -----~--- -~-' __ .. _ -~ ~-
systems where the percentage of retardation is low. 
Range 
Mean 
S.D. 
TABLE VIII 
INTELLIGENCE OF THE CHILDREN 
Grade 2 
69 - 147 
ll0.02 
16.55 
Grade 3 
65 - 154 
106.23 
17.9 
The intelligence of the test population is shown in Table VIII to 
be within the normal range for the general school population. Mean 
intelligence quotients above 100 indicate that the groups are somewhat 
above average in intelligence. 
Administering and Scoring of T~ts 
Using detailed instruction sheets supplied by the writer, the 
classroom teachers administered all test forms. The school principals 
assisted the teachers in the distribution of materials and in the 
division of each class into the two sections required for the plan of 
test rotation. The writer was present during the initial testing 
period to observe pupil-reactions to the material. 
Using the last names on each alphabetically arranged class list, 
every other child remained in his own class room. The children whose 
names remained on the list moved to another room to take the tests with 
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a half of the group fror1 that room. Table IX shows the plan of test 
rotation used in the experimental study. 
TABLE IX 
PLA}T OF TEST ROTATION 
Class Groups Listening Test Reading Test 
First Half Form A Form B 
Second Half Form B Form A 
To scatter any effects from practice or instructional techniques 
that might favor one test more than the other, the plan of rotation shown 
in Table IX was worked out. One half of each class took Form A as a 
listening test and Form B as a reading test. The other half of each 
group took Form B as a listening test and Form A as a reading test. 
The tests were hand scored by two girls with business training, one 
checking the work of the other. Answer booklets were provided by the 
writer. The score was the number of correct responses as indicated by 
marks in the boxes under the category headings. Separate scores were 
recorded for vocabulary and for sentence comprehension. 
Data from test booklets was discarded if {1) the child took only 
one form, (2) he did not complete either or both forms, and/or (J) he 
took one wrong form. Table X indicates the number of children who 
supplied adequate test data for the experimental study. 
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Form A 
Form B 
Totals 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN WHO SUPPLIED TEST DATA 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
--
Reading Listening 
Grade 2 Grade 3 Total Grade 2 Grade 2 
92 87 179 114 11.3 
114 112 2.26 9.2 87 
206 199 405 .206 199 
Total 
226 
179 
--
405 
Table X indicates that 179 children took Form A as a reading test 
and .226 took the same form as a listening test; 226 children took 
Form B as a reading test and 179 took the same form as a listening test. 
Test data w~supplied from 206 cases at the second grade level and 199 
cases at the third grade level, making a total of 405 different children 
who supplied test data for the study. 
Distribution of Raw Scores 
A tabulation was made of the test scores for each child and a copy 
of the data was sent to principals and teachers for the children in 
their schools who participated. To give significance to this data, 
measures of central tendencies and variability for the entire test 
population were included. The tables that follow show the distribution 
of raw scores for the various tests administered in the experiment. 
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TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORZS FOR VOCABULARY TESTS 
Listening Reading 
Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 
Range 155 - 239 96 - 244 53 - 235 57- 244 
Mean 203.78 212.06 159.85 186.15 
S.D. 14-'524 19.6~ 47.212 41.~.8 
Highest Possible Score - 250 
Table XI shows a range of from 96 - 244 in the raw scores on the 
listening test with the third grade scores showing a wider range. The 
range of scores on the reading measures vary little. Some gain is 
shown in mean scores at the higher level, the greatest gain being 
in the mean scores for reading vocabulary. The standard deviations 
indicate that there is more variability in the vocabulary tests as 
reading measures than as listening tests. 
Table XII shows the aistribution of raw scores for the tests of 
sentenc~ comprehension. 
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TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON TESTS OF SENTENCE COMPREHENSION 
Listening Reading 
Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 
Range 42- 99 46 - 100 17 - 100 13 - 99 
Mean 86.256 89.985 72.144 78.693 
S.D. ll.CJU 10.221 20.706 19.644 
Highest Possible Score - 100 
Table XII shows a range of from 42 - 100 in the raw scores on the 
listening test of sentence comprehension, with one perfect score at the 
third grade level. The scores on the reading tests ranged from 13 - 100, 
with one perfect score at the second grade level. Some gain is indicated 
in mean scores at the higher grade level in both listening and reading, 
with the greater gain for mean scores in reading comprehension. There is 
more variability indicated in the tests as reading measures than as 
listening tests. Less variability is shown in all tests of sentence 
comprehension than in vocabulary tests due no doubt to the difference of 
150 in the number of items tested. 
Statistical data concerning the test population and the distribution 
of raw scores on all test forms may be summarized as follows: 
1. An almost perfect balance is maintained between the sexes 
in the test population. 
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2. The mean chronological age at each grade level is normal 
for the general school population. 
3. While the intelligence of the test population is within 
the normal range, mean intelligence quotients of a little 
over 100 indicate that the groups are somewhat above average. 
4. The wide range of scores on the reading tests is to be 
expected considering the number and difficulty of the items. 
5. Some gain in mean scores from grade two to three is shown 
on all tests, the gain being greater on the reading test 
than on the listening tests. 
6. A degree of consistency was indicated in the variability 
of the tests. 
7. More variability was shown on the tests as reading measures 
than as listening tests. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA 
The results of the experimental testing furnished the type of data 
needed to determine the difficulty of each item both as a measure of 
reading and as a test of listening. From the experimental data it was 
also possible to determine the degree of comparison between items as 
measures of reading and of listening which was necessary in the 
development of comparable forms of listening and reading comprehension. 
Item Analysis 
The development of comparable measures of listening and reading 
comprehension necessitated a choice of items for each form that (1) 
consistently showed the relative superiority of one medium over the 
other that was determined through the experimental testing; (2) showed 
... 
' discriminating power as measures of reading at the higher grade level; 
(.3) maintained the approximate degree of difference between reading and 
listening comprehension that was established by the analysis of all test 
data; and (4) guaranteed parallel c.egrees of difference between items 
as reading and as listening measures on all forms. 
The first step in the analysh of test items was a tabulation of the 
number of correct responses for eac:h item as a measure of reading and 
as a measure of listening. The tabulation of correct responses was 
converted to the oer cent of correct responses for each item. The 
tables that follow show the distribution of the per cent of passes for 
the items on both forms of reading and of listening tests. 
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TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO ITEMS 
IN TESTS OF LISTENING VOCABULARY 
Per Cent of Forms 
Correct Responses Form A Form B A and B 
28 - 102 26 22 22 
2:2 - 27 81 28 172 
88 - 22 22 J8 67 
·--8J - 87 12 16 J1 
78- 82 16 12 as 
7J - 77 18 11 22 
68 - 72 11 .7 _ ___18 
6J - 67 8 7 12 
28 - 62 8 7 12 
2:2 - 27 8 2 1;2 
!J:8 - g_ 
!t.J - !t.7 
-38- !t.~ 
JJ - :27 
28- J2 
--2g! it l!rf 
18- 22 
1:2 - 17 
8- !2 
3 - 7 1 
Number of Items 250 250 500 
Mean Per Cent 
of Passes 80.1 84.72 82.41 
S.D. 21.33 17.34 19.66 
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The difference in mean per cent of correct responses, as shown in 
Table XIII, indicates that the children found Form A more difficult as a 
measure of listening than Form B. Six unusual~ difficult items would 
account in part for the difference in standard deviations for the two forms. 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO ITEMS 
IN TESTS OF READING VOCABULARY 
--
Per Cent of Forms 
Correct Responses Form A Form B A and B 
28 - 102 8 8 
2.2 - 27 .2~ 12 49 
88 - 22 22 18 ~.2 
8J - 87 22 22 ~7 
78- 82 2,2 21 !tlz. 
7,2 - 77 17 .2~ 20 
68- 72 22 22 21 
6J - 67 12 22 ~0 
28- 62 20 12 .22 
--2~ - 27 12 16 2~ 
!z.8 - 22 16 8 ~ 
43 - !J,.7 8 12 20 
J8- ~ 6 11 17 
.22 - 27 6 12 
28 - .22 12 1 
22 - 27 2 2 
18- 22 8 
1,2 - 17 1 
8- 10 2 
Number of Items 250 250 500 
Mean Per Cent 
of Passes 71.06 67.38 68.74 
s.n. 20.71 19.15 20.15 
Table XIV shows a difference in the mean per cent of correct 
responses to test items that seem to indicate that the children found 
Form B more difficult as a reading test than Form A. The standard 
deviations show that Form A has more variability than Form B. 
Tables XV and XVI present the distribution of per cent of passes 
for items in the tests of sentence comprehension. 
TABLE N 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO SENTENCE ITEMS 
IN THE TESTS OF LISTENING EOMPREHENSION 
Per Cent or 
Correct Responses Form A Form B 
Forms 
A and B 
----------------------------------------------------------------
8 
40 26 66 
26 36 62 
8 14 22 
5 11 16 
6 1 
5 4 9 
3 2 5 
1 
1 
Number of Items 100 100 200 
Mean 87.4 87.25 87.4 
S.D. 8.135 l3.045 11.075 
Table XV shows little difference in the mean per cent or item 
difficulty in the forms for the listening tests of sentence comprehension. 
The standard deviations indicate more variability in the per cent of 
correct responses for Form B than for Form A. 
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TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO SENTENCE ITEMS 
IN THE TESTS OF READING COMPREHENSION 
Per Cent of Forms 
Correct Responses Form A Form B A and B 
93 - 97 2 2 4 
88 - 22 13 9 24 
83 - 87 2.4 9 31 
78- 82 13 15 27 
73- 77 18 17 35 
68- 72 8 17 22 
63- 67 2 10 15 
28- 62 7 2 16 
23 - 27 3 6 10 
48 - 22 4 3 6 
43- 47 2 2 
_ J8- !J:2 1 1 
JJ - J7 1 2 
28- J2 1 2 
2 - 27 1 
Number 100 190 200 
Mean 75.9 71.9 73.77 
S.D. 12.395 13.0 13.075 
A difference of 4.0 between the mean per cent of item difficulty, 
as shown in Table XIV, indicates that the children found Form B more 
difficult than Form A. The variability is about the same for both forms. 
The next phase of item analysis is concerned with a comparison of 
the difficulty of the items when used as reading measures and when used 
to test listening. Table XVII shows a comparison of average per cent of 
difficulty between reading and listening comprehension of vocabulary 
items on both forms. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PER CENT OF DIFFICULTY BETWEEN LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION AND READING COMPREHENSION OF VOCABULARY 
TEST ITEMS FOR GRADES TWO AND THREE 
Test 
Form 
Number Mean% S.E. Mean S.E. Significance 
of Items of Passes M. S.D. Diff. Diff. Ratio 
Listening 
A 
Reading 
A 
Listening 
B 
Reading 
B 
250 
250 
250 
250 
80.10 
71.06 
84.72 
67.38 
1.35 21.33 
9.04 1.89 
1.31 20.71 
1.09 17.29 
17.34 1.67 
1.27 19.15 
----------------------------------------------
Listening 
A and B 
Reading 
A and. B 
500 
500 
82.41 .88 19.66 
13.67 1.24 
68.74 .90 20.15 
4.66 
10.38 
11.02 
The mean differences, as shown in Table XVII, indicate a superiority 
of listening comprehension over reading comprehension as measured by the 
experimental tests of vocabulary meaning. The discrepancy in mean 
differences for Form A and for Form B would seem to indicate that the two 
forms differ somewhat in the difficulty of the content. The critical 
values of the ratios of significance indicate that the difference between 
the means for each form is statistically si§nificant. The difference 
between listening comprehension and reading comprehension for the combined 
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forms was sufficiently large to make it unreasonable to ascribe it to 
sampling fluctuations. 
A comparison of the average per cent of difficulty between listening 
and reading comprehension of sentence items is presented in Table XVIII. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PER CENT OF DIFFICULTY BETWEEN LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION AND READING COMPREHENSION OF SENTENCE 
ITEMS FOR GRADES TWO AND THREE 
Test Number Mean % s.E. Mean S.E. Significance 
Form of Items of Passes M. S.D. Diff. Diff. Ratio 
Listening 100 87.40 .81 8.135 
A 
11.50 1.48 7.77 
Reading 
A 100 75.90 1.25 12.395 
Listening 100 87.25 1.31 13.045 
B 
15.35 1.84 8.28 
Reading 
B 100 71.90 1.30 13.0 
Listeni.11g 200 87.40 .79 11.075 
A and B 
13.63 1.22 11.17 
Reading 
A and B 200 73.77 .93 13.075 
The difference in mean per cent of difficulty for sentence items, 
as shown in Table XVIII, indicates a definite superiority of listening 
comprehension over reading comprehension as measured by both forms of the 
experimental tests. The small discrepancy (3.85) between the obtained 
-- ---·-· - ·---
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differences on the two forms would seem to indicate that the content for 
sentence meaning is more nearly parallel than that for vocabulary meaning. 
The critical values of all ratios of significance are sufficiently high 
to assure that the obtained differences are true ones and not due to the 
operation of chance factors. 
Since a comparison of the average per cent of passes for the test 
items established the superiority of listening comprehension over 
reading comprehension as measured by the experimental tests, an item 
was not used in the development of the final form if it showed no 
difference as a measure of reading and of listening, or if the difference 
indicated a superiority of reading comprehension over listening 
comprehension. 
Table XIX represents a sampling of the type of item that was rejected 
for use in the final test forms on the basis of no difference in 
difficulty level for listening and reading or a difference that varied 
inversely with that determined by the experimental testing. 
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TABLE XIX 
SAMPLES OF VOCABULARY TEST ITEMS REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF NOT MAINTAINING 
THE SUPERIORITY OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION OVER READING COMPREHENSION 
Test Per Cent of Passes Difference in Favor 
Item Form for Grades 2 and 2 of Listening 
Listening Reading 
hungry A 83 83 0 
inundate B 18.5 27 -8.5 
hive B 63 64.5 -1.5 
crest B 30.5 38 -7.5 
balloon B 46 46 0 
pound A 33.5 73 -38.5 
resin A 16.5 51 -34.5 
where A 97 97 0 
pony A 96 98.5 -2.5 
--
Forty-three vocabulary items were rejected because the average per 
cent of correct responses indicated a superiority of reading over 
listening. Six vocabulary items were rejected because they showed no 
difference in average per cent of passes as measures of listening and 
of reading. Forty-three items rejected from Form A and only six items 
from Form B would seem to indicate that the two forms are not exactly 
parallel in content. Table XIX represents a sampling of items that did 
not maintain the relative superiority established through the 
experimental testing. (Items rejected on this basis may be found on the 
tabulation sheets in Appendix F with a red line drawn through them.) 
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Each ~~em in the tests of sentence meaning showed some difference 
as measures of reading and of listening; only three sentence items had 
differences that indicated a superiority of reading comprehension over 
listening comprehension. (Items rejected on this basis will be found on 
the tabulation sheets in Appendix F with red line drawn through them. 
The next phase of item analysis was the tabulation of the number and 
per cent of correct responses for the items as measures of reading at 
each grade level, using only items that maintained a superiority in 
favor of listening. The tables that follow show the distribution of 
the per cent of passes for each item as a measure of reading for grade 
two and for grade three. 
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TABLE XX 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO ITE~~ 
AS MEASURES OF READING VOCABULARY FOR EACH GRADE 
Per Cent Form A Form B 
of 
Passes Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 
28 - J.02 2 
___2L:_97 14. ~0 8 -~---
__M_- 22 22 ~~ l~ ~2 
_&.- 87 16 14 l~ 28 
_1§_- 82 l~ 12 1.2__ 22 
_'D. .. 77 2 22 16 21 
68- 72 12 18 26 17 6~ - 67. 11 l~ ~7 16 
--~8- 62 21 10 ~0 16 
~- 27 22 6 2 11 
~8 .. 22 2 6 20 8 
a~ - a? l~ 6 2 .Jz__ 
~- a2 11 a 11 8 
~~ - ~7 a a g 7 
28- ~2 2 It 14 7 
_11.-=-.1:7 !J: 2 2 
18- 22 1 0 ~ l 
l~ - 17 0 1 1 2 
8- 12 l 
- 7 
Number 207 207 244 244 
Mean % 66.86 74.105 61.455 71.355 
S.D. 19.885 14.970 18.85 19.670 
The average per cent of correct responses to items in each form of 
the vocabulary tests, as shown in Table XX, indicates some discriminating 
power at the higher grade level, the difference in means for grades two 
and three being greater for Form B than for Form A. 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO SENTENCE 
ITEMS AS ~~SURES OF READING FOR EACH GRADE 
Per Cent Form A Form B 
of 
Passes Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 
2~ - 27 ~ 2 L__. 2 
88- 22 1~ 18 2 
~-87 16 18 8 17 
78- 82 12 ~ 11 12 
___11 - 77 2 11 11 18 
68- 72 17 7 lL_ _ _li_ __ 
6~- 67 6 2 1~ 12 
28- 62 7 12 6 
2J - 27 2 8 1 
!z8 - 22 0 1 7 1 
!t.~ - !z7 _ ___.L 1 0 
~8- !z2 2 0 0 
--JJ -...IL. 
-
1 1 1 
~- 2 l 2 
23 - 27 L_ 
Number 98 98 99 99 
Mean % 74.18 79.08 69.495 74.60 
S.D. 13.95 10.135 14.290 11.935 
-------------------------------------
As presented in Table XXI, the average per cent of passes for 
sentence items as measures of reading comprehension show some dis-
criminating power between grades two and three on both forms. 
The ch~ that follow show the comparison of the average difficulty 
of items as measures of reading for grade two children and for grade 
three children. The data for these tables is concerned only with those 
items which maintain the superiority of listening over reading. 
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TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PER GENT OF DIFFICULTY FOR VOCABULARY ITEMS AS 
ME:ASURES OF READING COMPREHENSION FOR GRADE TWO AND GRADE THREE 
Grade Test Number Mean % S.E. 
Level Form of of M. 
Items Passes 
2 A 207 66.86 1.38 
3 A 207 74.105 1.05 
2 B 244 61.455 1.21 
3 B 244 71.355 1.26 
S.D. 
19.885 
14.970 
18.85 
19.670 
Mean S.D. Signifi-
Diff. Diff. canoe 
Ratio 
7.245 1.73 4.13 
9.90 1.74 5.69 
The differences in the mean per cent of correct responses for 
vocabulary items as measures of reading indicate that both forms show 
discriminating power at the higher grade level. The critical value 
of the significance ratio is statistically significant for the obtained 
difference on each form. As indicated in Table XXII, Form B has more 
discriminating power as a measure of reading comprehension at the 
higher grade level. than form A. 
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TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PER CENT OF DIFFICULTY OF SENTENCE ITEMS AS 
MEASURES OF READING COMPREHENSION FOR GRADE TWO AND FOR GRADE THREE 
---
Grade Test Number Mean % S.E. S.D. Mean S.D. Signifi-
Level Form of of M. Diff. Diff. canoe 
Items Passes Ratio 
--
2 A 98 74.18 1.41 13.95 
4.90 .1.75 2.86 
2 A 98 79.08 1.03 10.135 
3 B 99 69.495 1.55 14.290 
5.185 1.93 2.67 
3 B 99 74.60 1.20 11.935 
Both forms for tests of sentence meaning, as shown in Table XXIII, 
have some discriminating power as measures of reading comprehension at 
the higher grade level. The significance ratio for the obtained 
difference in mean per cent of passes for items in each form is 
statistically significant at the 1% confidence level. The differences 
in means between grade levels for per cant of passes is greater for 
'\ro'lbula:J:yitems than for sen.terice·~· items. 
Since items designed as measures of reading ability should show 
some discriminating power at the higher grade level, no item was 
retained for use in the final forms if it did show a difference in 
favor of grade three of at least 2.5 in the per cent of passes. 
The tables that follow present samples of the type of item that 
was not retained for use in the final forms because it did not show a 
significant difference in favor of grade three as a measure of reading. 
An item was rejected if it did hot show a difference of at least 2.5 in 
per cent of correct responses at the higher grade level. 
TABLE XXIV 
SAMPLES OF VOCABULARY ITEMS REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF LACK 
OF DISCRIMINATING POWER AS MEASURES OF READING 
===========:=========================================----== -------
Test Item 
meter 
sister 
sorry 
plow 
wash 
plateau 
nurse 
basket 
% of Passes 
f'or Both Grades 
Listening Reading 
59 
97 
95 
76 
97.5 
74 
96 
93.5 
43.5 
86.5 
82.5 
66 
86.5 
75 
86.5 
-----------------· 
Di.f'f. 
15.5 
10.5 
12.5 
10 
11 
27 
21 
7 
% of' Passes 
f'or Reading Com. 
Grade 2 Grade i 
44.5 
88.5 
88.5 
66 
91.5 
47.5 
75.5 
86.5 
42.5 
84.5 
76 
66.5 
80.5 
47 
75 
86.5 
Dif'f. 
2. 
-4. 
-12.5 
-11 
0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
The items shown in Table XXIV represent the type rejected because 
they did not show significant differences in the per cent of' correct 
responses f'or grade two and for grade three. All items dn the above 
table maintain the superiority of' listening comprehension over reading 
comprehension established by the experimental testing. Three items 
show a difference in per cent of passes as reading measures in favor of 
grade two; f'our items show differences in per cent of' correct responses 
below the 2.5 set up as a criterion f'or choice of' items; and one showed 
difference f'or grades two and three. Seventy-five vocabulary items, 
15% of' the total number, were discarded on the basis of lack of dis-
criminating power as measures of reading. (These items are indicated 
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by a blue line on the tabulation sheets in Appendix F.) 
TABLE XXV 
SAMPLES OF SENTENCE ITEMS REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF LACK 
OF DISCRIMINATING POWER AS MEASURES OF READING 
Test Item % of Passes 
for Both Grades Diff. 
% of Passes 
for Reading Com. Diff. 
Listening Reading 
People watch 
the planes 
take off. 96.5 
Many of the 
men ride herd 
86.5 
Grade 2 Grade 3 
10 86.5 86.5 0 
at night. 89 69.5 19.5 69 70.5 -1.5 
A butterfly 
came out of 
the chrysalis. 78.5 
Children clap 
when the 
monkeys 
do tricks. 95.5 
Some logs are 
ground into 
pulp for 
paper. 88 
60 
83.5 
65 
18.5 59.5 60.5 1 
12 86.5 88.5 2 
23 65.5 65 
All items included in Table XXV maintain a superiority in the· 
per cent of correct responses for listening over reading but do not 
have sufficient discriminating power at the higher grade level as a 
.5 
measure of reading. One item shows no difference in per cent of passes 
for grade two and three; one shows a difference in favor of grade two; 
and three show differences in per cent of correct responses below 2.5. 
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Fifty-four sentence items, 22% of the total number, were discarded on the 
basis of lack of discriminating power at the higher grade level. {Items 
rejected on this basis are indicated by a blue line on the tabulation 
sheets in Appendix F.) 
A few items could not be used in the development of final test 
forms although they fulfilled the requirements stated above. Table XXVI 
presents samples of vocabulary tests rejected on the basis of not 
maintaining a superiority of listening over reading of at least 3 in the 
per cent of correct responses. 
TABLE XXVI 
SAMPLES OF VOCABULARY ITE:JIS REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF TOO LITTLE 
DIFFERENCE IN LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND READING CONIPREHENSION 
======================-----Test Item % of Passes % of Passes 
morning 
call 
eight 
soon 
statue 
pink 
for Both Grades Diff. for Reading Com. Diff. 
---------------------- --------------~----------------Listening Reading Grade 2 Grade 3 
97 
96 
87 
80 
74 
93 
94 
94.5 
86 
78.5 
73 
91 
2.5 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1 
1 
92 
90 
85.5 
76 
66 
86.5 
97 
99 
88.5 
81.5 
80 
95 
5 
9 
3 
5.5 
14 
8.5 
The items in Table XXVI represent a sampling of the type of items 
rejected because they did not show a difference of at least 3 in the 
per cent of passes for reading and for listening. Ten vocabulary items 
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and four sentence items were rejected on the basis of too little 
difference in listening and reading. (~hese items are indicated by a 
green line on tabulation sheets in Appendix F.) 
Since an item showing too great a difference as a measure of 
listening and of reading had little value for use in the development of 
final test forms, all items with differences in per cent of responses 
that were larger than 37 were discarded. Table XXVII presents the items 
that were rejected on this basis. 
TABLE XXVII 
ITEMS DISCARDED ON THE BASIS OF TOO GREAT A DIFFERENCE IN 
DIFFICULTY LEVEL AS MEASURES OF READING AND LISTENING 
Test Item Reading Comprehension Grades 2 and 3 
------ ---
Grade 2 Grade 3 Diff. Listening Reading Diff. 
--
nephew 48 59.5 11.5 95.5 53.5 42 
harmonica 50 55 5 95.5 52.5 43 
sword 50 55 5 95 52.5 42.5 
onion 53 70 17 99.5 61 38.5 
poison 45.5 64 18.5 92 54.5 37.5 
amused 30.5 50 19.5 78.5 40 39.5 
niece 50 59.5 9.5 96 54.5 41.5 
examine 41 51.5 10.5 86 46 40 
Eight vocabulary items had differences in level of difficulty too 
high for the words to have any value in the final test forms. As 
~--=---- - __ -::~-. .._ ___ ---· -~- ... 
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indicated in Table XXVII, all eight items showed sufficient discriminating 
power at the higher grade level as measures of reading, but each item had 
a difference in per cent of passes for listening and reading that exceeded 
the 37 set up as a criterion for the choice of items. (Items discarded 
on this basis are indicated by a purple line on the tabulation sheets in 
Appendix F.) 
The items having the most value for the construction of final test 
forms were those that had a difference in per cent of correct responses 
close to the mean difference of 13.67 which was determined by the results 
of the experimental testing. Table XXVIII represents a sampling of words 
accepted for use in the development of comparable measures of listening 
and reading comprehension. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
SAJ'.PLES OF VOCABUL.h.RY ITEMS ACCEPTED FOB. USE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
COMPARABLE MEASURES OF LISTENING AND READING COMPREHENSION 
--- -
Test Item Reading Comprehension Grades 2 and 3 
Grade 2 Grade 3 Diff. Listening Reading Diff. 
wrapping 47 67.6 20.5 68.5 57.5 11 
troll 59.5 88.5 29 85.5 73.5 12 
knife 72.5 94.5 22 97 83.5 13.5 
cloudy 78 88 10 98 83 15 
hospital 65 79 14 88 72 16 
silkworm 63 88 25 93 74.5 18.5 
scrub 72.5 85.5 12.5 97.5 78.5 19 
few 51.5 75 23.5 86.5 62.5 24 
The items in Table XXVIII represent a sampling of the type of words 
that fulfilled the requirements postulated for development of comparable 
scales of language comprehension. Each word has good discriminating 
power at the higher grade level as a measure of reading and each maintains 
a difference in per cent of passes for listening that is above the 3 and 
below the 37 set up for the selection of items for the final test forms. 
The results of the item analysis in terms of the number of items 
rejected and the number accepted for use in developing comparable test 
forms is summarized in Table XXIX. 
. " -~~---- -- ---- -- --- -- ---"~ . ------- .. ···-
.... -·-- --~ ··--· -~--- ~------------------. -·--- ... ----- .. 
---
Form A 
Form B 
Total 
TABLE XXIX 
NUMBER OF ITEM.S REJECTED AND NUMBER ACCEPTED 
FOR COMPARABLE LANGUAGE SCALES 
Vocabulary Sentences 
Rejected Accepted 'l'otal Rejected Accepted 
92 158 250 35 65 
50 200 250 26 74 
142 358 500 61 139 
Total 
100 
100 
200 
Table XXIX shows that of the 500 words tested in the experimental 
study, 142 were found through item analyses to be ineffective and were 
discarded. Of the 200 sentence items used in the study, 61 had no value 
for use in the final test forms. The results of the item analysis left 
358 words and 139 sentences for use in developing at least two comparable 
forms of language comprehension with the possibility of a third form to 
be used as a measure of reading or listening comprehension. 
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Test Developments 
Since the major objective of this study was the construction of 
language comprehension scales designed to show direct comparison between 
reading and listening, the following criteria were established to ensure 
that the two forms were equated bot~ ways: 
1. Category groupings should be retained intact and the groups of 
three categories should be matched exactly as they were on 
the two forms of the experimental tests. 
2. The item should be arranged in blocks of ten according to the 
average level of difficulty as measures of reading and of 
listening. 
3. For each block of ten items the average per cent of passes for 
listening, the average per cent of passes for reading, and the 
average for the differences in per cent of passes should be the 
same on both forms. 
4. At least three items should be selected to fit each category 
in the group of three. 
5. Each test form should measure 80 words and 40 sentences. 
6. The average level of difficulty or ease for items on each 
form should center around the a? for listening and the 73 for 
reading that was determined in the experimental testing. 
Table XXX shows in schematic form the plan used for development of 
Form A as a listening test and Form B as a reading test • 
• 
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TABLE XXX 
PLAN FOR EQUATING ITEMS IN COM?ARABLE rffii'..ASURES 
Test Per C~nt of Passe.§_ ___ 
Item Listening Reading Difference Categories 
Water From Fanciful 
E~ Trees Peoole 
witch 9.3.5 82 11.5 # 
lake 97 88.5 8.5 # 
nuts 96.5 92.5 4 # 
leprechaun 74 46.5 27.5 # 
puddle 92 78 14 # 
river 98 93.5 4.5 # 
plums 96 $0.5 15.5 # 
dragon 99 68.5 20.5 # 
peaches 98 81.5 16.5 # 
troll 85.5 73.5 12 # 
Thing§. Ways to Water 
Form B to Eat Say It Moving 
cheese 97.5 81.5 16 # 
splash 95 89.5 5.5 # 
wbieper 96.5 77.5 19 # 
meat 95 88 17 # 
sugar 95 79 16 # 
tell 98.5 92.5 6 # 
percolate 44.5 24.5 20 # 
shout 97.5 $9.5 8 II 
shower 98 75 23 # 
butter 97 91 6 # 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 919.5 ,-/ 785. ·~ 134 91 78 13 
Form B 914.5 788 136 91 78 13 
As shown in Table XXX, items were selected for each form to ensure 
a balance of 3-3-4 in category classification and to maintain in both the 
same average per cent of passes for listening comprehension, for reading 
comprehension, and for the difference between the two. The average level 
of difficulty or ease of items selected for both forms centers around 
the 87-73-13 which was indicated by the results of the experimental 
testing. 
To ensure an adequate number of vocabulary items for the development 
of the language measures, six categories and fifty words were included in 
the experimental tests than would be needed for the final forms. Extreme 
care was exercised in discarding the categories that had no value or the 
least value for the development of the two comparable forms of listening 
and reading. 
Since all words written to fit the category Question Words on Form A 
proved ineffective on the basis of too high a per cent of success for 
both media and for both grades in reading, the category group Question 
~' MQne1, and ~lants to Eat was the first to be discarded. Since the 
group, Insects, Wa1s to Find Out, and To Take was designed to match the 
above mentioned group from Form A, this group was not retained in Form B. 
Because all other groups had enough effective items to provide at 
least three for each category, the next group to be discarded was one 
which had categories from thesaurus sections and curriculum areas well 
represented without them. Peoole, Qleaning, and Odor~ from Form A and the 
matching category group, ~' ~rnings, and Homes from Form B were not 
retained for use in the development of the final forms A and B. They were 
set aside for possible use in the development of a third form designed to 
-- .. . -
--·-·--··-··- ~----· -------- --·-··-· -----
~-- ---~···---~--- ··--· ·--~· --~-----·--------··--~---~-------- -· 
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measure increments of learning in either reading or listening. 
In the development of Form c, all criteria established for the 
construction of Form A and B.was met except that of matching categories 
in the parallel forms. Category groupings were matched in either of the 
following ways: 
1. A category grouping from either Form A or Form B was used 
again in Form C. The category group was selected for Form C 
on the basis of the number of effective items remaining after 
the development of the other two forms. 
2. A group rejected for use in Form A or B was used in Form C if 
it provided enough effective items. The new category grouping 
was matched to groups in Form A and Form B which represented 
the same major division and if possible at least one sub-
division of the thesaurus outline. 
Table XXXI shows in schematic form the plan used for equating three 
forms when one category grouping is used twice. 
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TABLE XXXI 
FIRST PLAN FOR EQUATING THREE TEST FO&~ 
Test Per Cent of Passes 
Item "ttS tem.ng Read~ng Dilference Categories 
For ~ings Not 
Clothing ~ 
Form A 
rayon 90 69.5 20.5 # 
hospital 88 72 16 # 
linen 89 67.5 21 # 
riddle 86 6S-
·-
18; .. # 
maze 54 51 3 # 
factory 86.5 61 25.5 # 
orlon 92.5 65 27.5 # 
magic 87.5 80 7.5 # 
leather 89.5 68.5 21 # 
hotel 87 77 10 ... # 
------- To .Io Send 
Form B Covering ~2Z Kews 
radio 90.5 77 13.5 # 
skin 75 $8 7 # 
break 93.5 80 13.5 # 
sombrero 62 32 30 # 
telegraph 92.5 74 18.5 # 
rug 88 78.5 9.5 # 
wrapping 68.5 57.5 11 # 
smash 96 67.5 28.5 # 
television 91.5 77 14.5 # 
wreck 93 67 26 # 
--------------
, -.-- ~ 
---- ~ ·-~~-- , ____ - _, --~~-
TABLE XXXI (concluded) 
Test 
Item 
Per Cent of Passes 
Listening Reading Difference Categories 
For Not 
Clothing Buildings Known 
Form C 
nylon 
secret 
mystery 
cotton 
puzzle 
skyscraper 
fur 
garage 
mansion 
wool 
93 
94 
90.5 
94.5 
77.5 
67.5 
94.5 
93 
45 
97 
78.5 
74 
67.5 
79 
69.5 
61 
75.5 
60 
33.5 
77.5 
14.5 
20 
23 
15 
8 
6.5 
19 
33 
11.5 
19.5 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 
Form B 
Form C 
850 
850 
679 
678 
675 
170 
172 
170 
85 
85 
85 
67 
67 
67 
17 
17 
17 
------------------·----------------------·------·-----------------
Table XXXI shows the plan used to equate three forms of one section 
of the vocabulary tests. Items were selected to ensure balance in 
classification. Average per cent of correct responses are the same for 
all three forms; 85 for listening comprehension, 67 for reading com-
prehension, and 17 for the difference in per cent of passes for the two. 
Items were arranged for classification according to For Clothing, 
Building~, and Not Known on both Form A and Form C. 
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In Table XXXII, a plan is presented for equating three forms of a 
vocabulary section, using a different category grouping for Form C than 
any used on Form A or B. 
TABLE XXXII 
SECOND PLAN FOR EQUATING THREE TEST FORMS 
-
Test Per Cent of Passes 
Item Listening Reading Difference Categories 
-·-----------
Form A How Manx .Qolors Meals 
turquoise 63 48.5 14.5 # 
snack 93.5 73.5 20 # 
fifty 98.5 72.5 26 # 
purple 97.5 89 8.5 # 
thirteen 97 79.5 17.5 # 
breakf'ast 98.5 95 3.5 # 
few 86.5 62.5 24 # 
scarlet 59.5 44.5 15 # 
thousand 98 68.5 29.5 # 
feast 92.5 79 13.5 # 
----
~~ .Hm!._Man:t Family Sounds 
dozen 83 69 14 # 
uncle 92.5 85 7.5 # 
yell 96 81 15 # 
several 84 61 23 # 
pair 58 46 12 # 
aunt 96.5 81 15.5 # 
whine 95.5 73.5 22 # 
cousin 96 59 37 # 
cheer 90.5 72 18.5 # 
sixty 94.5 86.5 8 # 
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TABLE XXXII (concluded) 
-----
Test Per Cent of Passes 
Item Listening Reading Difference 
-------
Form C People C~eaning ~ 
spicy 80 58 22 # 
passengers 90.5 67 23.5 # 
brush 96 85 11 # 
perfumed 85.5 72 1.3.5 # 
scour 61.5 51.5 10 # 
neighbors 95.5 91 4.5 # 
scrub 97.5 78.5 19 II 
gentleman 93 75.5 17.5 # 
parents 94.5 64.5 30 # 
fragrant 92 69 23 # 
Total % of Passes Average % of Passes 
Form A 884 713 171 88 71 17 
Form B 886 714 172 88 71 17 
Form C 886 712 174 88 71 17 
As sho\m in Table XXXII, the second plan for equating three forms 
for a vocabulary section employed a different category grouping than 
any used in Forms A and B. The new category group matches the groups 
from the same sections of Form A and Form B to the extent of two 
categories drawn from the same major class and the same major subdivision 
of the thesaurus outline. 
The same requirements were fulfilled in the develonment of 
comparable measures of sentence meaning as were met in equating the 
measures of vocabulary meaning. The sentence items in each section 
Form C were classified according to a category grouping ~m either 
Form A of Form B, depending on the number of effective items remaining 
after the other two forms were equated. As the category Change~ was on 
poth forms, items to be classified under this category on Form C were 
selected from either Form A or Form B. 
Format of the Tests 
One suggestion for the format of the final test forms is a two-
signature booklet with two pages of vocabulary items and two pages of 
sentence items. Forty words could be tested on each page of vocabulary 
and twenty sentences could be measured by each of the two pages. Paste-
ups of this format are included in Appendix G. 
A second choice of format would involve a three signature booklet 
approximately six by nine inches in size, with eight pages of actual 
test material. Each of the four pages of the vocabulary test would 
measure twenty words. Ten sentence items would be tested in each of 
the four pages used for the second part of the measures. 
As both Form A and Form B will be administered to the same groups 
of children, different samples were substituted for the ones on the 
front cover of Form B. This substitution should facilitate distribution 
of materials and may avoid having a child take the same form both as a 
listening and a reading test. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUM!V!ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The major objective of this study was the construction and evaluation 
of comparable measures of English language comprehension designed to show 
direct comparison between reading and listening. These tests, different 
in structure and content from any previously published measures, should 
help to solve the following problems: 
1. What is the significance of the difference between the individual 
child's listening and reading comprehension in terms of 
instructional planning? 
2. What possibilities are revealed through a comparison of test 
scores for increased use of oral learning experiences in the 
content areas while the children are learning to read? 
3. What is the significance of no difference in scores for reading 
and listening at the primary grade level? 
From a review of research the following conclusions are significant 
in the justification of the need for the type of tests developed in this 
study: 
1. There were no measures of the listening comprehensj_on of primary 
school children in existence. 
2. Measures did exist which 9rovided norms in reading and listening 
for intermediate and upper grade levels, but the norms equate 
artificially and did not show a direct comparison between the 
. 
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two language skills. 
3. Increased interest in the teaching of listening skills is 
paralleled by an almost complete lack of instruments to determine 
the types of practice needed and to meEJ.sure increments of 
learning resulting from a program of listening experiences. 
4. There is evidence that primary school children understand a vast 
number of words that can never be tested by a recording of 
their speech. 
Construction of ~ 
Among the working assumptions formulated to aid in test planning and 
construction, were the following: 
1. Two tests should be constructed as parallel in nature as possible 
and two designs should be made for each test. 
2. Each test should be so devised that it could be administered to 
groups of children with directions given orally by the 
examiner rather than by the use of recordings. 
3. The tests should be so devised that a category technicue could 
be used to measure responses. 
4. More categories and at least twice as many items should be 
included in the experimental tests hhan would be needed for the 
final forms. 
A master list of possible test categories was compiled by selecting 
from among the various categories represented in Roget's plan for the 
classification of English words and phrases those categories most 
frequently included in books read or heard by primary school children or 
in the television programs viewed by them. The following criteria ~ere 
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used in the selection of categories for the master list: 
1. To provide for the matching of categories in the parallel forms, 
at least two categories from each of the twenty-four major sub-
divisions of Roget's plan. 
2. The difficulty of the item should be inherent in the item itself 
and not in the language of the captions or the grouping of the 
categories. 
3. The category should be expressed in language understood by most 
primary children but its meaning in the corresponding category 
of the thesaurus classification should be retained. 
4. The number of the categories selected from each major sub-
division of the thesaurus outline should be based on the 
categories found in the composite list of categories used by 
young children. 
5. Each category on the list should be one that could be represented 
by a picture. 
Words used in the vocabulary tests were taken from the Roget 
classification when the words were found in word lists and frequency 
counts for gradeG l - 4 or in the more specialized vocabu=..ary of text-
books in the content areas. Care was exercised to avoid the use of a 
word that could be assigned to two categories when heard but to only one 
when seen or the inclusion of a multi-meaning word that could belong in 
either of two categories within a group of three. 
: To obtain evidence upon which to rely in building the tests for the 
. 
experiment, a preliminary study was made. A listening and a reading 
measure were constructed for each of two forms for vocabulary tests and 
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a hundred copies of each of the four forms were administered to small 
groups of primary children in three states. Six pages of paragraph 
material and four of sentences were tried out with a second grade group. 
The vocabulary measures were revised and the tests of sentence 
meaning were constructed on the basis of the results of the pre-experiments~ 
testing and informal discussions with children. The vocabulary and 
sentence tests were combined in a two-signature booklet with nine pages 
of test material which measured 300 words and 100 sentences in each of 
four forms. 
~he Experiment 
The tests were administered to approximately 250 children from each 
of grades two and three during the last week of May and the first week in 
June in 1956. A split-half plan of test rotation was followed. E~ch child 
took one form as a listening test and the other form as a reading measure. 
Tests were hand scored and a tabulation of scores was sent to the 
principals and teachers in the schools participating in the experiment. 
Means and standard deviations were found for the distribution of test 
scores by grades. 
Treatment of Data 
Using the experimental data, an item analysis was done to determine 
the difficulty of each item as a measure of reading and of listening, 
the degree of comparison between items as measures of reading and 
listening, and the discriminating power of each item as a measure of 
reading and of listening at the higher grade level • 
• 
Ite~s were selected for use in the final forms that (l) consistently 
showed the relative superiority of one medium over the other that was 
determined through the experimental testing: (2) showed discriminating 
power at the higher grade level as a measure of reading; (3) maintained 
the approximate degree of difference between reading and listening 
comprehension that was established by an analysis of all test data; and 
(4, guaranteed parallel degrees of differen6es between items as reading 
and as listening measures on both forms. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are presented on the basis of data 
obtained, the analysis of test items, and the development of final 
test forms: 
Status of Test Pooulation 
Statistical data concerning the test population and the distribution 
of rqw scores on all test forms may be summarized as follows: 
1. An almost perfect balance was maintained between the number of 
boys and the number of girls who supplied test data. 
2. A mean chronological age of slightly over eight years at the 
end of grade two and of nine years and four months at the 
end of grade three is about normal for the general school 
population. 
3. Test data was supplied from 206 cases at the second grade level 
and 199 cases at the third grade level, making a total of 
495 children. 
4. Form A was administered to 179 children as a reading test and to 
226 children as a listening test; 226 children took Form B as a 
reading test and 179 took the same form as a listening test. 
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5. Mean intelligent quotients of a little over 100 indicated that 
the groups were somewhat above average for the general school 
population. 
6. Scores on the listening tests showed a range of from 96 - 244, 
with the third grade scores showing the wider range. 
7. Scores on the reading tests showed a wide range of 53 - 244, 
with little variations between the scores for each grade level. 
8. Some gain in mean scores from grade two to three is shown for 
all tests, the gain being greater for the reading test than 
for the listening test. 
9. More variability was shown for the tests as measures of 
reading than as listening tests. 
Item Analysis 
The results of the analysis of test items may be summarized as 
follows: 
1. A mean difference of 13.67 in per cent of passes for the 
conbined forms indicated a superiority of listening over reading 
comprehension as measured by the experimental tests of 
vocabulary meaning. 
2. A discrepancy of 8.3 in mean differences for Form A and Form B 
as measures of listening and reading indicated that the two forms 
differed somewhat in content. 
3. A mean difference of 13.63 in per cent of correct responses for 
the combined forms indicated a definite superiority of listening 
comprehension over reading comprehension as measured by both 
forms of the experimental tests of sentence meaning. 
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4. The small discrepancy of 3.85 between the obtained differences 
on the two forms as measures of listening and of reading indicate 
that the content of the two forms was more parallel for the tests 
of sentence meaning than for vocabulary meaning. 
5. The differences in the mean per cent of passes for vocabulary 
items as measures of reading indicated that both forms showed 
discriminating power at the higher grade level. 
6. Form B showed a greater difference between per cent of correct 
responses as a test of reading for grade two and for grade three. 
7. Both forms of tests of sentence meaning showed discriminating 
power at the higher grade level with obtained differences in 
per cent of passes of 4.90 for Form A and 5.185 for Form B. 
8. Forty-nine vocabulary items and four sentence items were 
rejected on the basis of not maintaining the superiority of 
listening comprehension over reading comprehension that was 
determined by the experimental testing. 
9. Since fifteen per cent of the total number of vocabulary items 
and twenty-~wo ner cent of the sentence items were rejected 
on the basis of lack of discriminating power at the higher 
grade level, it would seem that many items in the experimental 
tests were too easy as measures o£. reading. 
10. Ten vocabulary items and four sentences were discarded on the 
basis of a difference in per cent of correct responses between 
listening and reading that was below the 3 set up as a criteria 
for the selection of test items for final forms. 
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11. Eight vocabulary items had differences in level of difficulty of 
reading and listening too high to be of value in the development 
of the final forms. 
Test Developments 
While this study was primarily concerned with the development of 
comparable measures of listening and reading, the results of the item 
analysis yielded enough material for the construction of a third form 
designed to measure increments of learning in either reading or listening 
comprehension. 
The following criteria were established to ensure that Forms A and B 
would be equated both ways to show direct comparison between reading and 
listening: 
1. Category groupings should be retained intact and the groups of 
three categories should be matched exactly as they were on the 
two forms of the experimental tests. 
2. The items should be arranged in blocks of ten according to 
the average level of difficulty as measures of reading and of 
listening. 
3. For each block of ten items the average per cent cof passes for 
listening, the average per cent of passes for reading, and the 
average for the differences in per cent of passes should be the 
same on both forms. 
4. At least three items should be selected to fit each category in 
the group of three. 
5. Each test form should measure 80 words and 40 sentences. 
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6. The average level of difficulty or ease for items on each form 
should center around the 87 for listening and the 73 for reading 
that was determined in the experimental testing. 
In the development of Form c, all criteria established for the 
construction of Forms A and B were met except that of matching categories 
in the parallel forms. Category groupings for Form C were matched in 
either of the following ways: 
1. A category grouping from either Form A or Form B was used aFain 
in Form C. The group was selected on the basis of the number of 
effective items remaining after the development of the other 
two forms. 
2. A group rejected for use in Form A or B was used in Form C if 
it provided enough effective items. The new category grouping 
was matched to groups in Form A and Form B which represented the 
same major division and if possible at least one major sub-division 
of the thesaurus outline. 
Format of the Final Forms 
Either of the following plans may be used in setting up the three 
forms of the measures developed: 
1. A two-signature booklet with eight pages of testing material. 
Fach of the four pa~es in the vocabulary section would measure 
20 words. Four pages of sentences would measure forty words, 
ten words on each page. 
Since the same groups will almost always take both Form A and B, 
different sample items should be substituted for the ones on the cover 
of Form B. The new pictures and items should facilitate distribution of 
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material may avoid having a child take the same form as a listening and 
a reading test. 
Syggestions for Further Research 
Among the problems suggested for investigation by this present 
study, are the following: 
1. The standardiza ion of the tests for children in grades 1 - 3 on 
a 'large diverse population. 
2. The construction and evaluation of comparable measures designed 
to show a direct comparison between the listening and reading 
comprehension of children in grades 4 - 5. 
3. The construction of tests which employ category techniques to 
measure the listening comprehension of children in kindergarten 
and first grade. 
4. The construction of reading measures which make use of groups 
of three different categories from one common generic 
classification. 
5. Construction of workbook material for use as practice material 
in the improvement of listening skills and in the evaluation of 
progress. 
6. A study based on the item analysis done in this study of the 
specific areas in which children's listening ~ocabularies far 
exceed their reading vocabularies. 
7. A comparison of the test words in this study that showed a 
higher per cent of passes for the lower grade level with word 
lists for the second grade books in basic reading series. 
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8. A study of the relationships between the individual scores in 
reading and in listening of the children who participated in 
this study according to sex, grade level, intelligence, and 
community. 
9. Construction of exercises to provide practice in listening for 
first grade children, using items discarded on the basis of item 
ease combined with new items to fit categories from the master 
list which were not utilized in the development of the 
experimental test. 
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TEXTBOOKS AND PUBLISHERS 
GEOGRAPHY 
The Macmillan Company 
Our Earth 
Using Our Earth 
Silver Burdett Company 
9_ur BiS World 
HEALTH 
American Book Company 
Well and Happy 
Clean and Strong 
Fit and Readl 
Safe and Sound 
Ginn and Company 
Health and Happy Days 
Health in Work and Plat 
Health and Safety for You 
Growing Your War 
Scott, Foresman and Company 
Happy Days with Our Friends 
Good Times with Our Friends 
Three Friends 
Five in a Famill 
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SCIENCE 
D. c. Heath and Company 
Science for Work and Play 
Science for Here and !2! 
Science Far and Near 
Science in Your Life 
Ginn and Company 
Science Near You 
Science around You 
Science Everywhere 
Discovering with Science 
Row, Peterson and Company 
Doing Work 
Plants Round the Year 
I2n 
Useful Plants and Animals 
Water Appears and Disappears 
The L. W. Singer Company, Inc. 
We Look and Listen 
.§.!U_ng New Thiag§ 
Finding Answer! 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Ginn and Company 
Stories about Linda and Lee 
Stories about Sally 
Your Town and Mine 
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Scott, Foresman and Company 
Hello, David 
Some Day SoQ.n 
New Centerville 
Cross-Country 
The John C. Winston Company 
Nancy's World 
Tom's Town 
Other Places 
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CUMULATIVE LIST OF WORDS USED ON TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
AND UNDERSTOOD BY A GROUP OF CHILDREN 
(Categorical Arrangement by Writer) 
Nature 
python - a snake 
quali - a bird 
tide - when the water in the ocean comes in to shore either low 
or high 
Weather 
humidity - part of weather report: how much moisture in the air 
moisture - wet or dew 
barometer - reading the weather 
thermometer - something that tells the temperature of the air 
commentator - tells us the news 
"Meet the Press" - a news conference 
conference - a group of people talking together 
discussion - a lot of men talking and saying different things 
Politics 
Congress - about politics in ~ashington 
senator - a man in Washington that Mommie voted for. He makes laws. 
White House - where the President lives 
campaigning - talking to get people to vote for you 
United Nations - all countries trying to make the world better 
and to stop war 
Commercial Products 
Fab - a detergent 
Veto - a spray for perspiration 
Lifeboy - soap for B.O. 
Lux Flakes - Your hands aren't made of China. Use this soap for 
soft hands. 
Platex - rubber girdle 
Necci - a swwing machine 
Flurine - stops tooth dec~ 
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Geographical Regions 
prairie - lot of land; flat land 
desert - sandy land, cactus, no water 
quicksand - sinks you, sucks you down 
concert - famous people sing and make music 
orchestra - a band 
Cowboys and Mexicans 
saddle - a seat on the horse 
saddle bag - a holding box on the side of the saddle 
lariat - a rope 
sombrero - a Mexican hat 
tortilla - a food you eat in Mexico. Made of corn and it burns 
your tongue. 
Maverick - young fellow 
Miscellaneous 
carousel - a merry-go-round 
richochet - hits a rock and bounces off 
blacksmith - fixes horses; makes horseshoes 
arrowhead - point of an arrow 
mystery - somebody gets killed 
contrast - dark and light 
horizontal - across 
vertical - up and down 
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DISTRIBUTION OF POSSIBLE TEST CATEGORIES ACCORDING TO R~JOR 
DIVISIONS OF ROGET'S CLASSIFICATION AND ACCORDING TO SUBJECT 
MATTER AND GEN"EAAL CURRICULUM AREAS 
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DISTRIBUTION OF POSSIBLE TEST CATEGORIES 
ACCORDING TO ROGET'S DIVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION 
CLASS I. ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
1. Existence 
Non-existence - Nothiag 
All Gone 
Imaginary 
2. Relation 
Copy - To Imitate 
(Prepositions) - Place Words 
3. Quantity 
Part - Part of a House 
Part of a Head 
Absolute - To Measure 
Comparative - To Make Bigger 
4. Order 
Terminal - Railroad Stations 
Airports 
Harbors 
5. Number 
Duality - I!2 
Multitude - Many Together 
Number - How ManY* 
6. Time-~* 
7. Change 
Changeableness - Chaages* 
8. causation 
Power - Moving Thi~s 
Machines 
Destruction - To Destroy 
Production - Buildings 
CLASS II. SPACE 
9. Space in General 
Habitation - Homes 
PeOPle 
Receptacle - To Hold Water 
To Keep Things 
Region - Land Forms 
Bodies of Water 
10. Dimensions 
Summit - The Top 
Length - How Long? 
Covering - ~~!ngs 
To Cover 
Q!Qjilling 
11. Form 
Concavity - Inside the Earth 
Form - To Make Something 
Simple Circularity - Round Th!ngs 
Sharpness - Cutting Tools 
12. Motion 
Journey -~ 
Ascent - Ways To Go Up 
Food - Eating 
CLASS III. MATTER 
13. Matter in General 
World - In Space 
In the Skl 
Levity - Not Heayz 
14. Inorganic Matter 
Land - Land Forms 
Air - Weather 
Hatdness - Building 'Material 
Fluids - Things to Drink 
Water in Motion - Water Moving 
15. Organic Matter 
Animals - Insects 
Reptiles 
Birds 
Mammal§. 
Land Animals 
Vegetable - Things from Trees 
Plants We Eat 
Plants from Bulbs 
Management of Animals - Keeping Animals 
Protection of Animals - Animal Weapons 
Sensation 
Noises - Noises 
Colors - Colors 
Music -~ 
Vision - Observing 
Tastes - Tastes 
Odors -~ 
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CLASS IV. INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES 
16. Formation of Ideas 
Curiosity - Question Words 
Inquiry - Ways to Find Out 
17. Communication of Ideas 
News - To Send News 
Secret - ~ Known 
Representation - Show Likenesses 
To Imitate 
Speech - Wars to S§Y It 
Book - Fanciful People 
School - At School 
Messenger - To Cartr Messages 
Drama - ~a Circus 
Cqwbox:s 
~ 
CLASS V. VOLITION 
18. Individual Volition 
Method - Ways to Foll2! 
~ 
Means - Machines 
Animal Weapons 
Materials - From Trees 
Things to Eat 
Cleanness - To Clean 
Disease - Sickness 
Safety - To Protect Us 
Safety Helpers 
141+ 
Warning - Warnings 
Agent - Workers 
19. Intersocial Volition 
Possessive Relations - To Take 
Monetary Relations - Money 
Acquisition - Getting Food 
Sale - Selling 
CLASS VI. AFFECTIONS 
20. Affections in General 
Exciting - Exciting Times 
Unexcitability - Quiet Times 
21. Personal Affections 
Pleasure - Pleasant Feelings 
Pain - Unpleasant Feelings 
Amusement - Tors 
~ 
Ornament - ~lry 
Ornaments 
To Decorate 
Beauty - Shiny 
22. Sympathetic Affections 
Sociality -~ 
Celebration - Dgys to Celebrate 
23. M@ral Affections 
Legality - Rules 
§omething Wrong 
Stetlins-
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24. Religious Affections 
Worship - Church Words 
Church People 
Religion 
___ Underlined items are to be used on tests. 
* Starred items are categories so frequently used by young 
children they could be used on both forms of tests. 
DISTRIBUTION OF POSSIBLE TEST CATEGORIES 
ACCORDING TO CURRICULUM AREAS 
___ categories on Tests 
ARITHMETIC 
Length 
How Man.y 
To Make Bigg~ 
To Measure 
Part of a House 
l!!.2 
Many Together 
Nothing 
All Gone 
I!m& - (Calendar) 
Ti~ - (Clock) 
GEOGRAPHY 
~s of Water 
Land For~ 
Water Moving 
Metals 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
~art of a Head 
~sant Feelings 
Unpleasant Feel~ 
Safety Helpers 
Sickness 
Cleaning 
Warnings 
LANGUAGE 
Place Words - (Prepositions) 
Question Words - (Adverbs and 
pronouns) 
Shiny - (Adjectives) 
LITERATURE 
Problem 
All Gone 
Not Known 
Make Believe 
Fanciful Peop_l~ 
Imagery 
Sounds 
Observing 
. -- --------· ~ • .....::.....,,::._" ·~:...:.:· •• : • ..:,_:~--~_;::_::,::. ,,·_:..:_;;_:_.:..::.,,,--- •• -,~ '":.:,:_:. r '• ~-· ·~--···~--"""'"'-~'~•-···-•-·--~----------- ·•-•-<>--••• 
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LITERATURE (continued) 
Contrast 
~ting Times 
Quiet Times 
The Top 
On the Ground 
Development 
Changes 
SCIENCE 
Animals 
Reptile~ 
Mammals 
Land Animals 
Insects 
Birds 
Babies 
Animal Weapons 
Getting Food 
Weather 
Plants 
Plants from Bulbs 
Plants w·~ 
From ~ 
Power 
To Make Something 
To Move Things 
-~ -·-··---------~··. 
Machines 
To Destroy 
Cutting Tools 
To Go Fast 
Solar System 
In Space 
In the Sky 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Home 
Cleaning 
To Hold Water 
!2.J!old Things 
School 
At School 
Ways to Find Out 
Community 
~eople 
To Protect People 
Cowboys 
-- ___ , __ _ 
·-·---------------·· 
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SOCIAL STUDIES (continued) 
Food 
!;ating 
Jr:i ::.Drinks 
--
Things to Eat 
Shelter 
Part of a Hous~ 
To Cover 
Covering 
Buildings 
Clothing 
Clothe~ 
Materials for Clothing 
Transportation 
Ways to~ 
Ways to Follow 
Airports 
Harbors 
Railroad Stations 
Communication 
To Carry Message~ 
Ways to Say It 
Sending News 
Distribution 
To Take 
Selling 
Monez 
Recreation 
Days to Celebrate 
At the Circus 
The Rodeo 
Religion 
Church 
Religion 
Government 
Rules 
Stealing 
Something Wrong 
Artistic Expression 
Colors 
Round Things 
To Imitat~ 
Show Likeness 
Jewelry 
Ornaments 
To Decorate 
149 
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APPENDIX C 
TESTS USED IN THE PRE-EXPERIME~ITAL TRY-OUT 
RM A - 1 READTIJ"G 151 
PART 'IO HOW 
OF GO TIME MANY? COU>RS FOOD 
A FAST 
HoUSE 
hurry 1. plenty 
year 2. blue 
roof 3. butter 
trot 4. dozen 
door 5. brown 
hustle 6. bread 
attic 7. several 
week a. gray 
century 9. cookies 
• floor 10. few 
• chimney 11. eight 
• window 12. eggs 
• accelerate 13. peach 
• rush 14. hundred 
• decade 15. pink 
• gallup 16. crimson 
• basement 17. bacon 
• month 18 • yellow 
• day 19. half 
• cellar 20. fish 
• scamper 21. twelve 
• annual 22 • meat 
• canter 23. green 
• porch 24 • sandwich 
• Sp!=~ed 25. beige 
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:lRM A - 2 READING 
PART 
WORKER BABIES METALS FAMILY OF CIDTHES 
SOMETHING 
. architect 1. niece 
• iron 2. arm 
• calf 3 • cap 
. 
I plumber 4. brother 
• gold 5. suit 
• kitten 6. piece 
• puppy 7. wing 
• aluminum a. sister 
• mechanic 9. shirt 
). barber 10. sweater 
L. chicken 11. branch 
) lead 12. cousin ,. 
). milkman 13. daughter 
~. engineer 14. mittens 
). tin 15. stump 
) . fawn 16. parents 
' electrician 1?. slice • 
I. cub 18. shoes 
'· 
miner 19. cape 
). duckling 20 •.. chip 
.• bronze 21. grandfa the • 
' steel 22. chapter •• 
'• brakeman 23. stole 
,. papoose 24. aunt 
;. cygnet . 25. crumb 
roRM A - 3 READmG 
153 
QUESTION BIRDS ROUND SHOW REPTILES SEILING 
WORDS THINGS LIKENESSFS 
which 1. picture 
duck 2. alligator 
robin 3. plan 
wheel 4. snake 
why 5. counter 
turkey 6. catalogue 
ball 7. salesman 
' 
rooster a. copy 
sphere 9o lizard 
when 10. puppet 
ring 11. retail 
canary 12. commercial 
hoop 13. drawing 
who 14. mimic 
stork 15. skink 
what 16. terrapin 
marbles 17. advertisement 
oriole 18. crocodile 
how 19. statue 
tire 20. storekeeper 
owl 21. wholesale 
orange 22. painting 
parrot 23. chameleon 
parakeet 24. tortoise 
goose 25. market 
A - 4 READING 1.54 
BODIES FROM MAKE MATERIALS NOT 
~ OF TREES BELIEVE JroR BUILDINGS KNOWN 
WATER CIDTHJNG 
vitch 1. rayon 
Lake 2. factory 
~ruit 3. magic 
)001 4. mansion 
llf' 5. secret 
mts 6. wool 
Leprechaun 7. problem 
>Ond s. silo 
~oblin 9. leather 
mgar 10. silk 
rizard 11. skyscraper 
IWamp 12. mystery 
1hade 13. nylon 
~airy 14. riddle 
;ea 15. armory 
.umber 16. orlon 
~uel 17. f'ur 
;roll 18. tavern 
IUddle 19. conundrum 
lwarf' 20. plastic 
1aper 21. barracks 
;iant 22. maze 
'Ubber 23. cotton 
lragon 24. pavilion 
·eservoir 25. puzzle 
M A - 5 READING 155 
MUSIC CLEANING ODORS JEWELRY MEALS M)NEY 
song 1. breakfast 
broom 2. quarter 
sorub 3. bracelet 
moldy 4. crown 
fragrant 5. dinner 
melody 6. clas_p 
soap 7. dollar 
scale 8. penny 
putrid 9. SUI>J>_er 
harmony 10. beads 
washer 11. lunch 
key 12. coins 
spicy 13. nickel 
I detergent 14. brooch 
perfumed 15. banquet 
staff 16. earring 
scour 17. dime 
rancid 18. cash 
lines 19. bills 
aromatic 20. feast 
cleanser 21. wampum 
-
stench 22. snack 
scent 23. anklet 
sweep 24. cent 
fumes 25. mess 
A - 6 READING 156 
CHURCH TO MEASURE TO ANIMAL PLEASANT 
MJVE KEEP WEAFONS FEELINGS 
THINGS 
:~.ltar 1. wallet 
lray 2. antlers 
Lift 3. ha~ 
mrship 4. odor 
!Cales 5. quills 
Lrag 6. cabinet 
larometer 7. teeth 
10ist s. cheerful 
lulpit 9. safe 
lUSh 10. ~oison 
~uge 11. comfortable 
1eter 12. stinger 
1lide 13. glad 
lymn 14. suitcase 
lUll 15. delighted 
;hermometer 16. tusks 
~oll 17. cupboard 
lsalm 18. contented 
~arry 19. horns 
~hapel 20. bureau 
rardstick 21. amused 
;ape 22. chest 
:athedral 23. pleased 
1peedometer 24. portfolio 
1ermon ! 25. s~ed 
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5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17. 
18. 
19 
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PARTS 
DRINKS LENGTH NOISES OF RIDES TIME 
HEAD 
; 
• yard ~~ 1. morning ~-
"' 
• milk -'I.. 2. eyes -x 
cheer _')( 3 • scooter -~ • 
• juice 4. ears -x. 
. inch ~~ 5 • bicycle 
• bark 6. night _'X 
• tea 7. boat -~ 
• yell 
_)( 8. hair -~ 
• toot f--)( 9 • early - )( 
o. cider 10. mouth ~"' 
1. cof'i'ee 11. train -'/.. 
2. mile ~ 12. late -~X 
3. knot 13. teeth ~~ 
~. quack 14. wagon -~ 
5. cocoa 15. lips -"'k 
5. soda 16. dawn 
7. mew ~- 17. evening ~x 
3. mileage 18. bus 
~·. 
~. crow 19. carousel 
). speedometer 20. hour 
L. lemonade 21. subway 
~ ... cough 22. nose -X 
3. bark ~ 23. chin _'( 
i:. soup _x 24. minute -X 
5. buzz ..i 25. horseback .,_"' I'~ 
lM B - 2 READING 164 
TO PLANTS 
WEATHER HOMES HOLD SICKNF.SS GOUP FROM 
WATER . BULBS 
warm -1 1. ladder ~ 
glass 
-"' 
2. onions ~ 
nest -1 3. hospital 
elouds -~ 4. sanatorium "{ 
cabin _'( 5. ambulance 
well 6. escalator 
fog -'i 7. nurse 
cottage '( a. tulip 
pitcher 9. germs --'A 
burrow -~ lO.invalid 
tub -~ ll.hyacinth 
humidity 12.wings cl$' X 
sleet 13.elevetor 
bunkhouse 
-X l4.disease 
apartment l5.airplane -l 
cistern 16.companionway 'i 
kettle -~ 17.virus 
thunder l8.operation 
pail 
_,.. 
19.tower "'-
castle 20.daffodil 
tank 2l.contagious 
temperatu e 22.ram:p 
palace 23.gladiolus 
dipper 24.1ris X 
wigwam 25.rocket ~ 
' 
,RM B - 3 READING 165 
'ro 
PLACE LAND CUTTING FJND 
WORDS ANIMALS TOOLS OUT INSECTS STEALING 
saw -~ 1. look rX 
under 2. ant --~ 
over 3. thief' -x 
rabbit ~ X 4. wasp 
bear -'/... 5. listen -x 
knife _x 6. robber -~ 
~x r-:Y..._ " behind 7. ask 
pony ~x 8. cricket 
razor _X 9. moth -~ 
, around 
-X 10. bandit 
1 blade 11. study 
, near ~ 12. experiment X 
1 monkey 'r-x 13. burglar 
, horse _x 14. touch t-'b._ ~ 
' by 
"-'"'-
15. examine 
, hatchet 16. grasshopper 
beside ~ 17. investigate 
--X ' scythe 18. butterfly 
zebra 19. explore 'k 
on ""~ _.. .. 20. plunder 
sword 21. 1>_irate X 
elephant 
"' 
22. hornet 
clippers 23. mosquito ~ 
giraffe 24. pilferer 'i 
goat 
. .," 25. silkworm ~x 
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FORM B - 4 READING 
LAND WATER TALKmG COVERING TO SENDmC 
FORMS MOVlliG DESTROY NEWS 
. 
1. mountain )( 1. telegraph 
-
.,_'/. 
2. river -'L 2. letter f--'1 
3. plain 'l 3. blanket -1 
' 
-x 1. whisper 4. storm 
.. 
'i 5. stream -~ 5. wrapping 
5. valley 6. quilt -X 
_x- ' 'h :---rv 7. stammer 7. telephone 
-
--X' I -'k 3. falls 8. flood 
3. shout ~ 9. radio )\ 
LO.island __)<. lO.rug -~ 
Ll.shower 'A ll.hurricane X 
" l2.murmur 12.television 
l3.desert 13.bedspread -X 
14. fountain ~ 14.beetles -X 
L5.prairie 15.sheet 
-"' L6.exclaim 16. bombs ~x 
L 7 .tide ~ 17.bulletin -A 
LS.di tch 18.skin 
-A 
L9.mutter X 19.wreck 
~O.plateau 20.earthquake ~x 
A.; ,. 'A. n.canal 2l.tarpaulin 
~2.gossip 22. conversation ~ 
~3.chatter ~ 23.tornado I~ 
" X ~4.mesa 24.awning 
~5.peninsula • ~X 25.messenger X 
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II B .,. 5 READING 
MUSIC WARNllJGS TASTES ORNAMENTS 'IO TAKE DAYS 'ro 
CELEBRATE 
piano 'i 1. accept --X 
sweet 
" 
2. centennial 
whistle X 3. plumes -~ 
sour X 4. jubilee -X 
savory 5. snatch 
fiddle ~~x 6. flowers 'i 
signal 7. inauguration 
acid ~'k 8. fringe -~ 
bell 'k 9. pluck 
clarinet 'I 10. receive X 
lightship 11. fiesta 
tart 'i~ 12. kidnap 
mandolin -'l 13. ribbon 'X 
.. X ._X semaphore 14. holiday 
guitar 15. catch ~x 
forecast -X 16. lace -A 
saxophone -X 17. festival 
luscious .. .. -1\.. 18. birthday -~-X ~ _'{ bitter 19. capture 
buoys 'X 20. coronation i. 
appetizing -'l 21. reap -~ y - X.. trumpet ~ "''22. fete 
" ' "k 'A organ 23. fleece 
~ , X delicious 24. buckles 
harmonica ~"Y... 25. grasp 
--"'-
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If B - 6 READING 
CHURCH :MACHINES :MARE PATHS ~ING UNPLEASANT 
BIGGm ~IMALS FEELINGS 
. 
minister 1. street )( 
pulley ""' X 2. worried --x 
enlarge 3. barn . ~x 
priest 4. cage ~-X 
wheelbarrow -'>( 5. angry --'X 
magnify ·--X 6. road X 
ramp Y.. 7. pen -x 
stretch 8. corral 
crowbar 9. ashamed 
pastor X 10. route 
• 
-X expand 11. aquarium 
-
preacher 12. track X 
gangplank 'A 13. fence 
'* increase X 14. sorry -X 
chaplain 15. highway ~ 
jack X 16. orbit 
exaggerate 17. terrarium 
-- -
crane 18. turnpike 
bishop 19. zoo X. 
:l.Ugment X 20. afraid -"-. 
::hovel 
"' 
21. weaey ~ 
1eacon 22. trail ~X 
1errick -'I\ 23. vivarium 
t"abbi 24. unhappy 
t;_ractor v 25. boulevard 'X 
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FORM A - 1 SENTENCES - READING 
-~ RAILROAD ~ HARBORS AIRPORTS 
I STATIONS 
-~. 
~-
1. ; The airplane wheels bump along the ground. 
-
" 
2. i At the gate a guard looks at the tickets. 
--, 
'. 1 
.3. j Passengers get off the steamers. 
~ ,. 4 f Mail 
. ~- -
~ 
bags are put on some trains. 
·i.~ 
• 5. ~Runways stretch out from the hangars. 
-l! I 6. ~Tides and wind are important when a ship 
J lands. 
~ 
7. ~People greet friends as they get off the 
~ train. 
--~ 
8. i The control tower helps to make landings 
,. 
'· 
safe. 
-~ 
9. • ~ An electric engine brought the train in. 
{ - -· 
;!:: 
10. ~T~~ go ou.t to meet the big liner. 
1' 
11. -~People buy tickets for flights. i 
~ 
~ 12. ~Near the hangar was a radar tower. 
1.3. ~The bUOlS helE to bring the boat in safely. ' 
~ ' ,. 
14. -~Baggage -~ is weighed before it is checked. 
~ 
. 15. ~ Many junks are crowded against the pier. I 
/j ,. 
16. ~ Longshoremen •I are unloading cargo. i 
- -~ ·~ ~ 1t 1 r7· ! Train schedules are posted on the wall. ~ 
~ t II: 
18. f The stairway is wheeled up to the door. :~~ ~~ 
b. I ~ f! 
· 19 ~A stewardess greets the passengers. ": j f • Jl 
to 
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FORM A - 1 SENTENCES - READING (contined) 
- - I RAILROAD HARBORS AIRPORTS ~ STATIONS 
~ 
20. You can hear the shriek of jet engines. i 
- ~ 
21. Signals are used between tug pilots and J ~ dock pilots. 
- I 22. The windsock showed which way the wind 
·:t. 
was blowing. ·l ii 
' 
~ 
.2.3. You can hear the sound of foghorns and 
----1- $ warning whistles. ·• j .~ ~ ·~ 24. ··Over the radio comes the call, "Aircraft ~ it 
J 
clear for departure.~ i i ; .~ :1 
~ ?',i ~--!25. .~ 'Porters will carry your baggage down the 1? ;o >j ,, 
f. long tracks. 
'· 
~ ·~ ~ j 
--
' 
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FORM A- 2 SENTENCES - READING 
I RODEO CIRCUS BOTH 
I 
l.+Peorzle are buying tickets for the show. 
-
~ 
-2. t A ringmaster took charge of each ring. 
--!: 
; 
3. ~ Two ponies spring into the arena. 
i 
- -~;' 
' 4. ~A man uses e. microphone to announce each event. 
lJ j' 
5. J Around and around march the band. 
l \ . 
6. ~ Thunimals earade around the t!!!!tJ_ 
-~ 
. 7 f Wild 
• < cows bound out of the chute. 
;. 
l 
8. 8, An elephant picks a midget up with his trunk. f ~-
9. t The rider spurs his pony to full speed. 
,, 
1 
10. l People cheer as the show goes on. 
' 
. r I • 
. 11. ~ The men try to rope and milk wild cows. 
~ 
. , 'i 
:12. ~A little dog does tricks in the center ring. 
f.~ 
~ 13. g Hundreds of people clap when the show ends. 
•· ~ ~14. j Time is up and the rider is still on his bronco. l 
~15. ~ A lady rides on the bare back of a horse. 
-I ·~ ' 16. ~ The show in the arena is a real contest. 
~ ,. ; ~ l'\ 
. ~ ~ ; ~ ~17. * The judges decide who wins the bulldoruting event ' 
--1 1 ,, ~ }: i~ ~ ·~ ~ : The ~ tries to watch three rings at r. j i the same time. ~-. 
- ~ l ~19. j A mustang tries to throw his rider. I ·~ ~ r f. ' -~ man bends steer's head. -~ 1 20. ~ The and twists the ' ->{ 1 j_ 
-
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FORM A - 2 SENTENCES - READING (continued) 
I I i t I RODEO i ! CIRCUS BOTH F. ~ ~ 
k - l 1. Near the t£,E of the tent was a man on a trapeze. ~ 
-~2. ' The clown slides over the donkey's head. I i 
--
N I ~3.' Children like to watch the monke~s do tricks. _l 
~ 
' 
~: Men go through the crowd trying to se 11 things. J 
f5. !The riders spur their mounts into the arena. 
--
READING FORM A - 1 PARAGRAPHS 
through the window. After a time, the f'lames 
·die down. 
~ A truck stopped at the mail box on the 
J . icorner. A man took all the letters and cards ~ ~from the big box. He put them in his bag. 
}Then he drove on to the next mail box. ~---
!The 1:::.:
0
::: ::t0:: ::do::~ 1:::n1::::•· 
!come out they are baked into bread. 
Mary's rather often sleeps at the station. ' I i 
When the bell rings, he jumps into his clothes. 
177' 
Down through the hole he slides with the other 
men. Away he goes on the f'ire truck. 
-----·----------------------------~--------r--------·+------~ 
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READING FOIDJ A - 2 PARAGRAPHS 
I 
·.< 
~ ~ The humming bird has a long slender bill. It 
~ses its tongue as a straw to suck nectar from 
rlowers, 
Changes Rules 
)c . 
k Getting~ 
i Food l 
., i·. h }. 
; ~-· k I ~ ~ ~ ~ 
,, l 
) 
I I ~.: ~ i. 
I I I I I ,._o_c_o_o_n~,~i_t __ ha __ s__ w_i_ng=-s~·------------------------------~--------~~-------~~~;-------t 
The kingfisher watches the stream as still as ~ t_· 
~"' an be •. All at once, down he goes into the water. ~ ~ ~ f I _ p he comes with a fish in his bill. He tosses it i l!i iin the air ans swallows it. 
~ On Friday, the children made a snowman in the ~ I 
lschoo 1 yard. When they came to school on Monday, I I I 
~there was no snowman. Only a soft, mushy snow- I ! I 
~allns~ft~h~.~~-----------~---~---+~--~~~ 
i The trunk of an elephant is very useful. ~ 
IHe uses it to pull up grasses and other plants, I l I 
~Up and around and into his mouth go the grasses. ~ ~~---------------------~~----------------~~--------~----~·------~ 
.tl ~ t Sam left his father's saw near the swing ~ 
-~ ' ~.all night. When he found it it did not look the ! 
t l ~same. It was not new and shiny, but covered f 
1with brown spots. f. 
~ A caterpillar hatches from a tiny egg. It 
_sheds its skin four times. Then it spins a cocoon 
round its body. When this animal comes out of the 
181 
READING FORM A - 2 PARAGRAPHS (continued) 
I I lchanges ~ ~Rules Getting~ Food I 
m was "It" for hide and seek. He counted .: 
y and then he looked. He saw where Jane 
ing. "No fair,n said Jane. "You peeked. ' 
supposed to count to one hundred." 
l82 
READING FORM A - 3 PARAGRAPHS 
In Space Lightness Both 
---
Jack dreamed he was in a rocket ship. He 
was having trouble staying in one place. As he I reached for something to hang on to, he woke up and found he had hold of a chair beside his bed. 
·' 
- ;~ 
11:Some day I will help build a space station," ; ~ ti\ ift 
1 
;{ Jack said. "Our rocket ship will dump the ' !~' \$. 
~ 
building material into the empty space. It ~ i ; - l }~ 
•The men will put on space suits and leave ~ it i ·l ,. ~ I the ship. It will be easy to push the heavy i ·~ ·~ ' ! ~ ' >."'! ~ machinery around Up there. We will need to l ·.~ 
.1 :~ 
make trips with material before the i. 
!f ;li 
many } ~ ,, I ,;; .~ ii ;~ floating station will be built," said Jack. ; ' ',1 i ~~ ;* 
Jack the I ~ looked out window and saw the ~ ~ I ·i ·~ ~ ii moon. "Old Moon, you do not always look the ~ ! ~. ·~ 1 ··~ ~ ··~ I ··~ same to me. But I know you travel around the if ! ~ ~ 1 ~ ~~ 
·' 1 ·~ $ ·~ earth every twenty-eight days. Some day I n t "'.'i f, ~ ~ ~ 
·'· 1 ~ ~ 
will take trip to the moon. It l t '• 4 a I ;~; - ~~ ·ff ,_, 1 ., The next day, Jack and Dick went for ' a {1 t :£ ,,. ~ i~ '! i ~ ; :~~ swim. As he floated his back, Jack called < on ., 1 .1 
'¥ ~ .f; ·s • ·1· fi; ,; ~ to Dick, •My body is much lighter in water. ·~ ~ }. . 
Y.' 
~ ~2 ~{ ~ :r :~l ,, 
.j t, ·~ ·.~ 
£ l: ~.,· I feel light as that buoy over there. If !i ',),:, as Jl 
* 
_i ~ ~ ~~ \' 
READING FORM A - 3 PARAGRAPHS ( continued) 
-- ~ ~-
In Space Lightness f Both 
w 
" After his swim Jack stretched out on the ~ 
~and. He put on dark glasses and looked at 
uhe sun. "That sun is hot today," he said. 
,, 
~ust think that ball of fire is really a star." 
·' 
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FORM B - 1 SENTENCES - READING 
· Nothing Two 
Many 
Together 
. 1. All the boys in Ja.ck' s class were together • 
' 
2. Jack wanted to play in the vacant lot. 
-
3. Both Dick and Fred were too hungry to go. 
4. They found a plate heaped with cookies. 1 
·1--- I But the milk bottle was emEtz. ·~-----i 5. i I 6. They went to visit the couple next door. 
.. 
7. But there was nobody at home next door. 
I it 
J 8. Just the~a flock or birds flew over. 
l 
19. A brace of birda lighted on the old tree. 
l ' ).10. The trunk or the old tree was hollow. t 
~ 1 ----\ ~ The twins looked out the window. } r· l ~ ~ The air was filled with snowflakes. ·~ ~12. ~ i - t ~ .~ ~ }.· ~ .. hJ. Joe looked for a pair or mittens. i 1 i i~----------------~--------------------------~&~. -----~·---lr-------~ ~ ~ ~ .i ~14· Jerry found both of' his wool ~loves. ·• '" 
FORM B - 2 SENTENCES - READING 
1. 
2. 
The water main runs under the city streets. 
On 
The 
Ground 
Stars aan not be seen in the daytime but they are I ~ 
r------i_n __ t_h_e_s_~~·----------------------------------·----· -----ir~-- ' --. 
l i ~ ~3_. __ ~_~_t_e_o_r_i_t_e_s_h_a_v_e __ b_e_en __ f_o_u_n_d __ in __ o_u_r __ c_o_un_t_r.Y~·---------~-------~-------t-------
" 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Men plan to build a space station between the 
moon and the earth. 
~ 
n 
• ~ 
Miles of sewers tak!_away waste water from ho_me_s_·--~~----------+---=R· 
Photographs have been taken of the moon through ~. 
huge telescopes • 
.,__ ___ ..;;..._. 
7. Min&~s often dig shafts into rock to get the ore. 
~-------------- ---- --- ------+--------~-----~------~ 
8. Elaetricity zips through underground cables·-----;---__,!------1~----'f 
,._·_O_._:_h~M;:l:a:r::e: :::::rt: :::~by bus. I _L_ ~-
~ I ' ~ ~1. Cables with hundreds of telephone wires run l ~ ~ ' 
,. from city to citj)"_. _ __ +--i--- ! --~ 
Jb......!ll night trucks crawled slowlz up the steep roads+ ~ j ' 
1 .. 13. Railroad tracks run through a mountain tunnel. ~ $ ~ --1 .. ~ ! ~ 
'!" ~ ~ ~· Gas flo"!~ through a main to the apartment house. 1 • ---1 
h5. People climb mountains just for fun. I I- I 
116. Men have built tunnels for air raid she~. ! ~ ~ i ~ ; .~ i ' fl?. Some trucks paint white lines down the middle J ~ • ~ .. ~.··· ~ of the highway. -+-- $ i ~ 
118. Many people visit caves and caverns each year.+ ~ ! ~ 
!19. Shooting stars are really meteors. ---- ~ 1 l . ..! 
. 9. 
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FORM B - 2 SENTENCES - RE.l'l.DING {continued) 
'· 
·--- - --
' On In Inside ~ 
.ifhe --fhe the { ~ -- Ground· Sky Eartb. 
20. The travels around the t I moon sun. ~--~----r - -
;21. 
~ I Subways take care of much city traffic. ~ 
r---
- - I ~2. Nine known planets revolve around the sun. 
--l 
:} 
~3. Automobiles can drive under some rivers. i ~~ f· - f 
~· An elevator shaft was dug through the mountain I !. ~r ~ of rock. c\ L £ 
- - ~ 
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FORM B - 1 PARAGRAPHS - READING 
f:------·--------------------------------------~D_e_l_i_v~-y- ~leaning ~P_o_w·e--r~ 
"\:-
~ A man drove a short fat truck into 
iJimmie's yard. It had a deep bin in back. The 
i ~bin tipped up. Down the chute went the coal 
'1?, 
·~ 
$from the truck to Jim's cellar. Mother gave 
~ 
jthe man some money. He drove the truck away. 
~ I 
The wind helps people do their work. It 
1:68 
FORM B - 2 PARAGRAPHS - READING 
-
' Delivery Cleaning ~ Power 
--- -
Some people left the picnic ground very " f: 
'f: 
dirty. Mary picked up the papers and burned <~ ~ ' ., 
-~l ~ ~1' them in the fireplace. She put all the old ·,:~ ~~ 'l ~ 
·,, ~ 
cans and bottles in the trash can. She l 
"~ ~ 
:.J ~· 
~1 ·~ 
: ,-emembered to leave everything neat and clean. '.{~ ~ \ 
--· ~ •;:.. r 
& Every day the big red truck stops at the F l" :,\ ,rf. 
'{ ~1 grocery store. It has many racks in back. ::~ t ~(, 
~~ ~ ':< The racks hold and bottles. :f boxes The 7~ i 1 
·.driver leaves bottles of soda at the X; many ¥. (i 
~! "' .':'1 
store. ',1 ~ ; .; i - tt I Steam can lift the lid of the teakettle. 1"jj J ~¥ ~ ~ :~~ f With enough steam turn the wheels of ,, you can 
"' ;'i { ';.\ 
.:~ ~ i a big engine. The engine can pull a long ~ } cy $ '11' l~ 
train of f.~ ~ cars. y 
-4 . 
I ;~ ~ f: In winter trucks haul snow away from ~·; ·'• I :~ .~ ' ~ .. 
·' I' ~ $ ~ the city streets. In the summer big tank _:~ ~.~: ·~ 
~ ,\_. ;~ ~. 
" 
r~" .. 
trucks spray water and wash the streets. ·• ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:~ 1 And all year round trucks carry away the r: i j· t 
·;: ·,; 
~ garbage. .,,, ~ 
' -- -
----4-
r 
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FORM B - 3 PARAGRAPHS - READING 
Solar 
System Observing Both 
-------------·---------------------------------.-------~----------+------+ 
Jane brought home a pail of water from the 
brook. She examined all the little animals 
under a magnifying glass. She found one animal 
she had never seen before. 
Jill thinks the stars look like thousands 
of dots in the sky. She knows they are really 
balls of fire. She wishes she had a telescope 
so she could see many more stars. 
David found an animal he had never seen 
before. He put it under the microscope. He 
could see three parts to its body. It had two 
p&irs of wings and six legs. He knew it was 
~ I ;-
1 
~ ~ 
an insect. 1 
--------------------------------------------~------~---------·-+ ..... ----+ 
As the earth turns, it warms itself from 
the sun. As each part turns toward the sun, it 
turns toward daylight. As it turns away from 
the sun, it turns toward darkness and night. 
The forest ranger has a lookout near his 
cagin. From this place he watches miles of 
I ~ 
.! 
i i I ~ I 
I f 1l ~-·----t---t-'--·-1 ~ ! li 
~ forest. 
J help. 
~~en he sees smoke he telephones for 
Other rangers come to help put out the 
~~ . ], I I l ~ I t ~ ) ~ I i J fire. -------------------·------"~-------------~-----+ 
APPENDIX D 
MATCHING CATEGORIES FOR TWO FORMS OF TESTS 
US"f<~D IN THE !\'lAIN STUDY 
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MATCHING CATEGORIES FOR TWO FORMS OF VOCABULARY TEST 
Form A 
Part of a House 
Go Fast 
Sounds 
How ManY; 
FamilY; 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Quantity 
Part 
Time 
(Calendar - Clock) 
SPACE 
Motion 
Velocity - Vehicle 
li:iATTER 
Organic Matter 
Sensation 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Number 
AFFECTIONS 
Sympathetic Affections 
Sociality 
Form B 
Part of a Head 
Ways to 'R.ide 
Colors 
How Many 
------------------------------------------------
Form A 
Round Things 
Round Th~ 
Animals 
To Imitate 
Question Wo~ 
Plants to Eat 
Simple 
SPACE 
Form 
Cirularity - Sharpness 
MATTER 
Organic Matter 
Animal 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Relations 
Imitation-(Prepositions) 
INTELLECT 
Formation of Ideas 
Cutting Tools 
Place Words 
Curiosity - Inquiry Ways to Fipd Out 
MATTER 
Organic Matter 
Vegetable - Animal Insects 
VOLITION 
Intersocial Volition 
Monetary Relations -
Possessive Relations To Take 
Form B 
,. - ~ -----·---"- -----· 
-·-~·--·----·--·--·~-~--- ._._ -··-
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Form A 
From Trees 
MATTER 
Inorganic Hatter 
Fluids 
VOLITION 
Individual Volition 
Materials 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
Water Moving 
Written Language - Spoken Language 
Form B 
Fanciful Peoole Fiction Speech Ways to Say It 
For Clothing 
Not Known 
Form A 
To Clean 
People 
Eating 
SPACE 
Dimensions 
Covering 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Causation 
Production Destruction 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
Secret News 
MATTER 
Organic PJia tter 
Sensation 
VOLITION 
Individual Volition 
Cleaness - Danger 
SPACE 
Space in General 
Habitation - Inhabitant 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Motion 
Eating - Ascent 
AFFECTIONS 
Personal Affections 
Beautiful - Ornaments 
MATTER 
Inorganic Matter 
Land - Air 
Covering 
To Destroy 
Form B 
,!o Go Up 
Weather 
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For!D. A 
To Move 
To Measure 
,!o Hold Animals 
Unpleasant Feelings 
SPACE 
Dimensions 
Summit - CoYering 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Causation 
Power 
Quantity 
Absolute - Comparative 
VOLITION 
Individual Volition 
Receptacle 
Method - Means 
Paths - Means of Escape 
AFFECTI011J 
Personal Affection 
Pain - Pleasure 
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Form B 
To Cover 
l'v1achines 
To Hold Thing§_ 
Ani!D.al W~S;pons 
Pleasant Feelings 
MATCHING CATEGORIES FOR T'lJVO FORHS OF TEST FOR SEl'T:2:~JCE MEANING 
Form A 
To Protect Peoole 
To Carry Messages 
Form A 
Railroad Stations 
At a Circus 
Getting Food 
----
AFFECTIO~TS 
?ersonal Affections 
Amusement 
VOLITION 
Individual Volition 
Safety 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Order 
Terminal 
INTELLECT 
Communication of Ideas 
Drama 
VOLITION 
Intersocial Volition 
Acquisition Sale 
Form B 
Safet;x: Helpers 
At School 
Form B 
.Airports 
Form A AFFECTIOnS Form B 
Religious Affections Moral Affections 
Religion Something Wr.Q!!& 
Affections Generally 
Exciting Times Excitability Inexcitability Quiet Time~ 
ABSTRACT RELATIONS 
Change~ Change Changes 
Form A-10 !LATTER Form B-10 
Matter in General 
In...Space World In the Sky 
Existence 
Imaginary Non-existence All Gone 
Form 
Inside the Earth Concavity - Form To ~~ke Something 
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APPENDIX E 
TESTS USED IN THE EXPERDENTAL STUDY WITH 
DIREOTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THEM 
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Specific Directions for Reading Test - Form A 
196 
Distribute the test booklets and markers. Say: 11Today you are going to 
play a game with words. Look at the front page of your booklet. Find the place 
that has the word Name." Demonstrate with your own booklet. ''Write your name 
in the space after the word Name, your last name first, your first name, and then 
your middle name or initial. 11 Make sure that names are on all booklets. 
"Place the short marker under the boxes with the pictures and words. Who 
can read the word under the first picture? (Toys) Yes, the word is Toys. The 
picture will help you remember because a wind-up clown is a toy. What is the word 
in the next box? Yes, the word Flowers is under a picture of a flower. What is 
the word in the last box? Yes, the word is Babies under a picture of a baby. 
11Put your marker under the word numbered 1. Who can read the word? (puppy) 
Is a puppy a toy? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Toys. Is a puppy a 
flower? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Elowers. Is a puppy a baby? 
Yes, so put a mark (X) under the word Babies." Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 2. \\Tho cnn read the word? (ball) 
Is a ball a toy? Yes, so put a mark (X) in a box numbered 2, but under the word 
~." Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 3. Who can rend the word? (fawn) 
Is a fawn a toy? A flower? A baby? Yes, a fawn is a baby. So put a mark (~) 
in a box numbered 3, but under Babies." Demonstrate. 
11Put your marker under the word numbered 4. Who can read the word? (rose) 
Is a rose a toy? A flower? Yes, a rose is a flower. So put a mark (X) in a 
box nmnbered 4, but under Flower§." Demonstrate. 
"Turn the front page over, fold it back, and put your marker under the row 
of pictures nnd words at the left hand side of the page.'' Demonstrate. ''Who can 
read the words in the first box? (Parts of a House) The picture will help you 
remember because a window is a part of a house. Who can read the word in the 
middle box? (Time) A calendar tells time, doesn't it? Who can read the words 
in the third box? (Go Fast) A jet plane can go fast, can't it? 
"Now you are going to rend all the words in this column. If the word means 
a part of a house, put a mark in a box under the words Parts of a House. If the 
word is about time, put a mark under the calendar and the word Time. If the word 
means to go fast, put a mark under the jet plane and the words Go Fast. Are there 
any questions? 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 1. Rend the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Count silently 
to seven before asking the children to move to the next box. Continue: "Put 
your rncrker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered 3; numbered 4, etc." 
Count silently to seven between each item. 
"Hove your marker to the top of the page. Who can rend the words in the 
first box? (How Many) The number tells how many. What is the word in the middle 
box? (Colors) Crayons come in different colors. What is the word in the last 
b~x? (Meals) The table is set for a meal. 
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"Now you will read each word in this column. If the word tells how many, 
put a mark in the box under 6 and the words How Many. If the word is the name 
of a color, put a mark in the box under the crayons and the word Colors. If the 
word is the name of a meal, put a mark under the picture of the table set for a 
meal. Are there any questions? 
"Put your mnrker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your marker under the 'W't'rd numbered 2; the word numbered .3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn the page over and fold back as I do." Demonstrate. "Place your 
marker under the pictures of a circle, a rabbit, and a mirror. Who can rend the 
words under the circle? (Round Things) Under the rabbit? (Animals) Under the 
mirror? (To Imitate) 
"Now you will read each word in this colmn. If the word names something 
that is round, put a mark under the picture of a circle, bec~use a circle is a 
round thing. If the word is the name of an animal, put a mark under the picture 
of the rabbit, because a rabbit is an animal. If the word means to imitate or 
to show a likeness of something, put a mark under the picture of a mirror, be-
cause a mirror shows a likeness when you look in it. Are there any questions? 
"Put your :Marker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." C~ntinue: 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered .3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Move your rnnrker to the top of the page under the pictures of a question 
mark, a carrot, and some money. Who can read the words under the question mark? 
(Question Words) Under the carrot? (Plants to Ent) Under the money? (Money) 
"Now you will read each word in this column. If the word is one 
used to ask a question, put a mark in a box under the question mark. 
is the n~e of a plant to eat, put a mark in a box under the carrot. 
is a name for a kind of money, put a ~rk in a box under the picture 
Are there any questions? 
that is 
If the word 
If the word 
of the I!lOney. 
"Put your mcrker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue: 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered .3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn your booklet over and put your marker under the picture of a pond, an 
apple tree, and a brownie. Who can read the word in the first box? (Water) The 
middle box? (From Trees) The third box? (Fanciful People) 
"Now you will read each word in this colUI!Ul. If the word Means a body of 
water, put a mark under the pond. If the word is the name of something we get 
from trees, put a mark in a box under the picture of an apple tree. If the word 
is a name for a fanciful person (not real), put a mark in a box under the picture 
of the brownie. Are there any questions? 
"Place your mnrker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue: 
"Put your merker under the word numbered 2; the word nurnbered .3; numbered 4, etc. 
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'~ove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of bolts of cloth, 
a barn, end a closed door with a question mark over it. Who can read the words 
under the cloth? (For Clothing) Under the barn? (Buildings) Under the closed 
door? (Not known) 
"Now you will read each word in this column. If the word is the name of 
something th~t is used to Make clothing, put a rncrk under the pictu~e of the cloth. 
If the word is the name of a building, put a mark in a box under the picture of 
tho bnrn. If the pictures names so~ething for which the answer is not known, put 
a mark in a box under the picture of the closed door with the question mark. Are 
there any questions? 
"Place your M.~rker under tho word numbered 1. Rend the word to yourself. 
Put n mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. " Continue: 
"Put your marker under the word nUI!lbered 2; the word nUI!lbered .3; nUI!lbered /.,_, etc. 
"Turn the page over and fold it back ns I do. 11 Demonstrate. "Put your 
marker under the picture of a woman and a boy, a map, and a woman smelling a rose. 
\<lhe.t is the word in the first box? (People) The middle box? (To Clean) The 
third box? (Odors) 
"Now you will read each word in this colu'!m. If the word names a person or 
people, put the mark under the picture of the wonan and boy. If the word means 
~ way to clean, put the ~nrk under the picture of a mop. If the word means a 
kind of smell, put a mark in a box under the womn SI:lelling the rose. Are there 
any questions? 
"Place your I".e.rker under the word nunbered 1. Read the word to yourself. 
Put a mark in a box mlM.bered 1, but under the right picture and words. 11 Continue: 
"Put your mn.rker under the word nUM.bered 2; the word mmbered 3; nunbered 4, etc. 
"Hove your Mnrker to the top of the page under tho pictures of ~ ring, c. boy 
eating an apple, and a seacoast. ~~o can read the word under the ring? (Shiny) 
Under the boy? (Eating) Under the seacoast? (land Fo~s) 
"Read each word in this colurm. If the word r.1eans alr".ost the sar1e as shiny, 
put a mark in a box under the picture of the ring. If the word names a way of 
eating, put a mark in a box under the picture of the boy eGtinf the apple. If 
the word is the naMe of a land forM, put a M.nrk in a box under the picture of the 
seacoast. Are there any questions? 
"Turn your booklet over. Put your mc.rker under the pictures of a man paint-
ing, an electric mixer, and the mitten that is being mndo bigger. Who can read 
the words in the first box? (To C'over) The r-iddle box? (Machines) The third 
box? (To Make Bigger) 
''Read el).ch word in this colUJ11Il. If the word means to cover something, put 
a Mark in a box under the picture of the Man who is covering sor.ething with paint. 
If the word is the name of a machine, put a nnrk in a box under the pic+ure of 
the electric mixer. If the word means to nuke bigger, put a Mnrk under the picture 
of the mitten that is being made bigger. Are there any questions? 
11Place your narker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. 
Put a nnrk in a box nunbered 1, but under the right picture and words. 11 Continue: 
"Put your marker under the word nUI!lbered 2; the word numbered 3; nU!"lbered 4, etc. 
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"Move your JnE.rker to the top of the page under the pictures of e. pn. th 
with sign posts, e. fishbowl, and o. boy crying. Who cf!.n rend the word in the 
first box? (Paths) Yes~ o. peth is a way to follow, isn't it? The middle box? 
(To Hold Animals) Under the lr..st box? (Unpleasant Feelings) 
'~ead er:ch word in this column. If the word means o. p~th or a way to follow, 
put a !!k'l.rk in a box under the picture of o. path with sign posts. If the word 
means something in which animals can be held, t:'Ut a I!ll'.rk in o. box under the picture 
of the fishbowl. If the word means a feeling that is not oleaso.nt, put o. mark 
in a box under the picture of n boy crying. Are there any questions? 
"Plc. ce your marker under the box numbered 1. Rec.d the word to yourself. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words," Continue: 
"Put your rne.rker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "On this page you 
will read sentences. So use the long marker. ~~o can rend the word in the first 
box under the picture of a Ring Toss game? (G~es) \fho can read the words in 
the middle box? (To Protect Us) A policemnn protects people from harm, doesn't 
he? Who co.n read the words in the last box? (To Carry Hessages) The picture of 
a postman will help you remember because a postman carries messapes. 
"Re'1d each sentence to yourself. If the S€ntence tells about a gnme, put o 
mnrk in a box under the picture of Ring Toss and the word Gam~. If the sentence 
tells about a way to protect people, put a mark in a box under the picture of the 
policem~n. If the sentence tells about a way to carry a message, put a mnrk in 
n box under the picture of the postman. Are there o.~r questjons? 
"Place your mr.rker under the sentence numbered 1. Rend the sentence to 
yourself. Put c. mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words.n 
Continue: "Put your mnrker under the sentence numbered 2; the sentence numbered 3; 
numbered 4, etc. 
11Turn your booklet over. Do you seE: a picture of a rnilroad stu tion? 
can read the words in the box under the first picture? (Railroad Stations) 
can read the words under the picture of n clown? (At a Circus) Do you see 
picture of a robin pulling a worm out of the ground? W 11 someone read the 
in the box under the last picture? (Getting Food) 
\<Tho 
Who 
a 
words 
"Reed each sentence to yourself. If the sentence tells something that could 
happen at a railroad station, put a mnrk in a box under the picture of the rail-
road station. If the sentence tells about something that could happen at a 
circus, put n mark in a box under the picture of the clown. Are there any questions? 
"Put your marker under the sentence nUI!1bered 1, Read the sentence to yourself. 
Put o.'mnrk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your mr•.rker under the sentence numbered 2; the sentence numbered 3; numbered 
4, etc. 
"Turn the pe.ge and fold it back as I do. 11 Demonstrate. 1'\-fhc.t is the word 
under the picture of a church? (Religion) Who will read the words under the 
picture of a boy w~ving his arms? (Exciting Times) The boy looks excited, doesn't 
he? Do you sec a picture of a chrysalis and a butterfly? Who will rend the word 
under the lust picture? (Chnnges) The insect inside the chrysalis is changed 
when it comes out. 
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"Read each sentence on this pnge. If the sentence tells e.bout a religion of 
some kind, put a mqrk in n box under the nicture of a church. If the sentence 
tells about something exciting, out a mark in a box under th~ boy who looks excited. 
If the word tells about n chl1nge of some kind, put a Mr.rk in o. box under the picture 
of tho chryso.lis and the butterfly. Are there o.ny questions? 
"Put your Illc~rker under the sentence nl.U'lbered 1. Rend the sentence to yourself. 
Put a mr.~rk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your m..'lrker under the sentence numbered 2; numbered 3, etc. 
"Turn your booklet over. Do you see a picture of the er>rth l".nd o.not.her 
heavenly body? Who will read the words in the box under tho first picture? · (In 
Spo.ce) Do you see a picture of n squirrel all dressed up with hat, jnckot, end 
slippers? Whrt is the word under the middle picture? (Imetfino.ry) II"lapinr.ry is 
a good name for it, becnuse n real squirrel would not be dressed like this one. 
Do you see a railroad track going into the side of the mountain? Who cnn read 
the words under the lo.st pic.tu.,.e? (Inside the Earth) 
"Rend each sentence on this pnge. If the sentence tells u.bout bodies in space, 
put a mnrk in a box under the words In Spnce. If the sentence tells about imagino.ry 
anirn11ls doing things that people do, put a mr-rk under the word Imaginary. If the 
sentence tells nbout something hnnpening inside the earth, put a mark in a box 
under the lnst picture and the words Inside the Enrth. Aro there any questions? 
"Put your marker under the sentence numbered 1. Rend it to yourself. 
mnrk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
your Ilk~rker under the sentence nUITlbered 2; nl.ll'lbered 3, etc. 11 
Fut a 
"Put 
Ask the children to turn tho last ~~ge over and fold it back. Collect the 
test booklets. 
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Reading - Form A by Mary T. Hayes 
Name 
Last First 
Age: 
Years Months 
Date Tested: 
Sample Items: 
1. puppy 
2. ball 
3. fawn 
4.· rose 
Summary of Achievement: 
Vocabulary 
Sentence Meaning 
Total 
Sex: Boy Girl 
Middle 
I. Q. Grade 
City State 
Toys Flowers Babies 
Raw Scores 
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Part of Go How 
a House Time Fast Many Colors Meals 
hurry 1. ten 
year 2. blue 
roof 3. dinner 
trot 4. twins 
door 5. brown 
hustle 6. breakfast 
attic 7. purple 
week 8. supper 
day 9. eight 
floor 10 .. lunch 
rush 11. pink 
wall 12. twelve 
decade 13. feast 
run 14. sixty 
chimney 15. yellow 
month 16. snack 
basement 17. green 
gallop 18. banquet 
scamper 19. tea 
porch 20. triplets 
century 21. mess 
accelerate 22. couple 
yesterday 23. scarlet 
speed 24. several 
soon 25. turquoise 
A-3 
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Round To Question Plants 
Things Animals Imitate Words to Eat Mo 
1. picture 1. why 
2. fox 2. quarter 
3. pony 3. lettuce 
4. wheel 4. onion 
5 .. mimic 5. dollar 
6. ball 6. penny 
7. dog 7. cabbage 
8. statue 8. when 
9. ring 9. nickel 
10. sphere 10. where 
11. horse 11. potato 
1.2. puppet 12. who 
13. hoop 13. dime 
14. monkey 14. beans 
15. goat 15. cent 
16. tire 16. beet 
17. pig 17. which 
18. orange 18. broccoli 
19. elephant 19. how 
20. model 20. celery 
21. copy 21. peas 
22. marbles 22. sixpence 
23. counterfeit 23. asparagus 
24. giraffe 24. what 
25. reproduce 25. coins 
A-4 
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From Wanciful For Not 
Water Trees People Clothine- Buildine-E Known 
.. witch 1. wool 
) lake 2. hotel .. 
L cherries 3. magic 
L pool 4. rayon 
) . elf 5. skyscraper 
) . nuts 6. nylon 
r. leaves 7. secret 
L goblin 8. factory 
). river 9. problem 
) . sprite 10. silk 
l. peaches 11. silo 
L sea 12. leather 
3. fairy 13. mystery 
L lumber 14. orlon 
>. wizard 15. mansion 
L fuel 16. fur 
7. troll 17. riddle 
3. puddle 18. barracks 
L plums 19. cotton 
). giant 20. maze 
L. resin 21. garage 
2. dragon 22. puzzle 
3. mermaid 23. linen 
~. rubber 24. conundrum 
I• leprechaun 25. hospital 
<"f.. ' 
,"' ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
To 
People Clean 
1. woman 
2. broom 
3. moldy 
4. neighbors 
5. soap 
6. gentleman 
7. wash 
8. fragrant 
9. parents 
10. spicy 
11. detergent 
12. perfumed 
13. scour 
14. rancid 
15. lady 
16. savory 
17. brush 
18. cleanser 
19. Mrs. 
20. scrub 
21. aromatic 
22. sweep 
23. pungent 
24. passengers 
25. nurse 
~ h) 
Odors 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
A-6 
bite 
mountain 
bright 
swallow 
valley 
radiant 
crunch 
island 
dazzling 
desert 
gulp 
forest 
luminous 
prairie 
brilliant 
nibble 
sparkling 
plateau 
devour 
peninsula 
beautiful 
chew 
atoll 
masticate 
mesa 
Shiny Eating 
Lru 
For 
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To Make To Hold Unpleasant 
To Cover Machines Bigger Paths Animals Feelings 
plaster 1. street 
pulley 2. hungry 
enlarge 3. cage 
shingle 4. road 
mill 5. angry 
magnify 6. pound 
plow 7. corral 
stretch 8. sorry 
exaggerate 9. fence 
crowbar 10. trail 
varnish 11. aquarium 
expand 12. track 
lever 13. terrarium 
coat 14. worried 
increase 15. paddock 
paper 16. ashamed 
jack 17. highway 
shovel 18. orbit 
inflate 19. route 
gild 20. pasture 
derrick 21. afraid 
lengthen 22. weary 
tractor 23. turnpike 
stucco 24. unhappy 
augment 25. boulevard 
A-7 
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To Protect To Car 
Games People Messag 
1. Ann's father brought mail to almost every house. 
2. Jill counted to one hundred before she looked. 
3. Mr. Hall directs traffic at the busy corner. 
4. Don put the donkey tail in the right place. 
5. Allen mailed his card at the post office. 
6. Judy could not run fast enough to tag anyone. 
7. Telephone wires brought "Happy Birthday" to Ed. 
8. Jane was chosen to drop the handkerchief. 
9. Men on the train put the mail into bags. 
10. A patrol boy signals the cars to stop. 
11. Dick picked up the bat and walked to the plate. 
12. A man collected mail from the street boxes. 
13. Jan helped Sally draw squares for hop scotch. 
14. The nurse sent Nan home because she had a cold. 
15. Men on motorcycles watch for speeding cars. 
16. Red Feather carried the word to his people. 
17. David was the "cheese" when the song ended. 
18. Pigeons brought letters by air to the island. 
19. The radio announcer told about a fashion show. 
20. Inspectors made sure that the building was safe. 
21. Nancy made the basket three times out of five. 
22. Radio beams tell the pilot what he wants to know. 
r--------------------------------------------------------+------+----------4---------
23. A woman on TV told how to make a cake. 
24. The scout rode quickly back with the news. 
25. The twins were vaccinated before school began. 
A-8 
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Railroad At a Getting 
Stations Circus Food 
A little dog does tricks in the center ring. 
Friends greet people at the end of the trip. 
A lady rides on the bare back of a horse. . 
Little pigs drink milk from the mother pig. 
All the animals are put in the baggage car. 
. 
The bear uses his paws to scoop up fish. 
Porters carry baggage down the long tracks. 
The butterfly sucks nectar from the flowers. 
Time schedules are posted on the walls. 
An elephant picks up a midget with his trunk. 
Some birds catch insects while flying. 
A man swings from one trapeze to another. 
People are buying newspapers to read on the trip. 
Children clap when the monkeys do tricks. 
The cat catches mice in the farmer's barn. 
In small towns a man flags the train to stop. 
A crow takes corn from the planted field. 
People buy tickets before the show begins. 
The cowboy clown slides over the donkey's head. 
A guard at each track looks at the tickets. 
The milkman's horse took Bill's apple. 
The conductor helps passengers down the steps. 
People cheer when they see the animals parade. 
The keeper brings dinner to the zoo animals. 
The ringmaster has a tall hat and a long coat. 
A-9 
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Exciting 
Religion Times Chang 
1. Jane has grown two inches in a year. 
2. Jack went to Sunday school with Bill. 
3. Wood turns to ashes when it is burned. 
4. Each year people celebrate Thanksgiving. 
5. The apple tree lost its leaves and fruit. 
6. Down the street came the circus parade. 
7. Last year's coat is too small for Ann. 
. 
8. The family had a picnic on the beach. 
9. Joe and Bill sing in the church choir. 
10. Sugar and salt will dissolve in water. 
11. Nails if left in water will rust. 
12. The rain dance is really .an Indian prayer. 
13. If soap is left in water it will melt. 
14. The men try to rope and milk wild cows. 
15. The fiesta day begins by going to church. 
16. The rider spurs his pony to full speed. 
-
17. Planets have the names of pagan gods. 
18. A mustang tries to throw its rider. 
19. The Indian girl planted a prayer stick. 
20. Faster went the cars as the race ended. 
21. Some people worship their ancestors. 
22. The crowd cheered as Don made a home run. 
23. Each year the fishing boats are blessed. 
24. The tadpole hatches from a tiny egg. 
25. The rain is over and the clouds are gone. 
A-10 
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In Inside 
Space ~ the Earth 
The moon gets light and heat from the sun. 
The little kittens put on their new mittens. 
The moon travels around the earth once a month. 
The lion wore a crown because he was a king. 
Subways take care of some of the city traffic. 
The monkeys traded their coats for umbrellas. 
The water main runs under the city streets. 
Men want a station between the earth and moon. 
The mouse paddlep up the river in his canoe. 
Mrs. Hen baked some bread for the rooster. 
Electricity zips through underground cables. 
Nine known planets revolve around the sun. 
Automobiles can be driven under some rivers. 
Gertie Goat packed her toothbrush in her bag. 
Sewers take away the waste water from homes. 
As the earth turns it gets heat from the sun. 
Minnie Muskrat wore her red shoes to the party. 
Many people visit caves and caverns each year. 
The sun looks small because it is so far away. 
On cloudy days the sun shines above the clouds. 
Miners dig shafts into the rock to get the ore. 
Winnie Weasel took out his gold watch. 
Tunnels for air raid shelters have been dug. 
Scientists can predict an eclipse of the sun. 
The penguins wore rubber boots to the party. 
A-ll 
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Specific Directions for Listening Test - Form A 
Distribute the test booklets and markers. Say: "Today you are going to play 
a listening game. Find the place on the front that has the word Name. l:Tri te your 
name in the space after the word Name, yourlast name first, your first name, and 
then your middle name or initial." Make sure that names are on all booklets. 
"Place the short marker under the boxes with the pictures and words. \-Tho can 
read the word under the first picture? (Toys) Yes, the word is Toys. ~he picture 
will help you remember because a wind-up clown is a toy. What is the word in the 
next box? . Yes, the word Flowers is under a picture of a flower. What is the word 
in the last box? Yes, the word Babies is under a picture of a baby. 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word; .Qg~· 
Is a puppy a toy? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Toys. Is a puppy a 
flower? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Flq~. Is a puppy a baby? Yes, 
so put a mark (X) under the word Babies." Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 2. Listen as I say a word: ball. 
Is a ball a toy? Yes, so put a mark (X) in a box numbered 2, but under the word 
Toys." Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Put your marker under the box nurobered J. Iis+en as I say a word: fawn. 
Is a fawn a toy? A flower? A baby? Yes, a :'awn is a baby. So put a me.rk (X) 
in a box munbered 3, but under Babies. 11 Del!1onstrate. 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 4. Listen as I say a word: ~. 
Is a rose a toy? A flower? Yes, a rose is a flower. So put a mark (X) in a box 
ntlr.'lbered 4, but under Flowers." Demonstre. te. 
11Turn the front pc'lge over and fold it back like this." Demonstrate. "Put 
your Irl8.rker under the row of pictures c.nd words at the left hand side of the page." 
Demonstrate. '~ho can reGd the words in th~ first box? (Pnrts of a House) The 
picture will help you remember because a window is o. p~.rt of a house. Who can 
rend the word in the middle box? (Time) A calendar tells til"'!e, doesn 1 t it? Who 
can rer.d the words in the third box? (Go Fr:st) A jet plane can go fast, ce.n 't it? 
11Now I want you to listen e.s I say some words. If the word I say monns a 
part of a house, put a ~'lrk in a box under the words Parts of a House. If +he 
word is about time, put a mark under the c~lendnr and the word Time. If the word 
means to go fast, put a mark under the jet plane and the words Go Fast. Arc there 
any questions?" Be sure children understand meaning of cate~mrics. 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen r>.s I say n word: hurJ:Y. 
Put a m'lrk in a box numbered 1, but under the right pictu~e fl.nd words. ~ut your 
m~rkcr under the box numbered 2. listen as I s~y a word: year. Put a mark in 
a box numbered 2, but under tho right picture. Continue in the same way, giving 
the number of the box r:.nd the word to listen for, as follows: 
Box J- roof Box 11 - rush Box 19 - .§..CQ!flPf! 
Box 4 
-
trot Box 12 - wall Box 20 - porch 
Box 5 
-
door Box 13 - decetdc Box 21 - £._ent:!,l,n: 
Box 6 hustle Box 14 -DID Box 22 £_££el Q!£1£ 
Box 7 
-
ntti,£ Box 15 - chimney Box 23 - y_esterdny 
Box 8 - week Box 16 - month Box 24 - speed 
Box 9 - dey Box 17 - be.sement Box 25 - ~n 
Box 10 
-
floor Box 1e - gr~llop 
,... 
-JC.-
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':~iove your mr.rkor to the top of the pcge. Who ccm reed the words in the 
first box? (How Ifu.ny) The number 6 tells how mo.ny. vTho.t is the word in tho 
middle box? (C'olors) Crayons come in different colors. \\1hc"..t is the word in 
tho lr..st box? (Her.ls) The table is set for r.. meal. 
11:t-'ow I w:.:mt you to listen as I say some words. If the word I say tolls how 
many, put a mark in the box under 6 and the words How ~~'nY• If the word is the 
n~mc of a color, put a ~"..rk in tho box under the crayons nnd the word C'olors. 
If tho word is tho name of a meal, put n tru:'.rk under tho pictu-re of tho tnblo sot 
for n monl. Are there any questions? 
"Put your Il1''rkor under the box numbered 1. Liston r-.s I sny a word: ten. 
Put n mark in a box nUITlbered 1., but under the rie;ht pictuY'e and words. Put your 
m"rker under the box numbered 2. listen cs I say a word: blue. rut c. mo.rk in <1 
box numbered 2, but under the right pictures and words. Continue in the scme woy~ 
giving box number and word, as follows: 
Box 3 - dinner 
Box 4 - twins 
Box 5 - brown 
Box 6 - ~fnst 
Box 7 - purple 
Box 8 - supper 
Box 9 - eight 
Box 10 - lunch 
Box 11 - pink 
Eox 12 - ~elva 
Eox 13 - fenst 
Box 14 - sixt;y 
Box 15 - yellow 
Box 16 - sn~ck 
Box 17 - green 
Box 18 - bnnouet 
Box lS - tee 
Box 20 - :!!riPlets 
Box 21 - moss 
Box 22 - couple 
Box 23 - .!?£SrJ-.91 
Box 24 - §£Y£!!l1 
Box 25 - :9drguoise 
"Turn the pnge over n.nd fold it bo.ck r.s I do. 11 DC!Ylonstrnto. "flnco your 
mrrker under the pictures of a circle, a r"bbit, and n mirror. Who cnn re:-d the 
words under the circle? (Round Things) Under the r~bbit? (Animals) Under the 
mirror? (To Imitate) 
"Now I want you to listen as I say soMe words. If tho word I say names 
something thct is round, put a mark under tho picture of n circle, because n 
circle is a round thing. If tho word is tho nr.me of an o.nimnl, put a mark under 
the picture of the rabbit, because a rc.l·bit is an nniml. If the word mecns to 
imitate or to show o. likeness of something, put n Tik".rk under the picture of n 
mirror, because a mirror shows a likeness when you look in it. Are there any 
questions? 
11Put your mnrker under tho box nunbered 1. l·istcn ns I say a word: pictu-re. 
Put a ~~rk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture nnd words. Continue 
in tho same way, giving the number of the box ~nd tho word to listen for, as 
follows: 
Box 2 - fox 
Box 3 - l2QD.Y 
Box 4 - wheel 
Box li. - mimic 
Box 6 - ball 
Box 7 - dog 
Box 8 - statue 
Box 9 - ring 
Box 10 - sphere 
Box 11 - horse 
Box 12 - puppet 
Box 13 - ho.Ql2 
Box 14 - Monkey 
Box 15 - goat 
Box 16 - tir~ 
Box 17 - .Pig 
Box lC' - orange 
Box 19 - olephn.n! 
Box 20 - model 
Box 21 - .99PZ 
Box 22 - marbles 
Box 23 - ~ounterfeit 
Box 24. - gir?-ff ~ 
Box-25- reproduce 
';Move your marker to the top of the pa~e under the pictures of a question 
mark, a carrot, and some money. Who can rend the words under the question mark? 
(Question Words) Under the carrot? (Plants to Fnt) Under the money? (Money) 
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"Now I want you to listen as I so.y some words. If the word I say is one that 
is used to ask a question, put a mark in a box under the question mo.rk. If the 
word is the name of a plant to eat, put a mark in a box under the carrot. If the 
word is a name for a kind of money, put a mark in a box under the picture of the 
money. Are there ony questions? 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: ~. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. Continue 
in the same way, giving box number and word as follows: 
Box 2 - guarter 
Box 3 - lettuce 
Box 4 - onion 
Box 5 - gol1ar 
Box6-~ 
Box 7 - c;~bbage 
Box 8 - whep. 
Box 9 - nickel 
Box 10 - where 
Box 11 - potato 
Box 12 - who 
Box 13 -~ 
Boxl4-~ 
Box 15 - cent 
Box16-~ 
Box 17 - which 
Box 18 - broccoli 
Box 19 - how 
Box 20 - celen: 
Box 21 - .12BJ 
Box 22 - sixpence 
Box 23 - asparagus 
Box 24- what 
Box 25 - coin_s 
"Turn your booklet over and put your marker under the picture of a pond, an 
apple tree, and a brownie. \.Jho can read the word in the first box? (Hater) 'Ibe 
middle box? (From Trees) 'Ibe third box? (Fanciful People) 
"Listen as I say some words. If the word I say means a body of water, put a 
mark under the pond. If the word is the name of something we get from trees, 
put a mark in a box under the picture of an apple tree. If the word is a name 
for a fanciful person (not real), put a mark in a box under the picture of the 
brownie. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen to this word: witch. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue 
by reading the box numbers and words below. Pause for a silent count of seven 
between the items. 
Eox 2 - ~ 
Box 3 - c;herries 
Box 4 -~ 
Box 5 - elf 
Eox 6 - nY.'tl 
Box 7 - leaves 
Box 8 - goblin 
Eox 9 - river 
Box 10 - sprite 
Box 11 - peachep 
Box 12 - §.U 
Box 13 - iim 
Box 14 - lumWr e 
Box 15 - wizard 
Box 16 - ~ 
Box 17 - troll 
Box 18 - pugcle 
Box 19 - plum§ 
Box 20 - ~:dant 
Box 21 - ,..esin 
Box :?2 - dragon 
Box 23 - mermaig 
Box 24 - rubber 
Eox 25 - J..!mrecha:J:m 
11Move your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of bolts of 
cloth, a barn, and a closed door with a question mark over it. Hho can read the 
words under the cloth? (For Clothing) Under the barn? (Buildings) Under the 
closed door? {Not Known) 
"I.isten as I say so!!le words. If the word I say is the name of something 
that is used to ~~ke clothing, put a mark under the picture of the cloth. If 
the word is the name of a building, put a mark in a box under the picture of the 
barn. If the picture names something for which the answer is not known, put a 
mark in a box under the picture of the closed door with the question mf'.rk. Are 
there any questions? 
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11Place your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I say a word: wool. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right ,icture and words." Continue 
by reading the following: 
Box 2 - hotel 
Box3-~ 
Eox 4 - rayon 
Pox 5 - skyscraper 
Box 6 - nYlon 
Box 7 - segr§t 
Box 8 - factory 
Box 9 - problem 
Box 10 - silk 
Fox 11 -~ 
Box 12 - leath§r 
Box 13 - ~ystety 
Box 14 - prlon 
Box 15 - mansion 
Box 16 - flat 
Box 17 - riddle 
Eox 18 - barrack§ 
Box 19 - cotton 
Box 20 - maze 
Box 21- Wag§ 
Box 22 - puzzJ.~ 
Box23-~ 
Box 24 - conundrum 
Box 25 - hosuita1 
"Turn the page over and fold it back as I do."0 Demonstrate. "Pl1t your 
marker under the picture of a woman and a boy, a m~P, and a woman smelling a rose. 
l-Jhat is the word in the first box? (People) The middle box? (To Clean) The 
third box? {Odors) 
"listen as I read some words. If the word I say names a person or people, 
put the mark under the picture of the woman and boy. If the word means a way to 
clean, put the mark under the picture of a mop. If the word means a kind of smell, 
put a mark in a box under the woman smelling the rose. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I say a word: woma:p.. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. 11 Continue 
by reading the following: 
Box 2- broom 
Box 3 - moldy 
Box 4 - neighbors 
Box 5 - §.6Wl 
Box 6 - gentleman 
Box 7 - wash 
Box 8 - fraerant 
Box 9 - parent§ 
Box 10 -~ 
Box 11 - detergent 
Box 12 - perfumed 
Box 13 - scour 
Box 14 - rancid 
Box 15 - ~ 
Box 16 - savoey 
Box 17 - brush 
Box 18 - cleanser 
Box 19 - Mrs. 
Box 20 -~ 
Box 21 - aromatic 
Box 22 - sweep 
Box 23 - pungent 
Box 24 - passenger§ 
Eox 25 -~ 
11Hove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of a ring, a boy 
eating an apple, and a seacoast. Who can read the word under the ring? (Shiny) 
Under the boy? (Eating) Under the seacoast? (land Forms) 
11listen as I say some words. If the word I say means almost the same as 
shiny, put a mark in a box under the picture of the ring. If the word names a 
way of eating, put a mark in a box under the picture of the boy eatin~ the ap:o1e. 
If the word is the name of a land form, put a mark in a box under the picture of 
the seacoast. Are there any que~tions? 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I say a word: bi~. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. Continue 
by reading the following: 
Box 2 - mountain 
Box 3 - bright 
Box 4 - swallow 
Box 5 - valley 
Box 6 - radiant 
Box 7 - crunch 
Box 8 - islfand 
Box 9 - do,zz1ing 
Box 10 - degert 
Box 11 - ~ 
Box 12 - forest 
Box 13 - luminous 
Box 14 - prairie 
Box 15 - brilliant 
Box 16 - nibble 
Box 17 - sparkling 
Pox 18 - plateau 
Box 19 - devour 
Box 20 - peninsuJ~ 
Box 21 - beautifYl 
Box 2;. - chew· 
Box23-~ 
Box 24 - magticate 
Box 25 - me§~ 
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"Turn your boolrlet over. Put your marker under the pictures of a man paint-
ing, an electric mixer, and the mitten that is being made bigger. v'ho can read 
the words in the first box? (To Cover) The middle box? (Machines) The third 
box? (To Make Bigger) 
11Listen as I say some words. If the word I say means to cover something, 
put a mark in a box under the picture of the man who is covering something with 
paint. If the word is the name of a ~achine, put a mark in a box under the picture 
of the electric mixer. If the word means to make bigrer, put a mnrk under the 
picture of the mitten that is being made bigger. Are there any questions? 
11 Place your marker under the box .• numbered 1. listen as I say a word: plaster. 
Put a mark in a box nUMbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue 
to read box numbers and words as follows: 
Eox 2 - pulley 
Eox .3 - en1arg§ 
Box 4 - shingle 
Box 5 - m;ill 
Box 6 - magnify 
Box 7 - plow 
Box 8 - stretch 
Box 9 - ~gmate 
Box 10 - crowbar 
Box 11 - varnish 
Box 12 - expand 
Box 1.3 - lever 
Box 14 - coat 
Box 15 - increase 
Box 16 -~ 
Box 17 - .1ack 
Box 18 - shovel 
Box 19 - inflate 
Box 20 - eild 
Box 21 - derrick 
Box 22 - lengthen 
Box 2.3 - tractor 
Box 24 - ~ucco 
Eox ~5 - ~gment 
"Hove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of a path with 
sign posts, a fishbowl, and a boy crying. Who can read the word in the first 
box? (Paths) Yes, a path is a way to follow, isn't it? The middle box? (To 
Hold Animals) Under the last box? (Unpleasant Feelings) 
111 isten as I say some words. If the word I say means a path or a way to 
follow, put a mark in a box under the picture of a path with sign posts. If the 
word means something in which anirrals can be held, put a mark in a box under the 
picture of the fishbowl. If the word ~eans a feeling that is not pleasant, put 
a mark in a box under the picture of a boy crying. Are there any questions? 
"Place your !!18rker under the box numbered 1. listen as I read a word: street. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue 
to read box numbers and words as follows: 
Box 2 - hungry 
Box 3 - cage 
Eox 4 - road 
Box 5 - !!lB.t! 
Box 6 - pound 
Box 7 - corral 
Eox 8 - 1.2J:a 
Box 9 - f§ncg 
Box 10 - :tmll 
Box 11 - acuarium 
Box 12 -~ 
Box 1.3 - ~grrarium 
Box 14 - worried 
Box 15 - ooddock 
Box 16 - E!Spamed 
Box 17 - qighwax 
Box lP - QXbit 
Box 19 - route 
Box 20 - pasture 
Eox 21 - afraid 
Box 2~ - weary 
Box 23 - turnpike 
Box 24 - unhappy 
Eox 25 - boulevard 
"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "On this page I want 
you to listen as I read sentences. So, use the long marker. v~o can reed the 
word in the first box under the picture of a Ring Toss game? (Games) V.'ho can 
read the words in the ~iddle box? (To Protect Us) A policeman protects people 
from harm, doesn't he? Who can rea.d the words in the last box? (To Carry Messages) 
The picture of a postman will help you remember because a postman carries messages. 
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"listen as I reed each sentence. If the sentence I read tells about a pame, 
put a mark in a box under the picture of Ring Toss and the word ~. If the 
sentence tells about a way to protect people, put a mark in a box under the picture 
of the policeman. If the sentence tells about a way to carry a ~essage, put a 
mark in a box under the picture of the postman. Are there any questions? 
"Place your Marker under the -s~numbered 1. Listen: Ann's father 
bro-y.ght mail to almost every house. Put a rrw.rk in a box n\li'lbered 1, but under 
the right picture and words. Continue b,y reading each of the sentences below. 
Pause after each sentence for a silent count from 1-10. 
Box 2 - Jill counted to ~hundred before she look~g. 
Box 3 - Mr. Hall d;rects traffic at the busy corner. 
Eox 4- Don ou.t the donk~y.tail in the right place. 
Box 5 - Allen mailed his card at the post office. 
Eox 6 - Judy could not run fa::tt enough to te.g anyone. 
Eox 7 - Telephone wires brQught "Hap:py Birthday" to Ed.:. 
Box 8- ~ane was chosen to drop the handkerchief, 
Box 9 - Men on the train pyt the mail into bags. 
Box 10 - A patrol boY signals the cars to atop. 
Box 11 - Dick picked up the bat anq walked to the pfat§. 
Box 12 - A man collected mail from the street boxes. 
Box 13 - Jan helpeg SallY draw squares for hop scotch. 
Box 14- The,nyrse sent Nan home because she had a cold. 
Box 15 - Men on motorcycles watch for speeding cars. 
Box 16 - Red Feather carried the word to his people. 
E:ox 17 - David was the 11 ch~ese" when the song enged. 
Box 18 - Pigeons brought letters by air to the islapd. 
Box 19 - The radio apnopncer told about a fagbion shqw, 
Box 20 - Inspectors wa.de sure that 1jhe building was safe. 
Box ~1 - Nancy made the basket three times out of five. 
Box 22 - Radio bpams tpll the pilot what he wants to~. 
Box 23 - A worn;Q on TV tolg bow to make a Cake• 
Box 24 - The ;cout rode quickly back wi tb thp news. 
Box 26 - The tying yere yac9ipated before s9hool began. 
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"Turn your booklet over. Do you see a picture of a railroad station? V.Tho can 
read the words in the box under the first picture? (Railroad Stations) ~~o can 
read the words under the picture of a clown? (At a Circus) Do you see a picture 
of a robin pulling a worm out or the ground? Will someone read the words in the 
box under the last picture? (Getting Food) 
"Listen as I re~?.d some sentences. If the sentence I read tells something 
that could happen at a railroad station, put a mark in a box under the picture of 
the railroad station. If the sentence tells about something that could happen at 
a circus, put a mark in a box under the picture ot the clown. Are there any 
questions? 
"Put your marker under the .e~ numbered 1. Listen as I read a sentence: 
A little dog does tricks in the center ripg. Put a mark in a box numbered l, but 
under the right picture and words, 11 Continue by reading aloud each sentence below 
and pausing for a count of 10 before reading the next one. 
Box 2 - Friends greet people at the end of the trip. 
Box 3 - A 1a4v rides on the bare back of a horse. 
Box 4 - Little pigs drink m~lk from the mother pig. 
Box 5- All the animals are put.in the bppgage car. 
Box 6 ... The bear uses his paws to scoop up fish. 
Box 7- Porters carry baggage ggwn the long tracks. 
Box e - The butterfly susks,negtqr from the flowers. 
Box 9- Tim~ gch~d~es ar~ QOSt~d pn the wallsl 
Box 10 - An elephant pick§ up a midget with his trupk. 
Box 11 - §9me birds catch insec~s.wh!le flying. 
Box 12 - A man swings from one trapeze to another. 
Box 13 - People are buying newspapers to read on the trip. 
Box 14- Children clap when tbe monkeys do tricks. 
Box 15 - The cat catches mice in the farmer's barn. 
Box 16- In small townp,a man flags the train to stop. 
Box 17 - A crow t8kes corn frQm the planted field. 
Box 18 - People buy tictets before the show begins. 
Box 19 - Ihe cowboy clgwn slides over the donkey's head. 
Box 20 - A guard at eacb track looks at the tickets. 
Box 21- The mi1kman's hQrse took Btll's BPPle. 
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Box 22 - The conductor helps mssengers down the st.eps. 
Box 23 - Peop~ cheer when ~hey see the animals parade. 
Box 24 - The k~eper brings dinner to the zoo animals. 
Box 25 - ~e tingmaster ha§ a tall hat and a long coat. 
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"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "l:Jha t is the word 
under the picture of a church? (Religion) Who will read the words under the 
picture of a boy waving his arms? (Exciting Times) The boy looks excited, doesn't 
he? Do you see a picture of a chrysalis and a butterfly? t~o will read the word 
under the last picture? (Changes) The insect inside the chrysalis is changed 
when it comes out. 
11Listen as I read each sentence. If the sentence I read tells about a 
religion of some kind, put a mark in a box under the picture of a church. If the 
sentence tells about something exciting, put a mark in a box under the boy who 
looks excited. If the word tells about a change of some kind, put a mark in a 
box under the picture of the chrysalis and the butterfly. Are there any questions? 
11 Put your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I read this sentence: 
Jane has grown two inches in g. year. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under 
the right picture and words. Continue b,y reading each sentence below: 
Box 2 - Jack went to Sunday school with Bill. 
Box 3 - Wood turns to ashes when it is burne~ 
Box 4 - Each year people celebrate Tha~ggiving. 
Box 5 - The apole tree lost its leaves and fruit. 
Box 6 - Down the street came the circus parade. 
Box 7 - Last year's coat is too §mall for Ann. 
Box 8 - The fgrn!ly had a picnic on the beach. 
Box 9 - Joe and BilJ sing in the church choir. 
Box 10 - Sugar and salt will dissolve in water. 
Box 11 - Nails if l~ft in water will rust, 
Box 12 - The rain dance is really an Indian prayer. 
Box 13 - If soap is left in water it will melt. 
Box 14- The men trv to rope ang milk wild cows. 
Box 15 - The fiesta day begins bY going to church. 
Box 16 - !he tider spurs his pony to full speed. 
Box 17 - Planets have the ngmes of pagan gods. 
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Box 18 - X_mustang tries to throw its rider. 
Box 19- The Indian girl p~anted.a Rrayer stick. 
Box 20 - Faster went the cars as the race ended. 
Box 21 - Some,people worghip their ancestors, 
Box 22 - The grgwd cheered as Don made a home run, 
Box 23 - Each year the fishinP boats are blessed. 
Box 24 - The tadpole h~tches from a tiBl egg, 
Box 25 - !he rai~ i§ over and the clouds are gone, 
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"Turn your booklet over. Do you see a picture of the earth and another 
heavenly boQ1? Who will read the words in the box under the first picture? (In 
Space) Do you see a picture of a squirrel all dressed up with hat, jacket, and 
slippers? ~~t is the word under the middle picture? (Imaginary) Imaginary is 
a good name for it, because a real squirrel would not be dressed like this one. 
Do you see a railroad track going into the side of the mountain? vlho can read the 
\>lords under the last picture? (Inside the Earth) 
"Listen as I read each sentence. If the sentence I ref:.d tells about bodies 
in space, put a mark in a box under the words In Space. If the sentence tells 
about imaginary animals doing things that people do, put a mark under the word 
Imaginary. If the sentence tells about something happening inside the earth, put 
a mark in a box under the last picture and the words Inside the Earth. Are there 
any questions? 
"Put your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I rend a sentence: 
The mpon gets light and heaD from the syp. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but 
under the right picture and words. 11 Read each of the following sentences, giving 
first the box number: 
Box 2- The little kittens put on their new mittens, 
Box 3 - The moon travels aroung the earth onge a mon.Y;}. 
Box 4- The lion wore a crown because he was a king. 
Box 5 - §u£ways take care of some pf the city traffic, 
Box 6 - The monkeys. traded the!r coats for ~brellas. 
Box ? - The wa tar main runs und~r..lb.e gi ty streets ... 
Box 8 - Men want a station between the earth and moon, 
Box 9 - The mouse paddled un the rivftr in his canoe, 
Box 10 - i1rs. Hen b§ked some bre2d for the rooster. 
Box 11 - Electr!city zips through underground cables. 
Box 12 - Nine known planets revolve around ;the sun. 
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Box 13 - Automobiles can ~e dr~yen under some rivers. 
Box 14 - Qertie Goat packed her toothbrush in her bag. 
Box 15 - Sewer§ take away the waste water from homes. 
Box 16 - As tbe earth turns it gets heat from the sun. 
Box 17 - ::innie Huskro,t wore her r~d shoes to the ~. 
Box 18 - ~anv people visit cav~and c~verns each year. 
Box 19 - The sun looks small becaU§e it is so far away. 
Box 20 - On cloudy days the sun shines above the clouds. 
Box 21 - l~ners dig shafts intQ the rock to get the~. 
Box 22 - vannie Weasel took out his gold watch. 
Box 23 - Tunn§ls for air raid shelters hav~_been dug. 
Box 24 - Scient!!ts can predict an eclipse of the sun. 
Box 25 - The pengpins wore rubber bootp to the party. 
Ask the children to turn the last page over and fold it back. Collect the 
test booklets. 
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Specific Directions for Reading Test - Form B 
Distribute test booklets and markers. Say: "Today you are going to play 
a game with words. Look at the front page of your booklet. Find the place that 
has the word N8l'le." Demonstrate with your booklet. ''Write your name in the 
space after the word Na~e, your last name first, your first name, and then your 
niddle name or initial.'; Make sure that names are on all booklets. 
"Place the short marker under the boxes with the pictures and words. Who 
can read the word under the first picture? (Toys) Yes, the word is Toys. The 
picture will help you remember, because a wind-up clown is a toy. ~~t is the 
word in the middle box? Yes, the word Flowers is under a picture of a flower. 
What is the word in the last box? Yes, the word ~abies is under the picture of 
a baby. 
"Place your marker under the word nur.lbered 1. Who can read the word? (puppy) 
Is a puppy a toy? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Toys, because a puppy 
is not a toy. Is a puppy a flower? No, so do not put a mark under the word 
Flowers. Is a puppy a baby? Yes, so put a rork (X) under the word Babies." 
Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Plc.ce your r.1arker under the word numbered 2. Who can read the word? (ball) 
Is a ball a toy? Yes, so put a mark (X) in the box n~bered 2, but under the word 
~." Demonstrate with your boo}·let. 
"Place your r.1c1.rker under the word m.lM.bered 3. Who can read the word? (fawn) 
Is a fawn a toy? A flower? A baby? Yes, a fawn is a baby. So put a mark (~) 
in o box numbered 3, but under the word Babies. 11 Demonstrate. 
11Place your marker under the word nUI'lbered 4. Who can read tho word? (rose) 
Is a rose a toy? A flower? Yes, a rose is a flower. So put a mark (X) in a box 
nUJ!'lbered 4, but under the word Flowers." Demonstrate. 
"Turn the first page of your booklet over and fold it back like this." Demon-
strate. "Place your mr.rker under the row of pictures and words at the left-hand 
side of the page." Demonstrate. ''Who ce.n read the words in the first box; (How 
lbny) The number two tells how many, doesn't it? Who can rec.d the word in the 
middle box? (Family) The picture shows a mother, father, and a boy. Who can read 
the word in the third box? (Sounds) The picture of an e~r will help you to rer.em-
ber the word because you hoar sounds with your ears. 
''Now you will read each word in this column. If the word tells how many, put 
a mark in a box under the nUJ!'lber 2 nnd the words How M.:"..I]X. If the word names a 
relative (member of a family), put a mark in a box under the picture of people 
nnd the word Family. Are there any questions? 
"Place your mrker under the word nUI'\berod 1. Rer.d the word to yourself. Put 
a !'l..ark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue: "Put 
your marker under the word nUMbered 2; the word nunbered 3; n~~bered 4, etc. 
'~Move your MP.rker to the top of the po.ge on the right-hand side." Demonstrate. 
''Who can read the words in the first box? (Parts of a Head) The picture will 
help you remember because it is a woman's head. ~llio can read the words in the 
middle box? (Ways to Ride) A wagon is a way to ride, isn't it? V.Tho will read the 
word in the last box? (Tine) A clock is one way to tell time, isn't it? 
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"Now you will read each word in this column. If the word na.nes a part of a 
head, put a mark in a box under tho picture of a woMan's head and the words Parts 
of a Her.d. If the word names a way to ride, put c Mnrk in a box under the picture 
of a wr.gon. If the word is about tiMe, put a n~rk in a box under the picture of 
a clock and tho word TiMe. Are there any questions? 
nPlace your nt:rker undo..,. the word nu:rrberod 1. Rend the word to yourself. Put 
a murk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture t'.nd words." Pause long 
enough to count silently to seven before asking the child to move to the next box. 
Continue: "Put your mr-.rker under the word n'Url.bered 2; the word nur:bered 3; mm-
bered 4, etc." Count silently to seven between itens. 
11Turn the p..'"tge over and fold it back as I do." Denonstrate. "Plnce your 
~crker under the pictures of a pair of scissors, a dog under the table, and a bird. 
Who can read the word under the scissors? (Cutting Tools) Under the second pjcture? 
(Place Words) Yes, tho dog is under the tr.ble, isn't he? 1T~! is a place word. 
What is the word under the third picture? (Birds) 
"Now you will road each word in this coluT'ln. If tho word names a tool th.1. t 
can cut, put a Mark in the box under the scissors, bec~use scissors are cutting 
tools. If the word is used to tell where sonething is, put a r.~ark in a box under 
the picture of the dog under tho table. If the word is the nnme of a bird, put 
a mark in a box under the picture of the bird. Are thero any questions? 
"Place your n-'1rkcr under tho word nU!'lbered- 1. Road the word to yourself. 
Put a nark in a box nunberod 1, but under the right word and picture." Continue: 
11Put your marker under the word numbered 2; tho word nUI'lbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Hove your rw.rkcr to tho top of the pc.go under the pictures of n beetle, a 
boy reading, and the hand taking an apple. Who can rer.d the word under the picture 
of a beetle? (Insects) Under the boy rec.ding? (\-lays to Find Out) Reading is one 
way to find out things, isn't it? Who will read tho words under the hand taking 
en apple? (To Take) 
11Now you will read each word in this colunn. If the word is the nnme of an 
insect, put a mark in a box under the picture of a beetle. If the word nares n 
way to find answers, put a ~rk in a box under the picture of a boy reading. If 
tho word noans to take, put n nark in a box under the picture of the hand taking 
tho apple and the words To Tnke. Are there any questions? 
"Place your r.1nrker under tho word nUT"'bered 1. Read the word to yourself. Put 
a ~rk in a box nunbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your mrker under the word nUJ"lbered 2; the word numbered 3; m.r.,bered 4, etc. 
"Turn over your booklet l'S I do." Der1onstrc.te. "Plc.ce your rnrker under 
the pictures of groceries, two boys talking, and a wn terfall. 1~Tho can read the 
words under the first picture? (Things to Eat) Under the niddle picture? (Ways 
to Say It) Talking is one way to st.y sol!ething, isn't it? So the picture of the 
boys talking will help you to reT'lel"lber. Under tho third picture? {Water Voving) 
"Now you will reed en.ch word in this colUJ"ln. If the word na11.es sor:ething to 
eat, put n mark in a box under the pictu-e of groceries. If the word tells rr way 
to say sol"lething, DUt a nark in a box under the picture of the boys talking. If 
the word tells a way in which water sonotines noves, put a nark in a box under the 
picture of the wr.terfall. Are there any questions? 
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"Place your marker under the word numbered 1. C?ead the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. '' rontinue :· ';Put 
your marker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
';i"fove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of an umbrella 
a fire, and some letters. Who can read the word under the umbrella? (Covering) 
Under the fire? (To Destroy) Under the letters? (To Send News) 
"Now you will read each word in this column. If the word names something that 
is used as a covering, put a mark in a box under the picture of an umbrella, be-
cause an umbrella is used as a covering. If the word tells a way to destroy things, 
put a mark under the picture of a fire because a fire destroys by burning. If the 
word names a way to send news, put a mark in a box under the picture of letters 
because news can be sent in letters. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your marker under the word numbered 2; the word numbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "Put your marker 
under the picture of music, a danger sign, and some houses. Who can read the word 
in the first box? (Music) The ~iddle box? (Warnings) The third box? (Homes) 
"Now read each word in this column. If the word is one that has to do with 
music, put a mark in a box under the word Husic. If the word names a way to warn 
people of danger, put a mark in a box under Wa~nings. If the word is the na~e of 
a kind of home, put a mark in a box under the word Homes. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the word numbered 1. Read the word to yourself. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue: 
"Put your marker under tho word numbered 2; the word numbered 3; numbered 41 etc. 
"1'1ove your IllF.rker to the top of the page under the pictures of a feather, 
lightning and rain, and a ladder. Who can reed the words in the box under the 
feather? (To Decorate) Yes, a feather is sor.etimes used to decorate a hat, isn't 
it? Whet is the word under tho picture of rr.in and lightning? (\ITeather) 1.fuo 
will road the words in the last box? (To Go Up) A ladder is a way to go up, isn't it? 
"Read each word in this column. If the word names sor.1ething used to decorate 
or a.s an ornament, put a I!lf'.rk in a box under the picture of a fet'..ther. If the word 
is used in talking about weather, put a ~~rk in a box under the picture of rain 
and lightning and the word Weather. If the word nanes a way to go up, put a mark 
in a box under the picture of a ladder and the words To G~. Arc there any 
questions? 
"Place your r-2.rker under the word numbered 1. Road the word to yourself. Put 
a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture c.nd words." Continue: "Put 
your m['_rker under the word numbered 2; the word n'l.li'lbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn your booklet over. Put your marker under the pictures of a church 
steeple, a moving van, and a tape measure. Who can rend tho words in the first box? 
(The Top) A steeple is tho top of the church. In tho n.iddle box? (To :~~ove) In 
the third box? (To Measure) Using a tnpe Measure is one wuy to tell how big or 
how long something is. 
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11Rcad each word in this column. If the word moans the top of something, put 
a mark in a box under the steeple. If the word tells how a thing can be moved, 
put a mr,rk in a box under the picture of the moving van and the words To Move. 
If the word names something used to m&~sure, put a mark in a box under the picture 
of the tape moo.suro and the words To }~ensure. Are there any questions? 
"Place your ranrker under the word numbered 1. Rend the word to yourself. 
Put a ~rk in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue: 
"Put your marker under the word nUJ:lbcred 2; tho word numbered 3; numbered 4, etc. 
"Hove your l"'lf'.rkcr to the top of the page under the pictures of the chest of 
drawers, an animnl's claw, and a boy si!liling. Hho can rend the wordsin the first 
box? (To Hold Things) In tho middle box? (Anmal 1•!eapons) In the last box? 
(Pleasant Feelings) 
"Rer...d each word in this colur.m. If the word nll!'rros sor.:othing which will hold 
things, put a ~nrk in a box under the picture of tho chest because the drawers 
will hold things. If the word names something that animals use to protect theM-
selves from enemies, nut a mark under the picture of a claw. Claws are used as 
weapons by sol"'e nnil'l.nls. If the word nar.es a fooling thc.t is pleasant, put a li'~-rk 
in a box under the picture of the boy srilinp and tho words Pleasant Feelings. 
Are there any questions? 
"Turn the pr...ge and fold it back as I do." Denonstrate. "On this page you 
will rend sentences, so you will need the long mnrker. Who can rend the word in 
the box under tho picture of a spinning top? (Toys) Who can read the words in the 
middle box? (At School) ~llio can rend the words in the last box? (Sr...fety Helpers) 
The picture of a fireman will help you remember because a firemen helps to keep 
people snfe, doesn't he? 
"Read each sentence to yourself. If the sentence tolls c.bout c. toy, put a 
l"'~rk in a box under tho word Toys. If the sentence tells about something that 
could happen in school, put a ~rk in n box under tho words b~ School. If the 
sentence tells about a helper that keeps people safe, put a nark in a box under 
the picture of a fireman and the words Sr...fety Helpers. Are thoro any questions? 
"Place your narker under the sentence nu.,.,bered 1. Read the sentence to your-
self. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." 
Continue: "Put your mrker under the sentence nu.mbered 2; the sentence nwbered 3; 
numbered 4, etc. 
"Turn your booklet over. Do you see a picture of an nirport? Who can rend 
the word under this first picture? (Airports) Who cnn rend the word in the middle 
box? (Cowboys) Do you see a picture of a girl selling leNonndo? What is the word 
under this last picture? (Selling) 
"Read each sentence on this page. If the sentence tells nbout sol"'ething that 
could hnpren nt an airport, put a mnrk in a box under the picture of an airport. 
If the sentence tells about sorcething cowboys night do, put n ~nrk in a box under 
the word Cowboys. If the sentence has sonething to do with selling goods, put a 
~~rk in a box under the picture of the lenonnde stand and the word Selling. Are 
there any questions? 
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"Place your r.1.'1rker under the sentence nwbered 1. ~ee.d the sentence to 
yourself. Put a m~rk in a box nui'lbered 1, but under tho right picture nnd words." 
Continuo: "Put your rnc.rker under the sentence numbered 2; the sentence n'll!!'bered 3; 
nUJ.--:bered 4, etc. 
11Tu.rn the page and fold it back as I do. 11 Demonstrate. "Do you see a picture 
of a boy and a broken window? Who will read the words under the first picture? 
(Something Wrong) It is wrong to break a window, isn't it? Who will read the words 
under the picture of the girl with her finger to her lips? (Qviet Times) The girl 
in the picture seems to be saying 'Keep still.' Do you see a picture with both sun 
and rain? What is the word under this last picture? (Changes) There has been a 
change in the weather from a sunny day to a rainy day. 
"Read each sentence on this page. If the sentence tells about something that 
is wrong, put a mark in a box under the Picture of the boy and the broken window. 
If the sentence tells about a quiet time, put a mark in a box under the words 
Quiet Times. If the sentence tells about a change, put a mark in a box under the 
word C~~. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the sentence numbered 1. Read the sentence to your-
self. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. 11 
Continue: "Put your marker under the sentence numbered 2; the sentence numbered 3; 
numbered 4, etc. 
11Tu.rn your booklet over. Do you sec the pictu·"e of the sun and clouds? l•!ho 
will read the words under the first picture? (In the sky) Do you see the picture 
of the empty glass? What are the words under the middle picture? (All Gone) ~rho 
can read the words in the last box? (To Hake Something) In the picture someone 
seems to be using a hammer and nails to make something. 
11Read each sentence on this page. If the sentence tolls abot1t something in 
the sky, put a mark in a box under the words In the Sk:y. If the sentence tells 
that something is all gone, put a mark in a box under the picture of the empty 
glass. If the sentence tells about making something, put a m~rk in a box under 
the words To Make Something. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the sentence numbered 1. Read the sentence to your-
self. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." 
Continue: "Put your marker under the sentence numbered 2; the sentence numbered 3; 
numbered 4, etc. 11 
Ask the children to turn the last pnge over and fold it back. Collect tho 
test booklets. 
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Reading- Form B by Mary T. Hayes 
Name 
Last First 
Age: 
Years Months 
Date Tested: 
Sample Items: 
1. puppy 
2. ball 
3. fawn 
4. rose 
Summary of Achievement: 
Vocabulary 
Sentence Meaning 
Total 
·Sex: Boy Girl 
Middle 
I. Q. Grade 
City State 
Toys Flowers Babies 
Raw Scores 
C-1 
??Q 
~~ rn 
-~~ 
~ ~~ ~ l (~·~~ f:J~ ~7(:,~ ~ 
..., ' 
How Part of Ways 
Many Family Sounds a Head to Ride Time 
mother 1. morning 
quack 2. eyes 
uncle ~. bus 
-
yell 4. nose 
seven 5. scooter 
sister 6. ears 
whine 7. night 
brother 8. boat 
:::ough 9. hair 
aunt 10. early 
fifty 11. mouth 
?air 12. train 
:::ousin 13. late 
::row 
' 
14. teeth 
rliece 15. truck 
thirteen 16. lips 
:lozen 17. evening 
grunt 18. minute 
:::heer 19. hour 
nephew 20. carousel 
few 21. chin 
squeal 22. later 
thousand 23. subway 
nowl 24. today 
1ncle 25. horseback 
C-3 
t L_o o ~~- .. i .I / g~ (fJ~ ~ !• o\ G ~~ '( ~[f,l ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ( :@}a ~ r \ ~ ~ ,, . J~) '!J ~ 
Cutting Place Ways to To 
Tools Words Birds Insects Find Out Ta:k 
1. knife 1. listen 
2. on 2. ant 
3. over 3. experimE lnt 
4. duck 4. look 
5. robin 5. steal 
I 
6. saw 6. butterfly 
7. behind 7. investiga e 
8. rooster 8. capture 
9. razor 9. mosquito 
10. below 10. ask 
11. blade 11. catch 
12. near 12. seize 
13. canary 13. examine 
14. ostrich 14. hornet 
15. by 15. study 
16. hatchet 16. observe 
17. beside 17. wasp 
18. against 18. explore 
19. sparrow 19. cricket 
20. mower 20. fly 
21. sword 21. confiscat~ 
22. parrot 22. silk worn 
23. clippers 23. moth 
24. parakeet 24. accept 
25. stork 25. grab 
C-4 
2_10 
-~ #£ ~ a 
~ '~ -~ 'tl r. :, ' ~f. ~ 
'\ ~1 ~ J •:, ~ ')r 
Things Ways to Water To To Send 
to Eat Say It Moving Covering Destroy News 
~ookies 1. break 
;hout 2. blanket 
;tream 3. smash 
.vhisper 4 . rug 
~heese 5. conversatior 
;hower 6. telephone 
:ell 7. quilt 
;pray 8. radio 
~ggs 9. shatter 
:alk 10. bedspread 
mtter 11. television 
;plash 12. skin 
;peak 13. wreck 
~ereal 14. sheet 
~xclaim 15. awning 
:neat 16. notice 
~all 17. devastate 
.nundate 18 . messenger 
;ugar 19. wrapping 
:rickle ~0. telegraph 
~hatter ~1. demolish 
~rackers ~2. bulletin 
)ercolate 23. tarpaulin 
~ream 24. raze 
;prinkle 25. sombrero 
C-5 
. .. L ~ 
_,. jl\ ?' 
J 
\ 
~ I ,\~ ~ 1 :~ ~ J \\\~ D~NGt 14 ) 
To T< 
Music Warnings Homes Decorate Weather l 
1. cabin 1. stairs 
2. piano 2. warm 
3. signal 3. cloudy 
4. tent 4. lace 
5. melody 5. airplane 
6. sign 6. flowers 
7. cottage 7. escalator 
8. scale 8. fringe 
9. bunkhouse 9. ribbon 
10. siren 10. balloon 
11. lightship 11. wreath 
1"-, 
'-'• harmony 12. thunder 
13 .• guitar 13. humidity 
14. forecast 14. tassel 
15. hive 15. tower 
16. burrow 16. blizzard 
17. rhythm 17. rocket 
18. buoy 18. fog 
19. apartment 19. ramp 
20. fiddle 20. thunder 
21. palace 21. beads 
22. flag 22. hurricane 
23. semaphore 23. companionwa ~ 
24. harmonica 24. buckle 
25. hut 25. freezing 
C-6 
peak 
pull 
lift 
spire 
scales 
carry 
slide 
summit 
meter 
barometer 
push 
guage 
pinnacle 
thermometer 
roll 
crown 
yardstick 
dome 
compare 
belfry 
sail 
crest 
speedometer 
drag 
steeple 
-. 
The To 
Top To Move ~easure 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
C-7 
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~ ~~ ~4 ~ ~ 1'1 , ~ Y' I' ~ ~~ ,, 
To Hold fAnimal Pleasant 
Things Weaponf Feelings 
wallet 
antlers 
happy 
odor 
quills 
basket 
teeth 
poison 
pleased 
stinger 
cheerful 
suitcase 
delighted 
tusks 
cupboard 
contented 
horns 
buffet 
amused 
cabinet 
camouflage 
portfolio 
comfortable 
locker 
ecstatic 
~~L 11ft ~ i1 I~ ~ S${ lfU ' 
Safet 
Toys At School Helpe 
1. Miss Brown taught the class a new song. 
2. Down the street came the hook-and-ladder truck. 
3. Ann planned a talk to give to the class. 
4. A spring made the clown pop out of the box. 
5. Men climb long ladders to put out fires. 
6. The group learned a new game at recess time. 
7. The doctor put a MUMPS sign on Dick's house. 
8. It was Jack's turn to wash the chalkboards. 
9. Sarah got a walking doll for her birthday. 
10. Pedro liked to collect the spelling papers. 
11. Ted passed out the reading books to his group. 
12. Men came to inspect the frozen food plant. 
13. Fuzzy Bear will dance if you wind him up. 
14. From his lookout the ranger watches for fires. 
15. Ellen showed her science notebook to the class. 
16. A tiny dancer twirled about on the table top. 
17. The weather bureau sent out storm warnings. 
18. Marilyn traded paper dolls for a music box. 
19. The scout leader told the boys about poison ivy. 
20. Miss Hall read a library book to the children. 
21. Joe's miniature truck will really dump dirt. 
22. Class helpers were listed on the bulletin board. 
23. Mario wanted new track for his electric train. 
24. Speeding cars are sometimes reported by radar. 
25. A monkey two inches tall came with the organ. 
~ ~/' t.Q A <.;I~:.,. -12.. ~~~ "' ~ re: ~~ ~~ ~ ~ !'.'. ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
Airports Cowboys Selling 
The man let the puppy go for a dollar. 
Pete liked to ride fences with Shorty. 
Chee got a good price for his pig. 
People watch the planes take off. 
:>kip went into the corral for his pony. 
L-ights help the pilot land safely. 
Pete threw his rope over a cow's head. 
Runways stretch out from the hangars. 
Mr. Small put price tags on the coats. 
~ach calf must have the owner's brand. 
Baggage is weighed before it is checked. 
rony charged ten cents for the popcorn. 
~very boy on a ranch likes roundup time. 
~ou can hear the shriek of jet engines. 
The farmer had many turkeys for sale. 
~ed swung his lasso around his head. 
~ear the hangar is a radar tower. 
~ TV commercial told about a deodorant. 
ti'light schedules are posted on the wall. 
rhe salesman showed samples of shoes. 
rhe stratoliner taxied down the runway. 
Vlany of the men ride herd at night. 
fhe wholesale market is a busy place. 
!\n auction was held at the Hill farm. 
:ugh-heeled boots help the rider stay in the 
;;addle. 
C-9 
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Something Quiet 
Wrong Times Chang 
1. After lunch the boys rested for a time. 
2. A calf may grow up to be a cow. 
3. People left papers around in the park. 
4. The water in the ice-cube tray froze. 
5. Everyone in the house was sound asleep. 
6. Coal in the fireplace burns to ashes. 
7. The boys did not talk as they fished. 
8. Bob parked the car by a fire hydrant. 
9. A butterfly came out of the chrysalis. 
10. Not a sound could be heard in the woods. 
11. House paint will dissolve in turpentine. 
12. Dan left his bicycle in the driveway. 
13. Miss Hall would not pay her income tax. 
14. Humus is made from decayed plants. 
15. Jim tried to mail a letter without a stamp. 
16. Bud was careful not to wake the baby. 
17. Paul cheated when he was '~t" for the game. 
18. Some animals hibernate all winter. 
19. Joe laughed at the new boy's crutches. 
20. It was siesta time in the village. 
21. The cowboy slept alone under the stars. 
22. The sky gets darker toward night time. 
23. Turtles are hatched from eggs. 
24. The twins talked out loud in the movies. 
25. Ted's shadow gets shorter around noon. 
C-10 
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In the All To Make 
Sky Gone Something 
The boys built a house for the new puppy. 
Janet ate the last cookie on the plate. 
Millions of stars shine both day and night. 
Sally knit a blue sweater for her doll. 
All the water had evaporated from the pan. 
Jack hopes to visit the moon some t"ime. 
Men and machines· worked to build the new road. 
Shooting stars are really falling meteors. 
Some logs are ground into pulp for paper. 
Machines weave the thread into cotton cloth. 
There was not a single button ~elton his coat. 
'n ~ '-~ \"\ '0 0'«"' . The moon is the nearest.. to our earth. 
Mother baked an angel cake for the party. 
The sun is the center of our solar system. 
No leaves were left on the big maple tree. 
The potter shaped the clay into a bowl. 
Jerry carved a tiny elephant from soap. 
A new moon can be seen for only a short time. 
A bricklayer builds strong walls with bricks. 
Every bird had disappeared from the garden. 
People watch the Milky Way through a telescope. 
Maple sap becomes sirup when boiled. 
Sunlight is brighter than moonlight. 
Dick found the family refrigerator empty. 
All the animals vanished when the car drove up. 
C-11 
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Specific Directions for Listening Test - Form B 
Distribute test booklets and markers. Say: "Today you are going to play 
a listening game. Find the place on the front pare of your booklet that has the 
l·Jord ~. 11 Demonstrate with your booklet. 11Frite your name in the space after 
the word Name, your last name first, your first name, and then your middle name or 
initial. " Make sure that names are on all booklets. 
ll:.>lace the short roarker under the boxes with the pictures and words. Fho 
can reed the word under the first picture? (Toys) Yes~ the word is Toys. The 
picture will help you remember, because a wind-up clown is a toy. ~~at is the 
word in the middle box? Yes, the word Flowers is under a picture of a flower. 
~~t is the word in the last box? Yes, the word Babies is under the picture of 
a baby. 
11Place your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I say a word: EYJmY• 
Is a pupp,y a toy? (No.) Do not put a mark under the word Toys, because a puppy 
is not a toy. Is a puppy a flower? No, so do not put a mark under the word 
Flowers. Is a puppy a baby? Yes, so put a mark (X} under the word Babiea." 
Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 2. Iisten as I say a word: ~· 
Is a ball a toy? Yes, so put a mark (X) in the box numbered 2, but under the 
word ToY!;!. 11 Demonstrate with your booklet. 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 3. listen as I say a word: fawn. 
Is a fawn a toy? A flower? A bab;? Yes, a fawn is a baby. So put a ~rk (X) 
in a box nUJ'I"bered 3, but under the word Babies." Demonstrate. 
"'Place your marker under the box numbered 4. Hsten as I say a word: ~· 
Is a rose a toy? A flower? Yes, a rose is a flo,.,er. So put a mark (X) in a box 
numbered 4, but under the word El2l:l!i!.t.!!•" Demonstrate. 
"Turn the first page of your booklet over and fold it baclr like this. 11 
Demonstrate. 11 'Place your marker under the row of pictures and ~1ords at the left-
hand side of the page." Demonstrate. "Who can read the words in the first box? 
(How l~ny) The number 2 tells how many, doesn't it? Who can read the word in 
the middle box? (Family) The picture shows a mother, father, and a boy. Who 
can read the word in the third box? {Sounds) The picture of an ear will help 
you to remember the word because you hear sounds with your ears. 
11Now I want you to listen as I say some words. If the word I say tells how 
many, put a mark in a box under the number 2 and the words How Yany. If the word 
I say names a relative (member of a family), put a mark in a box under the picture 
of people and the word Family. Are there any questions? 11 Ee.•sure the children 
understand the meaning of the categories. 
n:olace your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: Hother. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word. Put your 
marker under the box numbered 2. Listen as I say a word: guack. :Out a mark in 
a box numbered 2, but under the right picture and words." C.ontinue in the same way, 
giving the number of the box and the word to listen for, as given below. Pause 
between each word long enough to count silently to seven. 
-2-
Box 3 - uncle Box 11 - fiftx 
Box 4 -~ Box 12 - ~ 
Box 5 -~ Box 13 - cousin 
Box 6 - §iste[ Box 14 -~ 
Box 7 -~ Box 15 -~ 
Box 8 - b[other Box 16 - thirteen 
Box 9 - cowzh Box 17 - doze~ 
Box 10 -~ Box 18 - .G.l!m 
Box 19 - r·heer 
Box 20 - nephew 
Box 21- few 
Box 22 - sgueal 
Box 23 - thousand 
Box24-~ 
Box 25 - uncle 
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''Move your morker to the top of the page on the right-hr,nd side." Demonstrate. 
"Vho can read the words in the first box? (Parts of a Head) 'The picture will help 
you remember bece.use it is a wo~n's head. Who can reao the words in the midcle box? 
(Ways to Ride) A wagon is a way to ride, isn 1t it? Who will reac the word in the 
last box? (Time) A clock is one way to tell tir·e, isn 1t it? 
"Now I want you to listen as I say some words. If the word I say names a part 
of a head, put a mark in a box under the picture of a woman's hea0 and the words 
Parts of a Ueag. If the word I say names a way to ride, put a mark in a box under 
the picture of a wagon. If the word is about tire, put a mark in a box under the 
picture of a clock and the word ~. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. listen as I say a word: morning. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Pause long 
enough to count silently to seven before asking the child to move to the next box. 
Continue: "Put your marker under the box numbered 2. Listen: ~· Put a reark in 
a box numbered 2, but under the right picture and words." Continue in the same 
way, giving the box number and word, ns follows: 
Box 3- ma 
Box 4 - !12§! 
Box 5 - scoo:!cer 
Box 6 - ~ 
Box 7 -~ 
Box 8 - ~ 
Box 9 - hair 
Box 10 -~ 
Box 11 - mouth 
Box 12 - t[ain 
Box 13 - late 
Box14-~ 
Box 15 -~ 
Box 16 - lin§ 
Box 17 - ~vening 
Box 18 - minute 
Box 19 -~ 
Box 20 - Qarousel 
Box21-~ 
Box 22 - later 
Box 23 - subwe,y 
Box24-~ 
Box 25 - horseback 
"Turn the page over and fold it back as I do. 11 Demonstrate. "Place your 
marker under the pictures of a pair of scissors, a dog under the table, and a bird. 
~Jho can read the wordsunder the scissors? (Cutting Tools) Under the second picture? 
(Place Words) Yes, the dog is under the table, isn't he? ~ is a place word. 
What is the word under the third picture? (Birds) 
"I is ten as I say some words. If the word names a tool that can cut, put a rne.rk 
in a box under the scissors, because scissors are cutting tools. If the word is 
used to tell where something is, put a mark in a box under the nicture of the dog 
under the table. If the word is the name of a bird, put a mark in a box under the 
picture of the bird. Are there any questions? 
11 Place your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: !mi!:~· 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right word and picture." Continue 
giving only box number and word. Pause for a silent count of seven between items. 
Read the following: 
Box 2 - .2!1 
Eox .3 -~ 
Box 4 -~ 
Box 5 - robin 
Eox 6 - Ul! 
Box 7 - behind 
Box 8 - rooster 
Box 9 - J:U2I: 
-.3-
Box 10 -~ 
Box 11 -~ 
Box 12 - DIS 
Box 1.3 - C'Ml'Y 
Box 14 - ostrich 
Box 15-m 
Box 16 - ba tchet 
Box 17 - besige 
Box 18 - against 
Box 19 - sparrow 
Box20-~ 
Box 21 -~ 
Box 22 - oorro.t 
Box 2.3 - clippers 
Box 24 - parakeet 
Box 25 - stork 
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"'~ove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of a beetle, a boy 
reading, and the hand taking an apple. Who can read the word under the picture of a 
beetle? (Insects) Under the boy reading? (Ways to Find Out) Reading is one way 
to find out thin~s, isn't it? 'l,.!ho will read the words under the hand taking an 
apple? (To Take) 
"listen as I say sore words. If the word I say is the name of an insect, put 
a mark in a box under the picture of a beetle. If the word I say names a way to find 
answers, put a mrk in a box under the ricture of a bo~- reading. If the word I say 
means to take, put a mark in a box under the picture of the hand taking the apple 
and the words To Take. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: listen. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue 
givine box number and word. Pause between each item long enough to count silently 
to seven. 
Box 2- ant 
Box .3 - experiment 
Box 4- l£gk 
Box5-n.Bl 
Box 6 - butterfly 
Box 7 - inyestigatg 
Box 8 - a,pture 
Box 9 - moscuito 
Box 10 - w 
Box 11 -~ 
Box 12 - l.@iu 
Box 1.3 - exe.mine 
Box 14 - hornet 
Box 15 -~ 
Box 16 - obsme 
Box 17 - 3&1J2 
Box 18 - ~plore 
Box 19 - cric}Set 
Box 20 -fly 
Box 21 - ~onfig~a 
Box 22 - si1kworm 
Box 2.3 - moth 
Box 24 - accept_ 
Box 25 - ~ 
"Turn over your booklet as I do." Demonstrate. "Place your marker under the 
pictures of groceries, two beys talking, and a waterfall. Hho can read the words ~­
der the first picture? (Things to Eat) Under the rniddle picture? (Ways to Say It} 
Talking is one way to say something, isn't it? So the picture of t.he boys talking 
will help you to remember. Under the tr.ird picture? (Water MOving) 
"Listen as I say some words. If the word I say names something to eat, put a 
mark in a box under the picture of groceries. If the word I say tells a way to say 
something, put a mark in a box un.der the picture of the boys talking. If the word 
tells a way in which water sometimes moves, put a mark in a box under the picture 
of the waterfall. Are there any questions? 
"Place your J'i'l8rker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: cookiea. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue 
giving box number and word as follows: 
Box 2 - shout 
Eox .3 - Stream 
Box 4 - whisper 
Box 5 - cheese 
Box 6 - showpr 
Box 7 - lJtll 
Box 8 -~ 
bOX 9 - tiD 
-4-
Box 10 - ~ 
Box ll - butter 
Box 12 - splash 
Eox 1.3 -~ 
Box 14 - cerea~ 
Eox 15 - mcclaim 
Box 16 - meat 
Box 17 - call 
Box 18 - inundat~ 
Box 19 -~ 
Box 20 - trickle 
Box 21 - chatter 
Eox 22 - srackei§ 
Box 2.3 - ~.cola.tg 
Box 24 - cream 
Box 25 - §prinkle 
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"Move your mPrker to the top of the page unve:r- the nictures of an umbrella 
a fire, and some letters. Who can read the word under the umbrella? (Covering~ 
Under the fire? (To Destroy) Under the letters? (To Send ~ews) 
11I.isten as I say soMe words. If the word I say names something that is used 
as a covering, put a mark in a box under the picture of an umbrella, because an 
u.'!lbrella is used as a covering. If the word tells a way to destroy thinfS, put a 
marl ... under the picture of a fire because a fire destroys by burning. If the word 
names a way to send news, put a mark in a box under the picture of letters, because 
news can be sent in letters. Are there any questionsl 
1
'Place your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: bt~}}. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right pictures and words." Continue, 
pausing after each item long enough to count silently to seven. Reed the following: 
Box 2 - blan1tet 
Box.)-~ 
Box 4 - .tY& 
Box 5 - conversation 
Box 6 - telephone 
Box 7- guilt 
Box 8- radio 
Box 9 - §hatter 
Box 10 - bedspread 
Box 11 - television 
Box 12- U!n 
Box 1.3 - wreck 
Boxl4-~ 
Box 15 - awning 
Box 16 - pptice 
Box 17 - devastate 
Box 18 - messenger 
Box 19 - wrapping 
iox 20 - telegraph 
Box 21 - ~molish 
Box 22 - bu1letin 
Box 2.3 - tgrpaulin 
Box 24 - raze 
Box 25 - sombrero 
"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "Put your marker under 
the picture of music, a danger sign, and some houses. l<Jho can read the word in the 
first box? (l•1usie) The middle box? (Warnings) The third box? (Homes) 
11listen as I say so:rre words. If the word I say is one that has to do with 
music, put a mark in a box under the word ~. If the word names a way to warn 
people of danger, put a mark in a box under \-Tarnin~. If the word is the name of a 
kind of home, put a mark in a box under the word Homes. Are there any questions? 
11Place your marker under the box numbered 1. I!isten as I say a word: cabin. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and word." Continue, 
giving number of box and word as follows: 
Box2-~ 
Box .3 - sigll!\1 
Box 4 -~ 
Box 5 - melgd¥ 
Box 6 -.!!In 
Box 7 - s;pttago 
Box 8 - !all 
Box 9 - bygkhouse 
Box 10 - nun 
Box 11 - lightship 
Box 12 - hannoav 
Box 1.3 - guitar 
Box 14 - toregast 
Box 15 -!liD 
Box 16 - burrow 
Box 17 - rhvt.bm 
Box 18- Ji&2x 
Box 19 - apartmgnt 
Box 20 - fiddle 
Box 21 - mlace 
Box 22- .UU 
Box 23 - spmaph9re 
Box 24 - harmonis;a 
Box 25 - but 
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"Ibve your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of a feather, 
lightning and rain, and a ladder. Who can read the words in the box under the 
feather? (To Decorate) Yes, a feether is sometines used to decorate a hat, isn't 
it? vJhat is the word under the pictu 1 e of rain and lightning? (Weather) Wbo will 
read the words in the last box? (To Go Up) A ladder is a way to go up, isn't it? 
"Listen as I say some words. If the word I say names something used to decorate 
as an ornament, put a mark in a box under the picture or a feather. If the word is 
used in talking about weather, put a mark in a box under the picture of rain and 
lightning and the word Weather. If the word names a way to go up, put a mark in a 
box under the picture or a ladder and the words To Go Up. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. r.isten as I say a word: stairs. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words. 11 Continue by 
reading the following. Pause for a silent count of seven between items: 
Box 2 - warm 
Box J - cloudy 
Box4-~ 
Box 5 - airJ?lan~ 
Box 6 - !:lowers 
Box 7 - egca1ator 
Box e - fringe 
Box 9 - ribbon 
Box 10 - balloon 
Box 11 - wreath 
Box 12 - thunder 
Box 13 - humiditY 
Box 14 - tassel 
Box 15 - tower 
Box 16 - blizzard 
BOx 17 - rocket 
Box 18 - fog 
Box 19 - I.WDJ2 
Box 20 - thunder 
Box 21 - beads 
Box 22 - hurricane 
Box 23 - companionwaz 
Box 24 - buckle 
Box 25 - free~ing 
"Turn your booklet over. Put your marker under the pictures or a church steeple, 
a moving van, and a tape measure. Who can read the words in the first box? (The 
Top) A steeple is the top of the church. In the middle box? (To !~ove) In the 
third box? (To Measure) Using a tape measure is one way to tell how big or how 
long something is. 
"Listen as I say some words. If the word I say means the top of something, put 
a mark in a box under the steeple. If the word tells how a thing can be moved, put 
a mark in a box under the picture of the moving van and the words To Mo~. If the 
words names something used to measure, put a mark in a box under the pictu~e of the 
tape measure and the words To Measyro. Are there any questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. Listen as I say a word: ~. 
Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the right picture and words." Continue 
with the following: 
Box 2- pul:}. 
Box 3 - .JJJ:! 
Box 4 - Wt! 
Box 5 - scaJ.gs 
Box 6 -~ 
Box 7 -~ 
Box 8 - summit 
Box 9 -~ 
Box 10 - barometer 
Box 11- mW! 
Box 12- im!G 
Box 13 - pinpac1e 
Box 14 - thermometer 
Box 15 -~ 
Box 16 - crown 
Box 17 - yar9§ti9k 
Box 18- dome 
Box 19 - compare 
Box 20 - ~lfil 
Box 21 - Af!1l 
Box 22 - crest 
Box 23 - cnmsmometer 
Box 24 - drag· · 
Box 25 - steeple 
"Hove your marker to the top of the page under the pictures of the chest of 
drawers, an animal's claw, and a boy smiling. Who can read,the words in the first 
box? (To Hold Things) In the middle box? (Animal Weapons) In the last box? 
(Pleasant Feelings) 
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11 Listen as I say a word. If the word I say names something which will hold 
things, put a mark in a box under the picture of the chest because its drawers will 
hold things. If the word names something that animals use to protect themselves 
from ene!llies, put a mark under the picture of a claw. Claws are used as weapons by 
some animals. If the word names a feelinr that is pleasant, put a mark in a box 
under the picture of the boy smiling and the words Pleapant Feelings. Are there 
any questions?" Read the following aloud: 
Box 1 - wallet 
Box 2 - antlers 
Box3-~ 
Box4-~ 
Box 5 - quills 
Box 6 - basket 
Box ? - teeth 
Box 8 - poison 
Box 9 - pleased 
Box 10 - stinger 
Box 11 - cheerful 
Box 12 - suitcase 
Box 13 - ~elighted 
Box14-~ 
Box 15 - cupboard 
Box 16 - contented 
Box 1? - horne 
Box 18 - buffet 
Box 19 - amused 
Box 20 - cabinet 
Box 21 - ,Simouflag~ 
Box 22 - portfolio 
Box 23 - comfortable 
Box 24 - locker 
Box 25 - ~atic 
"Turn the page and fold it back as I do." Demonstrate. "On this page I want 
you to listen as I read some sentences • You will need the long marker. Who can 
read the word in the box under the picture of a spinning top? (Toys) ~~o can read 
the words in the middle box? (At School) Who can read the words in the last box? 
(Safety Helpers) The picture of a fireman will help you remember because a fireman 
helps to keep people safe, doesn't he? 
"Listen carefully as I read each sentence. If the sentence I read tells about 
a toy, put a mark in a box under the word ~. If the sentence I read tells about 
something that could happen in school, put a mark in a box under the words a! 
Sphool. If the sentence tells about a helper that keeps people safe, put a mark in 
a box under the picture of a fireman and the words Safety Helpers. Are there any 
questions? 
"Place your marker under the box numbered 1. l-isten to this sentence: ~ 
Brown taught the class a new song. Put a mark in a box numbered 1, but under the 
right picture. Continue reading the following sentences, pausing after each one 
to count silently to ten. 
Box 2 - Down the §treet came the hook-and-ladder truck. 
Box 3 - Ann p1anned & talk to giye to the class. 
Box 4 - A spring mad~ the clown pop out of the box. 
Box 5 - Hen climb long ladders to put out fires. 
Box 6 - The group learned ~ new game at recess time. 
Box ? - The doctor put a MUMPS sign on Dick's house. 
Box 8 - It was Jack's tyrn to wash the chalkboards. 
Box 9 - Sarah got a walking doll for he~ birthdaY. 
Box 10 - Pedro liked tg collect the spelling papers. 
Box 11 - Ted pa§se~ out the reading books to hi§ grgup. 
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Box 12 - Men camt to wspect tbt lroztn food p;J.ant. 
Box 13 - fuzz.y Bear yill dance it xoy. yin4 M; up. 
Box 14 - Frgm hia lgokog$ tpe rangar yat9he1 for fires, 
Box 15 - El1ep sbowcd btr sqicnc• notlboo.i to tbt. cla.u. 
Box 16 - A tinv danger twirlfd ab9ut on the table top. 
Box 17 - lbe wgathtr bu£eu sent . oy.t storm warping•. 
Box 18 - t§ril.m tradtpd RApe; dolls for a JQUiiC boX e 
Box 19 - The socnzt .,ader told the boYs Aboyj; poiaoD in. 
Box 20- Miss Ball red a l,.bry:x ~k to the ~il4rM• 
Box 21 - Jog's mipfpturg trucJt will reallt clumP dirt. 
Box 22 - Class hglpers were listgd on ijle bu1letin board. 
Box 23 - M.lr:is wanted. nw track tor his elg:triq train. 
Box 24 - SpeogtDg patf VI somotimea reportt4 bx rader. 
Box 25 - & PmJlkeY t)IO in9hea tAll Ami With the OrRIDe 
~ your booklet over. Do you see a picture ot an airport? Who can read the 
word under this first picture? (Airports) Who can read the word in the middle box? 
(Cowba,Ja) Do you see a picture of a girl se111Dg lemonade? What ia the word under 
this last picture? (Selling) 
"Listen a• I read each sentence. It the sentence I read tells about something 
that could happen at an airport, JNt a llllrk in a box under the picture of an airport. 
It the sentence tells about something covbo)ra might do, JNt a mrk in a box under 
the word Coyboxa. If the sentenet has something to do with selling goods, JNt a 
mark in a box under the picture of the lemonade stand and the WOI'il §ellf¥• Are · 
there anr queetion•?" Read the following: 
Box 1 - The map lgt the WRPX co tor a 4Q]]•r. 
Box 2- Pete liked to ri4t tsu with Sbprtl. 
Box 3 - Cbge cot a good ;ripe tor his pig. 
Box 4 - Pcoplp vat9h the plapea tap oU. 
Box ~ - Skip wept into th' egrra1 tor bia wg. 
Box 6 - lichta help lho Rilot land yttl.Y. 
Box 7 - PeS• ~IH his rppe over a cqw'• hpad. 
Box 8 - Bunvau •tz:etgh Put trpm th' MPRD • 
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Bcx 9 - Mr. Small wt prige t&es on the goats. 
Box 10 - Each Cilf JDUSt baye the QWR8£ I I brand• 
Box 11 - Bamce is weiKhad batore it is checke<J. 
Box 12 - Tp ch8rceq ten cents fpr the popgorn. 
Box 13 - Even bgx 2D a IUch likes roundl!P time. 
Box l4 - You can ltoar tha sb£1ai pf 3 et epginet. 
Box 15 - The larmer had menv twkexs f9r tale. 
Box 16 - Ned slJ!apg hia las§o tfOUQd his head• 
Box 17 - Near the h•per is a ra4ar towv. 
Bax 16 • A fV commercial $olg ab9Y$ a deodorant. 
Box 19 - Fli&bt ocht~es are pos~ed op tbe wall, 
Box 20 - Ihe §lli~D sh2wed §AMPlts of ab9ea. 
Box 21 - 'fhe straj;oUner taxied down tbe rupyax. 
Box 22 - J»n:y of 5he men ride herd at Qight. 
Box 23 - Dle whglesa.le maz:tat is a ~ place. 
Box 24 - An auc·Uon no held at the Hill farm. 
Box 25 - High-peeled bostl help ~be rider s~ in the sadd1e. 
u:Turn the pe.ae and fold it back as I do~" Demonstrate. "Do you eee a picture 
of a bo7 and a broken window? Who will reed the words under the first picture? 
(Something 'Wrong} It is wrong to break a window, ian 't it? \.lho will read the words 
under the picture of the girl with her finger to her lips? (Quiet Times) The girl 
in the picture seems to be sqina 'Keep atill. • Do you see a picture with both 
sua and rain? \<'hat is the word under this last picture? (Changes) There has been 
a change in the weather from a sunny day to a railV' day. 
"Listen as I read each sentence. If the sentence I read tells about something 
that is wrong, put a mark in a box under the picture of the boy and the broken win-
dew. If the sentence tells alDut a quiet time, put a mark in a box under the words 
Q]Qet Timet• If the sentence tells about a ehanfe, put a mark in a box under the word 
ChaPCes• Are there any questions?" Reed each of the followill{!' sentences, giving 
box number each time. 
Box 1 • After ~b ~he bgYs rested tor a timp. 
Box 2 - A ;alt MY ilow up to be a cow• 
Box 3 - P19pla left papers aroupd in the park. 
Box 4 - 'Jbe W&ter ip the ice-QPbe tm troze. 
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Box 5 - Evetyone in th§. house was sound asleep. 
Box 6 - Coal in the fireplace burns to ashes. 
Box 7 - The boys gid not ta1k as they fished. 
Box 8 - BQb parked the car bY a fire hYSrant• 
Box 9 - A butterfly cwne out of the chrysalis. 
Box 10 - Not a sound could be heard in the woods, 
Box 11 - House paint will dissolv~Li!l_turpentine. 
Box 12 - Dan left his bicycle in the driveway. 
Box 1.3 - Hiss Hall would not nw her income tax. 
Box 14 - Humus is ID§de from de~yed plants. 
Box 15 - Jim tried to mail a letter without a stamp. 
Box 16 - Bud was careful not to wake the baby. 
Box 17 - Pau1 cheated when he was "It" for the gam~. 
Box 18 - Some animals hiberp§l~_all winter. 
Box 19 - Joe laughed at the new boy's crutches. 
Box 20 - It wa§ siesta tim~ in the village. 
Box 21 - The cowboy slept alone un~er the stars. 
Box 22 - The sky g~~§ darker toward night time. 
Box 2.3 - Turtl~s are hatched from eggs. 
Box 24 - The twins talked out loug in the movie§. 
Box 25- Ted's shadow gets shorter around noon. 
"Turn your booklet over. Do you see the picture of the sun and clouds'l \Tho 
will read the words under the first picture? (In the Sky) Do you see the picture 
of the empty glass? vlliat are the words under the middle picture? (All Gone) ~~o 
can read the words in the last box? (To Make Something) In the picture someone 
seems to be using a hammer and nails to make something. 
"Listen as I reod each sentenee. If the sentence I read tells abcut something 
in the sky, put a mark in a box under the words In the Sky. If the sentence tells 
that something is all gone, nut a mark in a box under the ricture of the empty glass. 
If the sentence tells about making something, put a mark in a box under the words 
To Make Something. Are there any questions?" Read the following, pausing between 
each sentence for a silent count of ten. 
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Box 1 - The boys built a house for the new pupgv. 
Box 2 - Janet ate the last cookie on the plats. 
Box 3 - Millions of stars shine both day_and night, 
Box 4- Sally knit a blue sweater, tor her doll. 
Box 5 - All the water had evapgtated from the pan. 
Box 6 - Jack hopes to visit the m2on some time, 
Box 7 - Men and machines worked to build the new ro§d. 
Box 8 - Shooting stars are really tal1ing meteors. 
Box 9 - Sgme logs are grpund into pulp for paper. 
Box 10 - Machines weave the thread into cotton cloth. 
Box 11 - There was not a single button left on his coat. 
Box 12 - The moon is the nearest n~!ibbOZ tq the eartb, 
Box 13 - M9ther baked an angel cake for the party. 
Box 14 - The sun is the center of our solar system. 
Box 15 - No le~ves were left on the big maPle tree, 
Box 16 - Ibe potter Shaped the clax into a b9wl. 
Box 17 - Jerry caryed a tiny elephant from soap. 
Box 18 - A new mgon can be seen for only a short tim§. 
Box 19 - A bricklaxer builds strong walls wi tb bricks. 
Box 20 - ~Jerr bird haS disappeared from the garden. 
Box 21 - Pegpl~ watcb the Milky Way tbrough a telesgope. 
Box 22 - M§plg sap becomes siryp ¥ben boiled, 
Box 23 - Suplfght is brighter thap moonlight. 
Box 24 - Di9k fgund the family refrigerator empty, 
Box 25 - All the animals XAnished yhen tbo car droV§ up, 
Ask the children to turn the last page over and fold it back. Collect the 
test booklets. 
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APPENDIX F 
TABULATION SHEETS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF TEST ITEMS 
Code Used to Indicate Items Rejected 
The following color code indicates the items that were rejected 
for use in the development of the final test forms and the reasons 
for not retaining them: 
Red: all items that showed no difference as a measure 
of reading and of listening; all items that showed 
a superiority of reading comprehension over 
listening comprehension 
Blue: items that maintained a superiority of listening 
· over reading, but did not show significant 
discriminating power at the higher grade level as 
a measure of reading 
Green: items that showed discriminating power as a 
measure of reading at the higher grade level, 
but did not show a significant difference as 
a measure of reading and of listening for both 
grades 
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TABULATION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR GRADES TWO AND THREE 
TO VOCABULARY TEST ITEMS FOR FORM A 
Difference 
Nuni:>er of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
~"-"''~"';...·,,~ ~""""''···,~···94. ~-~··· 
year 224 168 99 93.5 5.5 
m. ~,,, .• ,.. ..~'Z2 98•5'~· ·~·"'96' 2.5-·" 
trot 212 143 93.5 80 13.5 
door 224 172 99 96 3 
hustle 212 124 93.5 69 24.5 
attic 209 100 92 55.5 36.5 
week 215 163 95 91 4 
,2.lQ. .. _ .... 1\11 iLia 9~<. i·'''*'·"-~"' .'>,~ 
floor 222 173 98 96.5 1.5 
rush 218 162 96 90.5 5.5 
wall 222 164 98 91.5 6.5 
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• • 
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2·~ Qmmt .. I m ~ "'~-~:~'\.'&:"tl.l-}'llfo.. 
chimney 215 161 95 89.5 5.5 
month 213 153 94 85 9 
basement 220 137 97 76 21 
gallop 220 148 97 83 14 
scamper 213 ll6 94 64.5 29.5 
porch 215 142 95 79 16 
century 166 88 73 49 24 
accelerate 114 62 5o 34.5 15.5 
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Listening Reading Listening Reading 
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172 
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142 
219 155 
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82 
lo6 
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98.5 
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87 .. c. '··~·, 
91· ,,,., •. ;.,, ... *" 
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94.5 
92.5 
93.5 
51.5 
65 
61 
82 
86 
19 
45.5 
59 
56 
55.5 
4 
18.5 
4 
- 2.5,, 
2.5 
8.5 
3.5 
1·· 
·1· 
·2' 
8.5 
13.5 
8 
12 
6 
5 
26.5 
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Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
scarlet 135 80 59.5 44.5 12 
several 190 110 84 61 23 
turquoise 143 87 63 48.5 14.5 
picture 207 141 91.5 78.5 13 
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hoop 164 101 72.5 56 16.5 
monkey 221 169 97.5 94 3.5 
goat 224 171 99 95.5 3.5 
tire 209 118 92 65.5 26.5 
~""l.'lJJ...<-··· 9r.-......... , .. -~-" ··0'-''' 
orange 215 128 95 71.5 23.5 
elephant 218 167 96 93 3 
model 177 109 78 60.5 17.5 
copy 181 138 80 77 3 
Test Item 
sixpence 
asparagus 
..... 
coins 
witch 
lake 
:Me!fll :!M'' 
peW 
elf 
nuts 
J....-.es 
goblin 
• 
river 
~ 
peaches 
.:J,Q&. 
fairy 
€.-
itiiM1m' 
wizard 
~ 
troll 
puddle 
plums 
giant 
:Gild ;a.. 
Difference 
Number of Fer Cent of in Favor 
Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
17.5 
20.5 
209 
212 
220 
220 
219 
21.5 
222 
222 
218 
18.5 
124 
112 
124 
146 
1.59 
163 
166 
148 
168 
14.5 
160 
13.5 
6&--.·-#, 
194 132 
209 140 
218 144 
220 144 
77 
90 • .5 
92 
93 • .5 
97 
97 
96..5 
9.5 
98 
98 
96 
81..5 
8.5..5 
92 
96 
97 
69 
62 • .5 
69 
82 
88 • .5 
91 
92 • .5 
83 
93 • .5 
81 • .5 
89 
7.5 
73 • .5 
78 
80 • .5 
80 • .5 
8 
28 
23 
11..5 
8..5 
,. ~:,J.,, 
6 
4 
4..5 
16 • .5 
~ 
7 
-~5~ 
6..5 
-. .a,. 
12 
14 
1.5..5 
16 • .5 
~ 
255 
256 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
marbles 215 153 95 85 10 
counterfeit 158 105 69.5 58.5 11 
giraffe 223 134 98.5 74.5 24 
reproduce 181 98 80 54.5 25.5 
-~< 22.2. .. ,,.,.,,,, ... , ''·" .-J.:la 96 .:i····· · ... ,"·96.5 ,: ,l..c.$0 .. 
quarter 217 129 96 72 24 
lettuce 223 164 98.5 91.5 7 
onion 225 110 99.5 61 38.5 
dollar 223 168 98.5 93.5 5 
penny 223 162 98.5 90.5 8 
cabbage 224 171 99 95.5 3.5 
.Jihen· 2alr-''"'' ··"·Mh 27.,. <97 .. '"'··5·f 
nickel 221 164 97.5 91.5 6 
~ ~ . -l@llFiqi74 C):j..;-;,,"'"''""'"'~·:· .<~;;-·1· 
potato 219 156 96.5 86 10.5 
~ ~4 -"~"'·""-'"""'-"'97 "'"c~~ 
dime 217 164 96 91.5 4.5 
.Deefts 2).2....-..... - ..... !67 91.5···· ,.,~93 ,;·•·--.;~r;. 
cent 219 146 96.5 82 14.$ 
beet 212 157 93.5 87.5 6 . 
~ ~--:!67 95-6···""'-·,.--93 fi''"!'~5 
broccoli 189 125 83.5 69.5 14 
~ ~-~~,...,,~,6 9(,.$, "''"~-~ •• l,5 
celery 214 127 94.5 71 23.5 
peas 217 159 96 88.5 ?.5 
... - ... -... .. 
-
weary 193 112 85 62.5 2~: ·':' 
turnpike 151' 78 66.5 ~.~.3.5 23 
- . ..,..,..,- .... it,......-~..,..,...~,_..,. ________ 
«:::iiii ... -:.·-·-· ~-~~·.~~-
257 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
dragon 202 123 89 68.5 20.5 
mermaid 194 114 85.5 63.5 22 
~Jhhgr l~-'"'"ie7 ~, .. ~ .. -~, 
·"''·""'-"" 
leprechaun 168 84 74 46.5 27.5 
wool 220 139 91 11.5 19.5 
hotel 197 1'"3J' 87 7T ~p 
magic 198 143 87.5 80 1.5 
rayon 204 125 90 69.5 20.5 
skyscraper 153 110 67.5 61 6.5 
nylon 211 141 93 78.5 14.5 
secret 213 133 94 74 20 
factory 196 110 86.5 61 25.5 
problem 207 121 91.5 67.5 24 
silk 218 157 96 87.5 8.5 
silo 171 90 15.5 5o 25.5 
leather 203 123 89.5 68.5 21 
mystery 205 121 90.5 67.5 23 
orlon 210 117 92.5 65 27.5 
mansion 102 60 45 33.5 11.5 
fur 214 136 94.5 75.5 19 
riddle 195 122 86 68 18 
barracks 135 15 59.5 41.5 18 
cotton 214 142 94.5 19 15.5 
maze 123 92 54 51 3 
garage 211 108 93 60 33 
258 
Difference 
Nunber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
puzzle 176 125 77.5 69.5 8 
linen 202 121 89 67.5 21.5 
conundrum 87 63 38 35 3 
hospital 199 129 88 72 16 
woman 208 152 92 85 1 
broom 218 162 96 90.5 5.5 
moldy 188 122 83 68 15 
neighbors 216 163 95.5 91 4.5 
soap 184 140 81 78 3 
gentleman 211 136 93 75.5 17.5 
wash 221 154 97.5 86.5 11 
fragrant 208 124 92 69 23 
parents 214 116 94.5 64.5 30 
spicy 182 104 80 58 22 
fists: gent ~·~"'B ~~ ---~~"' 
perfumed 216 129 95.5 72 23.5 
scour 139 93 61.5 51.5 10 
rancid 106 63 46.5 35 11.5' 
lady 199 145 88 81.5 6.5 
savory 109 72 48 40 8 
brush 217 152 96 85 11 
e*•••r 164-~ 73_;~"9"/~~ • -">;~ .. ;t~x.~~!'*-· 
Mrs. 205 147 90.5 82.5 8 
scrub 221 141 97.5 78.5 19 
···'"811li!l r •• ~Wrl~~~ J.jr:~~;,'~< .,.~~ 
259 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
..... ~~~ 7~..,, ,,,-l,~ 
pmtguu·t &r 1 ·~ ·'14 ,;a .. C'I'UI s Ilk!'* (i~lll!liJI"'ttli:j. 
passengers 205 120 90.5 67 23.5 
nurse 218 135 96. 75 21 
bite 218 154 96 86.5 9.5 
mountain 224 166 99 92.5 6.5 
bright 216 160 95.5 89 6.5 
swallow 217 111 96 62 34 
valley 216 140 95.5 78 17.5 
radiant 138 87 61 48.5 12.5 
crunch 213 112 94 62.5 31.5 
island 220 165 97 92 5 
dazzling 155 109 68.5 6o.5 8 
..... tt 2~1<1*d!J~ 9~~'''"~' ,•.v.oi'~~* ... 
gulp 185 117 81.5 65 16.5 
forest 213 153 94 85 9 
luminous 143 67 63 37 26 
prairie 201 113 88.5 63 25.5 
brilliant 169 92 74.5 51 23.5 
nibble 222 126 98 70.5 27.5 
sparkling 219 130 96.5 72.5 24 
plateau 168 85 74 47 27 
davo• -ll"'"""''""";,:~ J.-;h"""fWc\\'•;,~S lqlii}~ 
pepipsp}e 7?'4141 ''*'. !!Ji!S, J t l'f2 ~ , """".._ 
beautiful 215 154 95 86.5 8.5 
260 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
chew 205 122 90.5 68 22.5 
atoll 139 102 61.5 56.5 5 
mae'41i:eate ;a,·. i ... ii..,4 ~ ,,.:',-·,~~...,~ 
mesa 94 67 41.5 37 4.5 
plaster 215 152 95 85 10 
pulley 129 92 57 51 6 
enlarge 194 104 85.5 58 27.5 
shingle 176 105 77.5 58.5 19 
~ :LiiJ...,,t;zJe ... 6 8&---'·~ "'i_,-.,~·-· 
magnify 100 71 44 39.5 4.5 
plow 172 119 76 66 10 
stretch 198 104 87.5 58 29.5 
exaggerate 69 35 30.5 19 11.5 
crowbar 134 99 59 55 4 
varnish 204 99 90 55 35 
expand 116 74 51 41 10 
lever 131 92 57.5 51 6.5 
coat 143 102 63 56.5 6.5 
increase 108 11 47.5 43 4.5 
,..,&1"" ,,,:z;a,.!l!'$-li!!l~'~ 7tr'"''"'-..,_",ff.,.~ .-.-r.il.<w.w 
jack 119 86 52.5 48 4.5 
WJ.g?rek 142.-w~ 6.a.~7MilftilliliG'''fr~ 4·-'9"''"' 
inflate 70 51 30.5 28 2.5 
~c 3~¥o1'~ii'lli~ L~ 'lltll!W~ 
derrick 162 88 11.5 49 22.5 
261• 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Te!i!t I:t~m Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
lengthen 173 86 76.5 48 28.5 
tractor 202 133 89 74 15 
stucco 76 48 33.5 26.5 7 
npea.t l.U.&.--.... -'9 ~~~"F.a~~Jf~, ~ 
street 223 176 98.5 98 .5 
.lui PJi' .188 4~_6b;Q4) •"!ttB 8~ ·'""~ 
cage 218 159 96 88.5 7.5 
road 223 173 98.5 96.5 2 
angry 220 158 97 88 9 
~ re--~ 3~ ... ~-· -~ 
corral 176 97 77.5 54 23.5 
sorry 217 147 95 82.5 12.5 
fence 159 118 70 65.5 4.5 
trail 213 150 94 83.5 10.5 
aquarium 178 105 78.5 58.5 20 
track 205 156 90.5 86 4.5 
terrarium 157 83 69 46 23 
worried 201 132 88.5 73.5 15 
padt!eek ,,15-> ....... ~ >,_.,..,..,.-.;,""""~~ 
ashamed 212 117 93.5 ·65 28.5 
highway 213 157 94 87.5 6.5 
~ JJ......·''-'"'·~ ~""~" ~~ 
route 155 96 68.5 53.5 15 
pasture 123 89 54 49.5 4.5 
afraid 200 151 88 84 h 
-~ ~-- --- - ~ -·· ...... - ,--
·-· ·-~--- -·~- ..... :-"""-~~ ,_ ...... -
unhappy 205 J$4. 90.5 86.5 4 
boulevard 131 65 57.5 36 21.5 
... ~-~~\"'!!!•-~~-~~~~~ 
TABULATION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR GRADES TWO AND THREE 
TO ITEMS IN TEST OF SENTENCE MEANING FOR FORM A 
Test Item 
Number of 
Correct Responses 
Per Cent of 
Correct Responses 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
Alm-'8"'fttf1l!r"'brcrtt'ght"'-'!ritil 
to,-ala&~Jtt.·,-eftr,y,rumse. 
Jill counted to one hundred 
before she looked. 
Mr. Hall directs traffic at 
the busy corner. 
DM!: f'l!+.l Mte•etettll!Y~ ·!:ft- · 
th~'tl-"1'1We. 
Allen mailed his card at 
the post office. 
Judy could not run fast enough 
to tag anyone. 
Telephone wires brought 
"Happy Birthday'' to Ed. 
Jane was chosen to drop the 
handkerchief. 
Men on the train put the 
mail into bags. 
A patrol boy signals the 
cars to stop. 
Dick picked up the bat and 
walked to the plate. 
A man collected mail from 
the street boxes. 
Jan helped Sally draw squares 
for hop scotch. 
Tfl.&. mtPse · eeah . Heft"' ttm!le'· be-
cau-se···&he: .,uQ . ..a:,i00ld. 
Men on motorcycles watch 
for speeding cars. 
2o6 138 91 77 
217 159 96 88.5 
21--Y·-·-<· .. ;, ··~. ~·..-~·-·· ,.,.:,, .... ,.83'~:,<&~ 
214 163 94.5 91 
216 140 95.5 78 
181 111 80 62 
216 132 95.5 73.5 
211 158 93 88 
216 155 95.5 86.5 
210 135 92.5 75 
213 155 94 86.5 
218 147 96 82.5 
16-9 ·'"' '"'." -l3a 74'ii;··· ·-··.q~~,, 
215 151 95 84 
Difference 
in Favor 
of Listening 
14 
7.5 
&.O'i>C'$';., 
3.5 
17.5 
18 
22 
5 
9 
17.5 
7.5 
13.5 
. ··];"" 
11 
262 
263 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Correct RespOAJ!S Correct Responses of Listenin, 
Listening Rea4ing Listening Reading 
Red Feather carried the 
word to his people. 187 120 82.5 67 15.5 
David was the "cheese" 
when the song ended. 126 90.5 70.5 
Pigeons brought letters 
by air to the island 210 149 92.5 83.5 9 
The radio announcer told 
about a fashion show. 163 111 72 62 10 
Inspectors made sure that 
the building was safe. 202 139 89 77.5 11.5 
Nancy made the basket three 
times out of five. 204 134 90 74.5 15.5 
Radio beams tell the pilot 
what he wau ts to lmow 170 85 75 47 28 
J. woman on TV told how to 
make a cake. 164 112 72.5 62.5 10 
The scout rode quickly back 
with the news. 197 120 87 67 20 
The twins were vaccinated 
before sChool began. 169 91 74.5 50.5 24 
J. little dog does triCks 
in the center ring. 222 162 98 90.5 7.5 
Friends greet people at 
the end of the trip. 211 161 93 89.5 3.5 
A laey rides on the back 
of a horse. 193 134 85 74.5 10.5 
All the animals are put 
in the baggage car. 198 141 87.5 78.5 9 
The bear uses his paws to 
scoop up fish. 207 149 91.5 78.5 1' 
Scientists can predict 
an eclipse of the sun. 212 144 93.5 80.5 13 
~4ttl:e P'i!• a.a.~~...Uk 
f'remo•ti!e" ..... r,...p.ig. 21, ··-'!~ .,.._..,.,,,~~ ~ •. "~-.v.~~~~:lflol1~.' .. 
264 
Iumber of Difference 
Test Item 
Per Cent of in Favor 
Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Bead.ing Listening Reading 
Porters carry baggage 
down the long track. 218 154 96 86.5 9.5 
!he butterfly sucks nectar 
from the flowers. 222 142 98 79 19 
Time sChedules are posted 
on the walls. 187 102 82.5 56.5 26 
.b elephant picks up a 
midget with his trw:lk. 203 134 89.5 74.5 15 
Some birds catCh insects 
while flying. 216 156 95.5 86 9.5 
.A. man swings from one trapeze 
to another. 213 135 94 75' 19 
People are b~ing newspapers 
to read on the trip. 212 160 93.5 89 4.5 
Children clap when the 
monkeys do tricks. 216 150 95.5 83.5 12 
The cat catches mice in 
the farmer • s barn. 205 144 90.5 80.5 10 
In small towns a man flags 
the train to stop • 209 143 78 14 
.A. crow takes corn from 
the planted field. 197 176 87 77.5 9.5 
People ~ tiCkets before 
the show begins. 208 150 92 83.5 8.5 
T.he cowboy clown slides 
over the donkey's head. 217 155 96 86.5 9.5 
.A. guard at each track 
looks at the ticlteta. 203 116 89.5 64.5 25 
The milkman's horse took 
Bill's apple. 176 125 77.5 69.5 8 
The conductor helps pas-
aengers down the steps. 216 143 95.5 80 15.5 
The pengaina wore rubber 
boots to the :r;arv. 224 145 99 81.5 17.5 
Test Item 
Number of 
Correct Responses 
Per Cent of 
Correct Responses 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
People cheer when they see 
the animals parade. :li93 
T~ keepy W~l!l"'tti.m!er 
to . ..;tbe.~,aaiu;J.;,. 
The ringmaster has a tall 
hat and a long coat. 216 
Jane has grown two inches 
in a year. 193 
J4ck .. went., .'t..oc..Slmdar>ee&eQJ 
154 
132 
~t.b-"''~1·• 21:)''''"'' '·'''~'"'-'' 
Wood turns to ashes when 
it is burned. 
fa* .,.. ... ,aa,lrerMlf !"ff.te 
203 135 
T~. 7Q.,.,.w!N,citfJi'.'ilc~~ 
The apple tree lost its 
leaves and fruit. 
Down the street came the 
circus parade. 
Last year's coat is too 
small for Ann. 
The family had a picnic 
on the beach. 
Joe and Bill sing in the 
church choir. 
Sugar and salt will dissolve 
214 
198 
206 
214 
in water. 203 
Nails, if left in water, 
will rust. 204 
The rain dance is really 
an Indian prayer. 163 
If soap is left in water, 
it will melt. 204 
The men try to rope and 
milk wild cows. 163 
157 
138 
139 
154 
131 
130 
94 
128 
116 
95.5 86.5 
85 13.5 
89.5 75 
94.5 87.5 
87.5 77 
91 77.5 
94.5 86.5 
73 
90 12.5 
72 
90 71.5 
72 64.5 
Difference 
in Favor 
of Listening 
1]....5 
9 
11.5 
7 
10.5 
13.5 
8 
16.5 
17.5 
19.5 
18.5 
7.5 
265 
266 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
The fiesta day begins 
by going to church. 200 145 88 81.5 6.5 
The rider spurs his pony 
at full speed. 140 100 61.5 55.5 6 
Planets have the names 
of pagan gods. 151 84 66.5 46.5 20 
A mustang tries to throw 
il34 ,4.:5 its rider. 145 109 60.5 
The Indian girl planted 
a prayer stick. 171 94 75.5 52.5 23 
Faster went the cars as 
the race ended. 155 108 68.5 60 8.5 
Some people worship their 
ancestors. 184 124 81 69 12 
The crowd cheered as Don 
made a home run. 212 138 93.5 77 16.5 
Each year the fishing 
boats are blessed. 153 97 67.5 54 13.5 
The tadpole hatches from 
a tiny egg. 197 132 87 73.5 13.5 
The rain is over and the 
clouds are gone. 180 126 79.5 70.5 9 
The moon gets light and 
heat from the sun • 217 165 96 92 4 
Tha,,.li.t:t.J.e.,Jd,.~7:,put 
. on j;}lei,r..,,~<~t.ens. 2 22.'""'""""'-~····.il32.c .. 98'' .. ' ··c;,,.,,,,;,·,~··· ··2· .. 
The moon travels around 
the earth once a month. 192 143 84.5 80 4.5 
The lion wore a crown be-
cause he was a king. 214 151 94.5 84 10.5 
Subways take care of some 
of the city traffic. 206 147 91 82.5 8.5 
The monkeys traded their 
coats for umbrellas. 215 156 95 86 9 
267 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
The water main runs 
under the city streets. 214 147 94.5 82.5 12 
M&Jl,~W8.1"fb &«&lia·~~ 
the . ~a.z-J;.h,, ..... ,,moon. l.:U...:" ···~ ,., . J..~3 .76·5 ·· .. ;; .. ;.·;.c;-'1'4 c~·, 
The mouse paddled up the 
river in his canoe. 213 149 94 83.5 10.5 
Mrs. Hen baked some bread 
for the rooster. 221 162 91.5 90.5 7 
Electricity zips through 
underground cables. 211 136 93.5 75.5 18 
Nine known planets revolve 
around the sun. 209 150 92 83.5 8.5 
Automobiles can be driven 
under some rivers • 188 105 83 58.5 24.5 
. Gertie Goat packed her 
toothbrush in her bag. 215 152 95 85 10 
Sewers take away the waste 
water from homes. 201 105 88.5 58.5 30 
As the earth turns,it gets 
heat from the sun. 208 155 92 86.5 5.5 
Minnie Muskrat wore her 
red shoes to the party. 216 154 95.5 86.5 9 
Many people visit caves 
and caverns each year. 199 124 88 69 19 
The sun looks small because 
it is far away. 213 162 94 90.5 3.5 
On cloudy days the sun 
shines above the clouds. 203 143 89.5 80 9.5 
Miners dig shafts into 
the rock to get ore. 204 127 90 71 19 
Winnie Weasel took out 
his gold watch. 210 133 92.5 74 18.5 
Tunnels for air raid 
shelters have been dug. 218 ll7 96 65 31 
268 
TABULATION OF CO~T RESPONSES FOR GRADES TWO AND THREE 
TO VOCABULARY TEST ITEMS ON FORM B 
Difference 
NUmber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
~ 1~"·····"··~.;);..~15 91•'''''''' ''·94.-5 2·•5:, 
q1J.a,c;.k 172.~ .·.,:L~B 9~h·:S"'· . ;·.· 96 2''•"'; 
uhcle 173 192 92.5 85 7.5 
yell 172 184 96 81 15 
seven 170 205 95 90.5 4.5 
sister 174 196 91 86.5 10.5 
whine 171 167 95.5 73.5 22 
brother 177 208 98.5 92 6.5 
cough 177 151 98.5 81 17.5 
aunt 173 184 96.5 81 15.5 
fifty 177 164 98.5 72.5 26 
pair 104 105 58 46 12 
cousin 172 134 96 59 37 
crow 157 152 87.5 67 20.5 
!!ieee .~..--i24 ~~"''~·~-.~~~ ,., •• 
thirteen 174 180 97 79.5 17.5 
dozen 149 156 83 69 14 
grunt 173 155 96.5 68.5 28 
cheer 162 163 90.5 72 18.5 
a&paew ··l'?:t-~·,..,, .. ~ 95~-5'"""'""""~~ e'~~.,., .. 
few 155 142 86.5 62.5 24 
squeal 174 168 91 74 23 
thousand 176 155 98 68.5 29.5 
269 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Readins Listenin~ Reading 
howl 175 168 91.5 74 23 
uncle 178 202 99 89 10 
~~···'"' ~a~ -9't-··--.. ~~ ,,,,_.,~ 
... .ere' 1.'1·1'i·•"•'""'·'·"'~"'"!l"i ~""5>····>'•· ,.,.· .. ·.96 . •'·'<•li'f""' 
bus 177 212 98.5 93.5 5 
~-~ ~15. .. ..-,.. .• ,.., .. ~~1 9-1...5-•·•n•• ... ,.,,.'-'~ ~' '·""~~ 
scooter 175 171 97.5 75.5 22 
ears 174 209 91 92 5 
~;i.-~ ~·&!•:""'~'~19 . ' 9tf"'~"'-'~'!lift'11 9&. 5 -~-·~,l-~5 
boat 178 218 99 96 3 
~ 1~e ._."' ... ~ 216 9&~·~"'"""'"'~";~' .. a.~, 
early 173 198 96.5 87.5 9 
mouth 175 136 97.5 60 37.5 
~ia· 111 "' '''215 95~~· . ··-~- . ·-·~······· • 
late 173 196 96.5 86.5 10 
teeth 175 185 91.5 81.5 16 
truck 176 210 98 92.5 5.5 
lips 176 186 98 82 16 
evening 176 185 98 81.5 16.5 
minute 178 201 99 88.5 10.5 
hour 176 173 98 76.5 21.5 
carousel 141 122 78.5 53.5 25 
chin 174 174 97 76.5 20.5 
later 175 173 91.5 76.5 21 
subway 173 189 96.5 83.5 13 
270 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
~ ~"-""""'""""'215 9·1-~:"" .... ""95 ·~·'"'"!''~" • 
horseback 173 188 96.5 83 13.5 
knife 174 189 97 83.5 13.5 
on 153 168 85 74 11 
over 154 182 86 80 6 
duck 159 176 88.5 77.5 11 
robin 179 218 100 96 4 
saw 165 163 92 72 20 
behind 171 188 95.5 83 12.5 
rooster 169 189 94 83.5 10.5 
razor 173 136 96.5 60 36.5 
below 165 193 92 85 7 
blade 178 143 99 63 36 
near 165 189 92 83.5 8.5 
canary 178 150 99 66 33 
ostrich 165 144 92 63.5 28.5 
by 163 192 91 84.5 6.5 
hatchet 166 150 92.5 66 26.5 
beside 168 209 93.5 74 19.5 
against 168 165 93.5 73 20.5 
sparrow 169 180 94 79.5 14.5 
mower 149 127 83 56 27 
-··· 
~ ............ 9 95...--~.5 ···~~ 
parrot 172 147 96 65 31 
clippers 175 150 97.5 66 31.5 
271 
Difference 
NUBiber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct ResEonses of Listening 
Listenin~ Reading Listenins Reading 
parakeet 177 1.5'2 98.5 67 31.5 
stork 145 147 81 65 16 
listen 171 183 95.5 80.5 15 
ant 172 197 96 87 9 
experiment 1.5'1 131 84 57.5 26.5 
...... ~ 8&..~-#<'~1' ~ 
steal 167 152 93 67 26 
butterfly 174 197 97 87 10 
:Lao\ eeM:~te li.nsu•~:~u•~ 86., .. _ ..... ~ .. ~ .,....,..-._ 
capture 141 no 78.5 48.5 30 
mosquito 173 138 96.5 61 35.5 
ask 147 174 82 76.5 5.5 
catch 144 154 80.5 68 12.5 
seize 73 66 40.5 29 11.5 
wa·ne l6h • !~ -e86-""'~6 '""'"h"'"''"' 
hornet 176 160 98 70.5 27.5 
study 177 163 98.5 72 26.5 
observe 121 76 67.5 33.5 34 
wasp 168 162 93.5 71.5 22 
explore 148 131 82.5 57.5 25 
cricket 175 1.5'7 97.5 69 28.5 
fly 167 205 93 90.5 2.5 
confiscate 51 42 28 18.5 9.5 
silkworm 167 169 93 74.5 18.5 
moth 167 151 93 66.5 26.5 
272 
Dltference 
Number of Per Cent of in J'awor 
Test Item Correct Responses CGnect Responses of Listening 
Listening BeadiDg Liatening Re§ding 
accept 143 156 79.5 69.5 10 
grab 162 164 90.5 72.5 18 
shout 175 203 97.5 89.5 8 
qtream 175 174 9?.5 76.5 21 
whisper 173 176 96.5 77.5 19 
cheese 175 185 9'1.5 81.5 16 
shower 176 170 98 75 23 
tell 177 210 98.5 92.5 6 
sprq 172 155 96 68.5 27.5 
eggs 176 212 98 93.5 4.5 
talk 176 210 98 92.5 5.5 
butter 174 206 97 91 6 
splash 170 203 95 89 5.5 
apeak 173 199 96.5 88 8.5 
cereal 165 199 92 88.5 3.5 
exclaim 169 145 94 64 30 
meat 170 199 95 88 17 
sugar 170 179 95 79 16 
tricltle 118 101 65.5 44.5 21 
chatter 172 156 96 69 27 
crackers 170 169 95 74.5 20.5 
percolate ?0 56 44.5 24.5 20 
.. all., 1+2 .. • 2ii:At .... .~6 ,..94,~~-'"*-""·'P.W"-.I'I""H'~~~·~·~~:;,ii;•,Jl~'~ 
lRli:Raat.e 34- fl,. ~~·--p ·@If "'·~ 
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Difference 
NUmber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
cream 169 197 94 87 7 
sprinkle 173 177 96.5 78 18.5 
break 168 182 93.5 80 13.5 
blanket 170 161 95 71 24 
smash 172 153 96 67.5 28.5 
rug 158 178 88 78.5 9.5 
ClilP¥U8&~ 1*"""''~7 .. .... . ~ , ••.• :h.-. ... 
teJ.ap8ene 1~ ..... ~ ......... Q03 92· -'f,,.;, ,8~5 '' a.,.5,: 
quilt 160 125 89 55 34 
radio 162 175 90.5 77 13.5 
shatter 122 92 68 40.5 27.5 
bedspread 166 169 92.5 74.5 18 
television 164 175 91.5 77 14.5 
skin 135 154 75 68 7 
wreck 167 152 93 67 26 
sheet 165 161 92 71 21 
awning 93 65 51.5 28.5 23 
notice 163 134 91 59 32 
devastate 78 77 43.5 34 9.5 
messenger 171 162 95.5 71.5 24 
wrapping 123 130 68.5 57.5 11 
telegraph 166. 168 92.5 74 18.5 
demolish 118 95 65.5 42 23.5 
bulletin 126 91 70.5 40 ' 30.5 
tarpaulin 64 50 35.5 22 13.5 
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Difference 
Nunber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
raze 75 72 41.5 31.5 10 
sombrero 111 73 62 32 30 
cabin 177 183 98.5 78 20.5 
piano 177 140 98.5 78 20.5 
signal 176 177 98 77.5 20.5 
tent 170 197 95 75 20 
melody 168 136 93.5 60 33.5 
sign 176 180 98 79.5 18.5 
cottage 174 159 97 70 27 
scale 160 129 89 57 32 
bunkhouse 175 210 97.5 92.5 5 
siren 149 137 83 60.5 22.5 
lightship 135 155 75 59.5 15.5 
harmony 107 103 59.5 45.5 14 
·~ 11& •n-e8 9a.-.....·~~ .,~ 
forecast 149 127 83 56 27 
M.¥e 1~~ ~-·-~~ _h., ..... 
burrow 91 101 5o.5 44.5 6 
rhythm 151 146 84 64.5 19.5 
buoy ill 69 62 30.5 31.5 
apartment 169 151 94 66.5 27.5 
fiddle 170 164 95 72.5 22.5 
palace 164 150 91.5 66 27.5 
flag 131 135 73 59.5 13.5 
semaphore 67 65 37 28.5 8.5 
275 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
harmonica 171 119 95.5 52.5 43 
hut 151 147 84 65 19 
stairs 179 165 100 73 27 
warm 163 199 91 88 3 
cloudy 176 188 98 83 15 
lace 170 161 95 71 24 
airplane 140 167 78 73.5 4.5 
flowers 163 196 91 86.5 4.5 
escalator 142 108 79 47.5 31.5 
fringe 138 109 77 48 29 
ribbon 165 164 92 72.5 19.5 
~eell a~ ...... ~ bO-~ .... ~~~-~~~, ··-"'·&-
wreath 145 84 81 37 44 
thunder 172 172 96 76 20 
humidity 101 71 56 31 25 
tassel 129 120 72 53 19 
tower 150 128 83.5 56.5 27 
blizzard 158 135 88 59.5 28.5 
rocket 134 147 74.5 65 9.5 
fog 169 166 94 73 21 
ramp 102 78 56.5 34.5 22 
thunder 167 176 93 77.5 15.5 
beads 161 154 89.5 68 21.5 
hurricane 172 139 96 61.5 34.5 
companionway 90 82 50 36 14 
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Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
LiQ.tening Reading Listening Reading 
buckle 126 121 70.5 53.5 17 
freezing 165 17.3 92 76.5 15.5 
peak 160 159 89 70 19 
pull 143 168 79.5 74 5.5 
lift 160 158 89 69.5 19.5 
spire 99 84 55 37 18 
scales 142 ll9 79 52.5 26.5 
carry 174 190 97 84 13 
slide 107 108 59.5 47.5 12 
8WIIB-~<t. ! S6, .... '"'""""''"'''·"6-t 30.5., ,_ .,,, .. ,2& .• ,5,.."' ., .. J.!,,.,. 
meter 106 99 59 43.5 15.5 
barometer 101 74 56 32.5 23.5 
·push 167 185 93 81.5 11.5 
gauge 75 48 41.5 21 20.5 
pinnacle 58 64 .32 28 4 
thermometer 123 113 . 68.5 50 18.5 
roll 133 154 74 68 6 
crown 138 146 77 64.5 12.5 
yardstick 167 193 93 85 8 
dome 120 124 67 54.5 12.5 
compare 85 67 47 29.5 17.5 
. b.~ .J..aa • lliliUWl?;·FfJ~ ~~c<'"<i-7 '"'··~ 
sail ll6 115 64.5 50.5 14 
•• !1!J'4tt ~7 3~"''"#''-'"''"'38 .. ,.,.~ 
speedometer 100 71 55.5 31 24.5 
-
locker 155 154 86.5 68 18.5 
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Difference 
Nllllber of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
drag 151 127 84 56 28 
steeple 169 152 94 67 27 
wallet 169 169 94 74.5 19.5 
antlers 173 167 96.5 73.5 23 
Ram" 1:~9 9-5 f 1 PlM-TRWi-~~, .5 .·-""A¢~"~·~~~ - . 
odor 90 87 50 38 12 
quills 158 161 88 71 17 
basket 168 196 93.5 86.5 7 
teeth 137 133 76 58.5 17.5 
~i,SQi 1 ,6$. """ .... ~ 92'1'""'•'-""''· ':,:,:i,'!jij;~,~ 31~~· 
pleased 162 179 90.5 79 11.5 
stinger 168 153 93.5 67.5 26 
cheerful 163 188 91 83 8 
suitcase 173 162 96.5 71.5 25 
delighted 169 147 94 65 29 
tusks 139 156 77.5 69 8.5 
cupboard 169 175 94 77 17 
contented 138 103 77 45.5 31.5 
horns 165 184 92 81 11 
buffet 120 87 67 38 29 
Bllllldl!d ~"~"-1. ?~~''·""''''''"'"'he 3~54''" 
cabinet 165 139 92 61.5 30.5 
camouflage 129 99 72 43.5 28.5 
portfolio 47 51 26 22.5 3.5 
comfortable 150 109 83 48 35 
ecstatic 56 51 ,0.5 22.5 8 
2]8 
TABULATION OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR GRADES T'NO AND THREE 
TO ITEM> IN TEST OF SENTENCE :MEANING FOR FORM B 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
Miss Brown taught the 
class a new song. 177 215 98.5 94 4.5 
l)GwR .. :the'~ stree't"·caate"·'the 
hook-amt•ia~tlmck. 175 ,., .. ,,.,,21-6 91.5> ··'' ',. ~"~ . ,,.a.,b"fi·,,, 
Aim"1'!~tf"·Y~ft!"'"t'b 
gift'JI'~*~~. la.~ ........ ~ .. ~ 1f2;<'•«··""~···'''""'""'·'· ·~-
A spring made the clown 
pop out of the box. 169 200 94 88 6 
Men climb long ladders 
to put out fires. 170 205 95 90.5 4.5 
The group learned a new 
i8 game at recess time. 158 159 88 70 
The doctor put a MUMPS 
sign on Dick's house. 145 163 81 72 9 
It was Jack's turn to 
wash the chalkboards. 158 164 88 12.5 15.5 
Sarah got a walking doll 
for her birthday. 157 187 87.5 82.5 5 
Pedro liked to collect 
the spelling papers. 161 181 89.5 80 9.5 
Ted passed out the read-
ing books to his group. 175 195 97.5 86 11.5 
Men came to inspect the 
,frozen food plant. 159 171 88.5 15.5 13 
Fuzzy Bear will dance if 
you wind him up. 165 180 92 19.5 12.5 
From his lookout the ranger 
watches for fires. 164 200 91.5 88 3.5 
Ellen showed her science 
notebook to the class. 163 191 91 84.5 6.5 
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Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
A tiny dancer twirled 
about on the table top. 155 175 86.5 77 9.5 
The weather bureau sent 
out storm warnings. 159 172 88.5 76 12.5 
Marilyn traded paper dolls 
for a music box. 152 181 85.5 80 5.5 
The scout leader told the 
boys about poison ivy. 145 150 81 66 15 
Miss Hall read a library 
book to the children. 163 199 91 88 3 
Joe's miniature truck will 
really dump dirt. 147 144 82 63.5 18.5 
Class helpers were listed 
on the bulletin board. 146 148 81.5 65 16.5 
Mario wanted new tracks 
for his electric train. 159 161 88..5 71 17.5 
Speeding cars are sometimes 
reported by radar. 155 160 86.5 70.5 16 
A monkey two inches tall 
came with the organ. 146 147 81.5 65 16.5 
The man let the puppy go 
for a dollar. 155 153 86.5 67.5 19 
Pete liked to ride fences 
with Shorty. 166 174 92.5 76.;; 16 
Chee got a good price 
for his pig. 157 140 87.5 61.5 26 
People watch the planes 
take off. 173 196 96.5 86.5 10 
Skip went into the corral 
for his pony. 169 198 94 8?.5 6.5 
Lights help the pilot 
land safely. 173 184 96.5 81 15.5 
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Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Reaponses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
Pete threw his rope over 
a cow's head. 171 205 95.5 90.5 5 
Runways stretch out 
from the hangars. 158 130 88 57.5 20.5 
Mr. Small put price tags 
on the coats. 156 147 87 65 22 
Each calf must have the 
owner 1 s brand. 165 186 92 82 10 
Baggage ms weighed be-
fore it is checked. 145 124 81.5 54.5 27 
Tony charged ten cents 
for the popcorn. 166 183 92.5 80.5 12 
Every boy on a ranch likes 
roundup time. 172 196 96 86 . .5 9.5 
You can hear the shriek 
of jet engines. 169 177 94 78 16 
The farmer had many tur- I 
keys for sale. 144 157 80.5 69 11.5 
Ned swung his lasso 
around his head. 169 177 94 78 16 
Near the hangar is a 
radar tower. 166 141 92.5 62 30.5 
A TV commercial told 
about a deodorant. 123 63 68.5 27.5 41 
Flight s.chedules are 
posted on the wall. 154 127 86 56 30 
The salesman showed 
samples of shoes. 162 166 90.5 73 17.5 
The stratoliner taxied 
down the runway. 161 159 89.5 70 19.5 
Many of the men ride 
herd at night. 160 158 89 69.5 19.5 
281 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
The wholesale market is 
·a busy place • 165 161 92 71 21 
An auction was held at 
the Hill farm. 119 64 66 28 38 
High-heeled boots help the 
rider stay in the saddle. 175 166 97.5 73 24.5 
After lunch the boys 
rested for a time. 161 170 89.5 75 14.5 
A calf may gr01r up to 
be a cow. 150 180 83.5 79.5 4 
People left papers 
around in the park. 160 162 89 71.5 17.5 
The water in the ice-cube 
tray froze. 162 173 90.5 76 14.5 
Everyone in the house 
was sound asleep. 170 200 95 88 7 
Coal in the fireplace 
burns to ashes. 159 88.5 62.5 26 
The boys did not talk as 
they fished. 160 154 89 68 21 
Bob parked the car by a 
fire hydrant. 157 164 87.5 72.5 15 
A butterfly came out of 
the chrysalis. 141 136 78.5 60 18.5 
Not a sound could be 
heard in the woods. 163 184 91 81 10 
House paint will dis-
solve in turpentine. 145 111 81.5 49 32.5 
Dan left his bicycle in 
the driveway. 169 182 94 80 14 
Miss Hall would not pay 
her income tax. 157 166 87.5 73 14.5 
·.282 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
Humus is made from 
decayed plants. 138 116 77 51 26 
Jim tried to mail a let-
ter without a stamp. 166 174 92.5 76.5 16 
Bud was careful not to 
wake the baby. 160 192 89 84.5 4.5 
Paul cheated when he was 
"It" for the game. 166 136 92.5 60 32.5 
Some,,an~&··-hi.betnate 
aU ,y.Lnter •.. ,. 65;,· ' ,.~ ,, ·19· 36· ;,. ... · .. ·'·' ·3h•5··· - ;·~.:-.., .... ,,..,o . .,..:r·.5 
Joe laughed at the new 
boy's crutches. 163 170 91 75 16 
It was siesta time in 
the village. 121 120 67.5 53 14.5 
The coWboy slept alone 
24.5 under the stars. 147 130 82 57.5 
The sky gets darker 
toward night time. 155 163 86.5 72 14.5 
Turtles are hatched 
from eggs. 130 127 72.5 56 16.5 
The twins talked out 
loud in the movies. 159 132 88.5 58 30.5 
Ted's shadow gets shorter 
around noon. 153 155 85 68.5 16.5 
The boys built a house 
91.5 for the new puppy. 177 207 98.5 7 
Janet ate the last cookie 
on the plate. 176 204 98 90 8 
Millions of stars shine 
both day and night. 176 205 98 90.5 7.5 
Sally knit a blue sweater 
for her doll. 172 165 96 73 23 
Difference 
NUJ)lber of Per Cent of in Favor 
. Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
All the water had evapor-
ated from the-pan. 174 176 97 77.5 19.5 
Jack hopes to visit the 
moon sometime. 170 179 95 79 16 
Man and machines worked 
to build the new road. 169 195 94 86 8 
Shooting stars are really 
falling meteors. 169 148 94 65 29 
Some logs are ground into 
pulp for paper. 158 148 88 65 23 
Machines weave the thread 
into cotton cloth. 167 147 93 65 28 
There was not a single 
button left on his coat. 169 154 94 68 26 
The moon is the nearest 
neighbor to the earth. 169 193 94 85 9 
Mother baked an angel 
cake for the party. 162 171 90.5 77 .5· 12 
The sun is the center of 
our solar system. 167 178 93 78.5 14.5 
No leaves were left on 
the big maple tree. 162 175 90.5 77 13.5 
The potter shaped the 
clay into a bowl. 156 141 87 62 25 
Jerry carved a tiny ele-
91.5 31.5 phant from soap. 164 136 60 
A new moon can be seen for 
only a short time. 158 185 88 81.5 6.5 
A bricklayer builds strong 
walls with bricks. 165 174 92 76.5 15.5 
Every bird had disappear-
91.5 71.5 ed from the garden. 164 162 20 
Difference 
Number of Per Cent of in Favor 
Test Item Correct Responses Correct Responses of Listening 
Listening Reading Listening Reading 
People watch the Milky 
Way through a telescope. 122 119 68 52.5 15.5 
Maple sap becomes sirup 
when boiled. 145 144 81 63.5 17.5 
Sunlight is brighter than 
95.5 84.5 moonlight. 171 192 11 
Dick found the family 
1$ refrigerator empty. 173 185 96.5 81~:5 
All the animals vanish-
ed when the car drove up. 1.59 136 88.5 60 28.5 
TABULATION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR EACH ITEM 
BY GRADES FOR FORM A OF THE VOCABULARY TESTS 
% or Correct % or Correct 
Test Item Responses for Response• for 
Form A Listening· nur. Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 2 
-<·--~-· 
~ 94'~' ·······->~-,., .• ---'2 95 .. -5 93·-· 2r..5 
year 98 100 2 89 98.5 9.5 
roof 97 100 3 94 97.5 3.5 
trot 92 95.5 3.5 77 82.5 5.5 
door 99 99. o. 94.5 97.5 3 
hustle 96 91 5 60 78 18 
attic 86.5 98 11.5 42 70 28 
week 92 98 6 85.5 96.5 11 
~ ~ 5. )" nw •• , •.•. a 9,., ,, ... ,~,~-~ 
.£1181? 96...--·- ~:'6<-!<\~-<'4 96~--···- .;:.·~l'§>r"'''"'"'"~ 
rush 94 98 4 85.5 95 9.5 
wall 98 98 0 90 93 3 
iMed& 2$., .. , ..... -,.1~«~5 22.5 .. - 4t····"'"'···-··t·8~·5 
I'Vft' 96.- ·-· ·98·-··•''""'~'--'-'"0"'• .. 96 .. ; :k-95-- l;;''S 
chimney 94 95.5 1.5 88 91.5 3.5 
a> nth 93.5 94.5 l 80 90.5 10.5 
basement 95.5 99 3.5 70.5 82.5 12 
gallop 95.5 99 3.5 80.5 85 4.5 
scamper 91 97 6 56.5 73.5 17 
porch 94 95.5 1.5 77 81.5 4.5 
'· 
Test Item 
Form A 
century 
accelerate 
yesterday 
speed 
twins 
breakfast 
purple 
twelve 
:feast 
sixty 
p .... 
snack 
banquet 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Ditf. 
Grade Grade. 
2 3 
68 78.5 10.5 
55 45.5 10.5 
98 95.5 2.5 
96 97 1 
%. of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
44.5 54 9.5 
26 43.5 17.5 
86.5 98.5 12.5 
76 79 3 
76 81.5· . 0 5.5 
C)~~ lQO.;;,•<V'·~~~'l<• ··''1":5 
9a,.._...,.=• 98-.. ,~"'() lQQ,;.>K,wh<'"'~6/"'"'''•~'~5 
74.5 
98 
96 
82 
99 
99 
7.5 
1 
3 
91nr us iltt4l!J 1a112~ 
93.5 
90 
97 
93.5 
59.5 
95.5 
95.5 
96 
93.5 
56 
2 
5.5 
1 
0 
3.5 
93 
88 
86.5 
82.5 
71.5 
82.5 
79 
98.5 
90.5 
95 
91.5 
87 
90.5 
96. S~·C··· ····-·~····'~····'·'< 
70.5 77 
38 54 
9.5 
. 5.5 
2.5 
s.; 
9 
16. 
8 
···h? 
6.5 
16 
aB6 
,, 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Dif'f. Reading Dif'f. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
tea 62 78.5 16.5 81.5 94 13.5 
•riftle~a 5_2.5 ~· ·----J.,J.,.,5 5'i~_, ..... """'~~·-··T'~~ 
mess 59.5 62 2.5 53 59.5 6.5 
couple 70.5 91 17.5 48.5 63 14.5 
scarlet 50 69.5 19.5 35.5 54 19.5 
several 79.5 sa 9.5 52 71 19 
turquoise ;8.5 67.5 9 32.5 65.5 33 
picture 89 93.5 4.5 69.5 88.5 19 
~ 97...--...... 94., ....... 5 9S~--ry""'""'"'~r§--~ 
.~· 99._,, .. _ .. ,,.,.,,,"""·~~·-·-"'' .. 5 98.; ····· 9S ..... S, ... ,,.,,...,.,""Q 
wheel 98 98 0 89 94 5 
..... 7.a..,s.. .... -.. e&~~-'ta ,'1 . :·"'" f, ~"rS';..,~~,'i;!o'iii.'<~"~.ilo,-..,.llft·'l,' 
ball 88.5 96 7.5 100 98.5 1.5 
~· 9J~.i~-Slj,. 5we ........ ti 98 .. 5 9S..>·· '"·"'"'"'~' '·~' ••••• < • 
statue 68 so 12 66 80 14 
·~ 89 .~.,.,.:..;>..,;:..'.c>~ 5 . _, __ . . 93 '··.:··~··<'··&)4~{'!<'.~6"..lf.JJ~::,;,.,:}:,~I~;·:~ 
sphere 6 11.5 5.5 2 14.5 12.5 
ae~te:r "'~~ .. --.,~ 9·S•·fl"' ···'''"' '!' •·· .. '·' '·' .. 96.; ,.JjS::~:~'''~ .. ''·'··': ·w2i~· 
papp• ...... 4Sn)i'Jri>-l_:<l·-.r··.l4~;r~~'\;oi(t;-:..~.Jt-?~ ~l,.j.,,,""'"""''~·"'"')lo:~ 
hoop 69 75.5 6.5 42.5 71 )8.5 
monkey 98 97 1 92 96.5 4.5 
goat 99 99 0 93 97.5 4.5 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses tor Responses for 
Listening Di££ • Reading Di££ • 
Tewt Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
tire 93.5 91 2.5 61.5 70 8.5 
pig 98 96 2 95.5 98.5 3 
orange 93.5 96 2.5 61.5 93 31.5 
elephant 96 96 0 88 98.5 10.5 
model 75 81 6 56.5 65.5 9 
copy 75 84.4 9.5 75 79 4 
marbles 92.5 97 4.5 81.5 89.5 8 
counterfeit 67.5 72 4.5 51 66.5 15.5 
giraffe 98 99 1 56.5 94 37.5 
reproduce 77 83 6 41 68.5 27.5 
..... ')8 'e""-o 9.5-.~ ,.,._,~···~~ 
quarter 94 97 3 65 79 14 
lettuce 99 98 1 88 95 7 
onion 100 99 1 53 70 17 
dollar 99 98 1 91 96.5 5.5 
penny 98 99 1 85.5 95 9.5 
cabbage 100 98 2 93 97.5 4.5 
......... 92- nr •• .• I. lit 2--•l 96.~,., ... -~~ ... ---
nickel 98 97 1 90.5 93 2.5 
...... ~ "liirMiE a;:; 9M'""''~1 _,, n•inJIIi;* 
potato 95.5 98 2.5 78 96.5 18.5 
Jh•fJ" 9!!'··· Jl .• ,..,~-~:-~· ··~; 97.'~ 
J1j• .. 95".?•<>" ''''"* ,.,.._,~ . .., "~'·->·,~ ..... ..,.,,_ 91 ... ••,•9'l:i'5"• . ' ... ,...~ 
" 
'!'est Item 
cent 
beet 
broccoli 
.)ew * 
celery 
peas 
sixpence 
asparagus 
coins 
witch 
lake 
elf' 
nuts 
leeYas 
goblin 
river 
peaches 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
· Listening Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
89-......, .... 9S-~9 
96 97 1 
93.5 93.5 0 
94__..:"~·---~ 
80.5 
99:. 
93.5 
93.5 
75 
86.5 
99 .... 
90 
91 
96 
94 
95.5 
96 
92 
97 
$6.5 
15' Ail 
95.5 
98 
79 
94.5 
• 
illilt'l ,.,. .... 
98 
100 
98 
9i ... 
98 
99 
6 
?!PI V!t;t 
2 
4.5 
4 
8 
•+ 
4.5 
5 
2 
6 
2.5 
• ..••. 2 
6 
2 
48 ...... ~ .,it-·....,{Jt~·· 
98 98 0 
%of Correct. 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
92 ~- • 'J2t j ......... ._.-2 
72.5 90.5 18 
83.5 91.5 8 
9-e.-..-·.-~......,-~-e 
64 75.5 11.5 
9~ 
67 74.5 7.5 
82.5 95 12.5 
65 73.5 8.5 
56.5 68.5 12 
95-.,§.-'"""'~'""-'1 
58.5 
78 
83.5 
88 
88 
80 
85 
94 
94 
97.5 
21.5 
7 
10.5 
6 
9.5 
9§..-~~w~"·""'·''<'"'"'""'•'',.Sr" 
71.5 94 22.5 
91 96.5 5.5 
41 •• :>• .,., .. , ... :,,'§8;,,.,.'~····> •i•<•!!:'!lf~~ 
75 87 12 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
.saa- 1a.s Q2 --~ 9-l: "t'r.~""._,~ ' ""'"""'""'"""''~J·JoO..;.~-It . • • 
fairy 96 96 0 83.5 95 11.5 
JJJwa. 76_, .... ""'"''";·''•89<"'*"""'-'-~ 78 ...... ,~ .. ~'"'""'~""'~ 
wizard 74.5 89 14.5 66 85 19 
~ 19 . ,,.,.,.,,.~!:i~;m~5 22.5 .,., .. ·-~,.,,,.,,.,.,,)<·•.~"5 
troll 80.5 91 10.5 59.5 88.5 29 
puddle 91 93.5 2.5 68 88.5 20.5 
plums 96 96 0 70.5 90.5 20 
giant 96 98 2 69.5 91.5 22 
.msi.a .].3.-.,.. ..... -.,.-~-'!'5 46.·5·•·' ·<·56"·-~-·-"'·~ 
dragon 85 93.5 8.5 55 82.5 27.5 
mermaid 85 86.5 1.5 54 73.5 19.5 
,r»bhaa• 50----···"'""'··»~',""'"''~ 
leprechaun 84 64 ~ 44.5 49 4.5 
wool 97 97 0 69.5 86 16.5 
hotel 85.5 88 2.5 55 71 16 
magic 86.5 88 1.5 75 85 10 
rayon 85.5 94.4 9 55 85 30 
skyscraper 6o.5 75 14.5 55 67.5 12.5 
nylon 88.5 98 9.5 71.5 86 14.5 
secret 92.5 95.5 3 71.5 77 5.5 
factory 85.5 87.5 2 46.5 74.5 26 
problem 91 91.5 .I 61.5 73.5 12 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses .for 
Listening Dif.f. Reading Dif'.f. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
silk 96 96 0 84.5 90.5 6 
.... ~- ~ qw..-.""'"2.7' ~ ... ~ ... ,~~,-·~-~5 
leather 87.5 91.5 4 60.5 77 16.5 
m,ystery 87.5 93.5 6 61.5 73.5 12 
orlon 89 93.5 6 61.5 73.5 12 
mansion 42 48 6 25 42.5 17.5 
fur 91 98 7 68 83.5 15.5 
riddle 80.5 91.5 11 60.5 75.5 15 
barracks 55 64 9 34 41 7 
cotton 92.5 96 3.5 70.5 88.5 18 
maze 50.5 58 7.5 32 63 31 
garage 91 95.5 4.5 47.5 73.5 26 
puzzle 71.5 83.5 12 64 79 15 
linen 85.5 92.5 7 54 81.5 27.5 
conundrum 39 37.5 1.5 30 40 10 
hospital 84 91.5 7.5 65 79 14 
'lftJIIIm 9~ ... ~~· a.c~-,-~----·5"·'" 
y'b!\1011' 9&--~"'4 ~,.:"-"~;~ff.~Tel!!l.ol>~~"!'5 
.a&&ldy ~"'...-.....-.:~#~Mit~ ..... 0 7.¢~,_,,, '··~"*"'"'""""''~' 
neighbors 97 93.5 3.5 89 93 4 
~ 76.j. •. "'·8§,; .. --9 a'+·"'"'""'·-~ 
gentleman 94 •. 5 92 2.5 61.5 90.5 29 
weeft- 'JEr-· ... ~ ····-~~--... ~·~;7-,~- ·88··''"'"-~''" 
Test Item 
fragrant 
parents 
spicy 
perfumed 
scour 
brush 
ei8••••• 
Jf,c.s~o 
S~E»Jp· 
sweep 
passengers 
bite 
mountain 
swallow 
valley 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
92.5 
97 
84.5 
97 
64 
91 
92 
76 
93.5 
38.5 
1.5 
5 
8.5 
3.5 
5.5 
st.,.. '"''1.3 
98. 
82 
93.5 
97 
98 
97 
95.5 
93.5 
76 
87.5 
100 
95.5 
95.5 
4.5 
6 
6 
1 
2 
1.5 
0 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
65 
58.5 
44.5 
68 
43.5 
79 
79 
61 
81.5 
90 
59.5 
r12.5 
73.5 
.71 
72 
75.5 
60.5 
90.5 
76 
73 
90.5 
95 
64 
83.3 
8.5 
12.5 
27.5 
7.5 
17 
11.5 
3 
12 
9 
5 
4.5 
11 
Test Item 
radiant 
Mti!IICb 
dazzling 
daawt 
gulp 
forest 
luminous 
prairie 
brilliant 
nibble 
plateau 
·detiJtit* 
beautiful 
chew 
atoll 
plaster 
pulley 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
55 
81.5 
89 
62 
86.5 
70 
98 
66.5 
73 
82 
99 
64 
91 
79 
98 
11.5 
9 
10 
2 
.5 
4.5 
9 
0 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
42 
57.5 
61.5 
82.5 
31.5 
57.5 
43.5 
68 
55 
64 
68.5 
88.5 
43.5 
68.5 
59.5 
72 
13 
6.5 
7 
6 
12 
11 
16 
4 
~~~---IJ.Q7'.1------~...,-·,.....:l .... ~,,_. _ _,_~H~"o>~¥""'l¥14i"~ 
92.5 
93.5 
58.5 
97 
87.5 
64 
4.5 
6 
5.5 
8 .j,.,,,,.,_,.,,~---12 
39-~~.5 
92.5 
51.5 
97 
63 
4.5 
11.5 
l:t'~~'·"-*•'·~~ 
43.),,,,..,.,~ 
82.5 
57.5 
50 
80 
43.5 
89.5 
79 
64 
89 
59.5 
7 
21.5 
14 
9 
16 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
t 1_atening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
enlarge 79.5 91.5 12 52 64 12 
shingle 69 86.5 17.5 ~4 6.8 9 
mill 77 83 6 78 85 7 
magnify 41 47 6 34.5 44.5 10 
~ 99;; -"12 7-,r§,, .. ,,_.,,., .• ,,..~,-""~* ~..V~:~).,;St\'.1';·~~~~~ 
stretch 85 90 5 53 63 10 
exaggerate 24.5 36.5 12 11 25 14 
crowbar 60.5 58 2.5 50.5 59.5 9 
varnish 85.5 94.5 9 42 68.5 26.5 
expand 40 62 22 25 51.5 26.5 
Wre'r 6! NI;J.. ?----·~· 5i·"l'~~}·'"-·!-:~~-~-... ~J~t:~.q~ .. ~~-
coat 56 70.5 14.5 46.5 67.5 21 
increase 37.5 58 20.5 30 56 26 
pa.par 72-S-.. ~ 6.~-,,. ..... ···-?fy"' 78:~.,:,_,M..;·<¥i...-:-.~~)':,,.,);;.··.2.,:':.:f'< 
~ j,lt.r~J$>"'""~ Q..<·"·'·''"''·"•"'''¢8·e>-~"'""'"'· 4~_,.,,,... __ ,"·-•·'·\~·~1--~-
aaevel ~+-"·"'"" "'· oS .l:Q.. ........ ,...,.., ..• ~ 5 70·· .-............. ~,..~.., ... 
inflate 32 29 3 27 29.5 2.5 
~ 12 ''"''·'"''"'''m5 5·;"· . '' .. , 14' 2?.5· ...... -... lj..,,S,.,_ .... 
derrick 74.5 68.5 6 46.5 51.5 5 
lengthen 73.5 79 5.5 43.5 52.5 9 
tractor 87.5 91 3.5 55 . 80 35 
stucco 31.5 35.5 4 18 31 13 
Test Item 
JJ §fltLHt 
cage 
1 a• 
corral 
.fence 
worried 
i78ddotnr 
ashamed 
highway 
orbit 
route 
afraid 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
98 94 4 
90 .. . .,-00 ·k~. '. • . '" .• 1 ~ ...... ~
82 
81 
'1e 
89 
73.5 
59.5 
88.5 
8.5 
21.5 
.5 
% of Correct 
Responses .for 
295 
Reading Di.f.f. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
22'~'"'""'~~ 
letr·-~5 
·S:h5"···'"'""""&i·~-... 2 
85.5 91.5 6 
41 67.5 26.5 
59.5 72 12.5 
64 83:5 19.5 
37."5 28 ,.,. .**'* ~~--"in~w;. ... I'M3:ttl4 5 r • 
93.5 93.5 0 60.5 70.5 9.5 
95.5 92.5 3 84.5 90.5 6 
3.5 8.5 5 10 13 3 
72 64.5 7.5 42.5 65.5 23 
-46 S. ""ra- $r · 94•fnr""'~~~; 
86.5 90 3.5 79 89.5 10.5 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
weary 84.5 85.5 1 55 70 15 
turnpike 71 62 9 .39 48 9 
nn' 
"""'F 87.-§-""' ...... ""·~·-"' 6 sa ;·"·-"-~'5""'-~ 
eeal:e ueua· 70.~ :4-S.S· .... 25 .3'1:-5-·--·"'~--J 
TABULATION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR EACH ITEM B! 
GRADES FOR FORM A IN THE TESTS OF SENTENCE MEANING 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade 
2 3 
.Amt•·s· tatlret-Jbrought ·mail 
t.Qe&J.mai.t... au..-~e. 9'7·"'"',~'d'~' ,.,,,.,,., 1 
Jill counted to one hund-
red before she looked. 1.5 90 91.5 
Mr. Hall directs traffic 
93.5 99 at the busy corner. 5.5 
Be• pudw·+e:r't118ilaf :4Nr!!-l 
ia .. !-.,JPA@h* plsa-. 
Allen mailed his card 
at the post office. 
Judy could not run fast 
enough to tag anyone. 
Telephone wires brought 
"Happy Birthday"to Ed. 
Jane was chosen to drop 
the handkerchief. 
A patrol boy signals the 
cars to stop. 
9'as~J<t 
92.5 
94 
72.5 
92.5 
92.5 
" 
96 
96 
87.5 
98 
98 
Ili.ek.•·Pi oJrrM·..,.-·---~ ._.. 
ans. .. ....,};o~<~>'t .. ~~:~ 87 -i···"'-"~~ 
A e· ~~~o~»m ~· .. ~~ ~.~s. 
J aft l!ei-pett Saiit dftlw 
Scpl&Pej.--fui" http<'•see.,~ ~ .. §--.~ 
3.5 
2 
15 
5.5 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
71.5 62.5 ll 
86.5 90.5 4 
86.5 95 8.5 
75 81.5 6.5 
60.5 63 2.5 
69.5 78 8.5 
85 88 3 
.. 297 
% ot Correct 
Responses tor 
Listening Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade 
2 J 
T.be au.Pee ee&t liM ~ 
because-- eke, ·h&G:-1!'·~. 68.-----.aJ..-__lJ. 
Men on motorcycles wateh 
for speeding cars. 
Red Feather carried the 
word to his people. 
David was the •cheesen 
when the song ended. 
Pigeon!!' ·tJ~~t tfttlrs 
~-"n"fmm': 
The radio announcer told 
92.5 
75 
87.5 
about a fashion show. 61 
Inspectors made sure that 
the building was safe. 86.5 
Nancy made the basket 
three times out or five. 87.5 
Radio beams tell the pilot 
what he wants to know. 64 
A woman on TV told how 
to make a cake. 60.5 
The scout rode quickly 
back with the news. 81.5 
The twins were vaccinated 
before school began. 70 
A_:;:W:.t.icl e .tie@! ie 18kl ..... ks 
in-~ Mftltfep> !'!Hg·. 
FPieftas greet pe&pre at 
the, .. .eM·• of'' ttle'''"t1'1p. 
A lady rides on the bare 
back or a horse. 79.5 
97 
90 25 
93.5 6 
83 22 
91.5 5 
92.5 5 
86.5 22.5 
84.5 24 
92.5 11 
79 9 
91 11.5 
% ot Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
80.5 88.5 8 
59.5 74.5 15 
77 13 
55 68.5 13.5 
1$-. 78 3 
71.5 78 6.5 
43.5 51.5 8 
57.5 67.5 10 
59.5 74.5 15 
41 60.5 19.5 
72.5 77 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Diff. Reading Diff. 
-------------------------------------------
Test Item 
All the animals are put 
in the baggage car. 
The bear uses his paws 
to scoop up fish. 
Porters carry baggage 
down the long tracks. 
The butterfly sucks 
nectar from the flowers. 
Time schedules are posted 
on the walls. 
An elephant picks up a 
midget with his trunk. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
94-..-~-.~~ ... 
89 85.5 
90 92.5 
94 98 
98 98 
78 87.5 
84 95.5 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
• ,_ ... ,, ... , ... "'"'9'l·"''"''.~'·""""'~~~~il'<!ll>·!.~i"'W 
3.5 76 81.5 5.5 
2.5 82.5 85.5 3 
4 82.5 89.5 7 
0 73.5 85 11.5 
9.5 55 58.5 3.5 
11.5 1.2.5 75.5 J 
9~__. . .,. .... ,-~.Qa... •... <!(<><-~"" 92.,...5-. .,.,---9·1:*""_111' ......... 
A man swings from one 
trapeze'to another. 
People are buying news-
papers to read on the 
trip. 
~l:drea wN!tl'* •be!f,..._ 
mo,q.l~Aa J;aee. 
Th&,.~IJi .. ,;&iAGfi'S;f;~ 
the, .• t.a»M_.,._m. 
In small towns a man flags 
92 
90 
the train to stop. 90 
A crow takes corn from 
the planted .f'ield. 92 
95 
97 
94.5 
94.5 
4 !3.3 .5 86 2.5 
7 88 90.5 2.5 
90.5 1.5 
2.5 7-3.5 
Test Item 
Eeople ell)' 'GisekeiM~ eeik>re 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
tbe-HMr"Wfhls. ~-,.~~"'":" 
The eewboy "'el:owl.'l'" elie:MS 
Ov.e,t: , the ~lfe)' 1'S'· beft'd. 96---~ 
A guard at each track 
looks at the tickets. 
:J:lle ai.llf-.ele ol!e:r!'r"t'ook 
Bi~'; 
Peep-hr"mtelJ:t-"~"'1ileY 
85 94.5 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Dif'f. Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
9.5 57.5 72 
sea.,.. •. tfte~·1t!!tmalf!t~de. 90.""··..,·· •. ,~ ..... "",~-.,.. .. 4.. 
,&e--ta~~~ 
to" ~·4IGO'"'·a~ls. 
The ringmaster has a tall 
hat and a long coat. 94 
Jane has grown two inches 
in a year. 81.5 
~"t''''"SI'.ltl'Cbly 
sc~~.,..Bill. 
Wood turns to ashes when 
it is burned. 
The apple tree lost ist 
leaves and fruit. 
D,eiliqp:'iill , ........ 1:1118: .4 •• 1 .. 
~e·paBaGe. 
La&~ yea•' r eaat• !'!"~ 
sma l,J...,:CGP· >Aim.~ 
84 
95.5 
96 
89 
95.5 
93.5 
2 87 2.5 
7.5 69.5 78 8.5 
11.5 72. 78 -.6 
2 81.5 94 12.5 
Test Item 
The :family had a picnic 
on the beach. 
J Q.ELAJ'ld BiJt .. ~J.n the 
chu.t~.,_~ir. 
Sugar and salt will dis-
solve in water. 
Na~·'-'11'1:'\ttft'~r 
w~. 
The rain dance is reallY. 
an Indian prayer. 
IL,~P.&.Q,,.,~,,w~ .. .a.n,..._ter 
it wH:fo:~t-;· 
The men try __ ~and 
milk,,w,j ,l.d~..oows. 
The &iee:te fi~i B8iL by 
go~ch. 
The rider spurs his pony 
to full speed. 
Planets have the names 
of pagan gods. 
A mustant tries to throw 
its rider. 
The Indian girl planted 
a prayer stick. 
~·ftftll1'8f!l"e!ftl'~s 
taevMtfP'I!Rd. 
Some people worship 
their ancestors. 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Grade 
2 
92 
84 
71 
64.5 
71.5 
59.5 
74.5 
Grade 
3 
90 2 
95.5 11.5 
73 2 
58.5 6 
61.5 10 
68.5 9 
76.5 2 
66-t<S.~~'~~~'aWn•.-
75 87.5 12.5 
% of Correct 
Responses :for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
70.5 85 14.5 
70.5 74.5 4 
42.5 63 20.5 
53 58.5 5.5 
36.5 57 20.5 
54 67.5 13.5 
46.5 58.5 12 
66'·"'~·':,·:v~~:J:~~I!§&'i!li 
64 74.5 10.5 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
---
The crowd cheered as Don 
made a home run. 91 96 5 71.5 82.5 11 
Each year the fishing 
boats are blessed. 61 74 13 43:5 65.5 22 
The tadpole hatches form 
a tiny egg. 64 90 6 70.5 77 6.5 
The rain is over and the 
clouds are gone. 77 82 5 65 75.5 10.5 
The moon gets light and 9A ·~.s· .),.) heat from the sun. 93.5 98 4.5 ( . 
Ttre--·~~~·tri:\Mae,"'i>Ut 
on . the.ip..,Ae~~; .. Jid\t.tens. 96. . ... · .... lOO .......... 4 94 .. .5.,.. " ... 9'1.5 . . 3 
The moon travels around 
the earth once a month. 78 91.5 13.5 80.5 83 2.5 
The lion wore a cl'Own 
because he was a king. 91 99 8 80.5 88.5 8 
on el:oao:r aa!J•• 'taa s•111 
~w abtite"''ttm'~~b'Uds. 8~j,S r~~.o><.,g ··"··'1'1<-·-'·'·""''·"~-··~ ''"'""'"''""~" 
Miners dig shafts into 
the rock to get ore. 85.5 94.5 9 61.5 80 18.5 
Winnie Weasel took out 
his gold watch. 90 95.5 5.5 71.5 77 5.5 
Tunnels for air raid 
shelters have been dug. 95.5 97 1.5 56.5 74.5 18 
Scientists can predict an 
eclipse of the sun. 90 97 7 73.5 87 13.5 
The penguins wore rubber 
boots to the party. 99 99 0 73.5 88.5 15 
Test Item 
tf, of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening 
Grade 
2 
Grade 
3 
Subways take care of a:ome 
of the city traffic. 88.5 
..,,. .... , •. , .••• 111f\\16:e 
Diff. 
5 
e.a.W.,..M•-•allas. ~~~~ 
!he wdar main runs tmder 
the city streets. 91 
lien want a station be-
tween the earth and 
moon 
71 
98 7 
83 
••••• J...wiMr:~ 9a.Ji'!Jii,\lli'<.:<i':~1>~~~ 
r1:! .. Vr~~· 
Mrs. Hen baked some bread 
for the rooster. 97 
Electricity zips through 
undergrotmd cables. 92 
Nine km wn planets re-
Tolve around the s'Qll. 93.5 
Automobiles can be 85.5 
driTen under soma riTers. 
O.Uia) Q;Qt~. ;aaQ}JM .a.r 
t.Q.o.tihliiUii!P~-:1 .... ~. 
98 1 
94.5 2.5 
91 2.5 
80 5.5 
Seaere tJI'l(l!l .....,~~._,,,... • ._ 
, •• ~.. &~ ..... - .. ~""$._.. .• ., ~~'5 
As the earth turns it gets 
heat from the sun. 91 
Kinnie Muskrat wore her 
red shoes to the party. 96 1.5 
Kany people Ti sit eaves 84 91..5 
and eaTerns each yee:r. 
!he sun looks small beeaue 
it is so ~N" awq. 92 96 4 
tf, of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading 
Grade 
2 
80.5 
76 
69.5 
85.5 
72.5 
82.s 
55 
88 
84.5 
66 
92 
Grade 
3 
83.5 
88.5 
79 
95 
79 
85 
62 
85 
87 
72 
88.5 
Diff. 
3 
9.5 
6.5 
2.5 
7 
3 
2.5 
6 
3.5 
~ 
--
TABULATION OF PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
TO VOCABULARY ITEMS IN TEST FORM B 
-
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
mother 98.5 97.5 1 93.5 96 2.5 
quack 96.5 95 1.5 83 91.5 8.5 
uncle 96.5 98.5 2 80.5 93.5 13 
yeli 96.5 95 1.5 74.5 88 13.5 
seven 95.5 94 1.5 87.5 93.5 6 
~ 95;5 C)iyj -3 as..~"·'""''•' ''8.¢'~''"" .. "",...."1':' 
whine 93 97.5 4.5 75 72.5 2.5 
brother 98.5 98.5 0 88.5 95.5 7 
cough 98.5 98.5 0 59.5 74 14.5 
aunt 94.5 98.5 4 71.5 91 20.5 
fifty 100 97.5 2.5 60.5 84.5 24 
pair 48.5 67.5 19 40 52.5 12.5 
cousin 94.5 97.5 3 46 72 26 
crow 84.5 90.5 6 65.5 68.5 3 
., ... , 9~-·'ill:&q~~ 50·· .·- ~"''·''~~ ·. ~&·""'"'~~j 
thirteen 96.5 97.5 1 75 83.5 8.5 
dozen 82.5 83.5 1 60.5 77.5 17 
grunt 95.5 97.5 2 64 73 9 
cheer 85.5 95 9.5 62 82 20 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
94.·5' ·~''""""~:·~'"-""! 48 '., ,, 59'~'' ~·· "1..1·;~ 
few 80 93 13 51.5 75 23.5 
squeal 96.5 97.5 1 67.5 81 13.5 
thousand 98.5 97.5 1 60.5 76.5 16 
howl 96.5 98.5 2 65.5 83 17.5 
morning 96.5 97.5 1 92 97 5 
9S..§.··>-''"'~' '~""'"'' .. 93.~·· ,., .. 98, " .J. .. S.. 
bus 98.5 98.5 0 90 97 7 
~~ 95-~"7"'·'·'"'"·•··96"'""'"..,.'~"""""~ 5 
scooter 97.5 97.5 0 69 82 13 
ears 97.5 96.5 1 89 95.5 6.5 
hair 97.5 98.5 1 93.5 97 3.5 
early 96.5 96.5 0 84 91 7 
97 .~~J"""q:j''"""''~·:&>J'I'· 0 ",.,..,.,,.,,,"'"·~y~;.~ ... #l"t'¢',"·f~ 
9§'4~'·''''"·i''""f""'*-e:<;t;\\:il"~':. .5 94 ' ,,. ·•'' ');<io?· ''''""<•'-;i'~· 5 
late 95.5 97.5 2 85 88 3 
teeth 97.5 97.5 0 72.5 91 18.5 
truck 98.5 97.5 1 91 94.4 3.5 
lips 98.5 97.5 1 75 89 14 
~ 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Reading Di:ff. 
Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
evening 98.5 97.5 1 72.5 91 18.5 
minute 98.5 100 1.5 86.5 91 4.5 
hour 97.5 98.5 1 64 89 25 
carousel 78 79 1 52.5 55 2.5 
chin 96.5 97.5 1 75 78.5 3.5 
later 97.5 97.5 0 68 84.5 6.5 
subway 94.5 98.5 4 78.5 88 9.5 
ted~' ,9f!--.lj- -· .. " ·9q,.s-,_,.,, .. 0 92-.?q . . ·-·97-. ..... 4.,,5.-.. 
horseback 94.5 98.5 4 76 90 14 
knife 97.5 96.5 1 72.5 94.5 22 
on 77 94 17 64.5 83.5 19 
over 79 93 14 74.5 86.5 12 
duck 85.5 91.5 6 76 79 3 
~· lOo .... _ •. , .... ,·~·--o 9?-"''"·"" .. ''~~.~.,.-."'''-k.; 
-~~J{. .• ,:.. 9lw;~.!1_'<i~~2 '~~-----;·-,:.•··-~·',..'eG'""''~~~~ 
behind 92 98.5 6.5 77 89 12 
.11»8Jil'~·· 9:3 ' . l 
'' 
Y? "2 ~olit·rM~"~~~,uN,.ttl{t;11a&t ... a• 
razor 98.5 94 4.5 58.5 61.5 3 
below 97.5 96.5 1 78.5 91.5 13 
blade 95.5 97.5 2 60.5 66. 5.5 
near 91 93 2 79.5 87.5 8 
canary 100 98.5 1.5 55 77.5 22.5 
797 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
ostrich 92 91.5 .5 58.5 68.5 10 
by 90.5 91.5 1 80.5 89 8.5 
hatilae'i 91..--"'91f• i'rno•- -3 t~···~*'""'"'-66'·,:..•.,.,j>./;.w~<~;<1#.,..l~ 5 
'Gas~ 9 .3;:;·~-~·•"W'¥:l;:tJ.'l'~)t.~'92:'1J!ifjf IFf-,..,_ 92 •5-*'"'"'h'5 ""'""'"'""'-· 
against 90.5 97.5 7 65.5 80 -14.5 
sparrow 95.5 93 2.5 71.5 78.5 16 
mower 79 87 8 , 54 58 4 
sword 95.5 94 1.5 50 55 5 
parrot 95.5 96.5 1 58.5 71 12.5 
clippers 97.5 97.5 0 61 71 10 
parakeet 98.5 98.5 0 59.5 75 15.5 
stork 78 83.5 5.5 61 68.5 7.5 
listen 94.5 96.5 2 71 91 20 
ant 96.5 95 1.5 81.5 92.5 11 
experiroent 81.5 87 5.5 51.5 64 12.5 
,... 
.. 
steal 90 96.5 6.5 59.5 75 15.5 
butterfly 94.5 100 5.5 84 90 6 
investigate 80 93 13 43.5 57 13.5 
capture 73.5 83.5 10 38.5 58.5 20 
mosquiteo 98.5 94 4.5 59.5 62 2.5 
ask 82.5 81.5 1 71.5 82 10.5 
catch 76 85 9 63 73 10 
%'of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Di.f:f' • Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
seize 28 52.5 24.5 22.5 35.5 13 
examine 82.5 89.5 7 41 51.5 10.5 
hornet 100 96.5 3.5 66.5 75 8.5 
study 98.5 98.5 0 66.5 77.5 11 
observe 64 71 7 29.5 37.5 8 
wasp 91 96.5 5.5 57 86.5 29.5 
explore 83.5 81.5 2 48 67.5 19.5 
cricket 96.5 98.5 2 64.4 74 9.5 
fly 89 97.5 8.5 86.5 94.5 8 
con;Cisaa&e 29---.-..;·.-~ • ..;...."''''-""""*~' 1'1~5· .... '19~'5'. . :. '•'"'2"'"'"' 
-
silkworm 91 95 4 63 88 25 
moth 91 95 4 57 76.5 19.5 
accept 43.5 71 22.5 31.5 48 16.5 
grab 93 87 6 67.5 77.5 10 
ceeid:es 9S.§r ,,~,Pld .. lAflNif 1 96·•··0\t··.::··•lo<./-•'<'-""""-·;~•v,~~~..,,.,.-....~~~· 
shout 97.5 97.5 0 87.5 91.5 4 
97'~~~~·~~·-...-o 77.•,"''"'"'' ... ,,~~~"""'"~' 
whisper 94.5 98.5 4 67.5 88 20.5 
cheese 98.5 96.5 2 73.5 90 16.5 
shower 97.5 98.5 1 73.5 76.5 3 
tell 100 97.5 1 73.5 76.5 3 
spray 96.5 95 1.5 62 75 13 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
-~·····-- --~·"-
Listening · Dif'f. Reading Diff~ 
Grade 2 Grade ; Grade 2 Grade 3 
• 
eggs 98.5 97·5 1 91 96 5 
talk 97.5 98.5 1 90 95·5 5·5 
butter 91·5 96~5 1 ·a4 98. 14 
splash 96.5 9; ;.5 88 91 ; 
speak 97~5 95 2~5 71.5 84~5 1; 
cereal ' 100 95 5 49 7'5 24 
exclaim 96.5 91.5 5 54 74 20 
meat 94.5 95 ·5 a; 92~5 9·5 
~ 96.'' ; a·ntsu-~a~n-,•·'l!f~t'JJW~.rti; ··~ • 
., ""' . ... IJ9At 
sugar 95-5 94 ~-1~5 70 88 18 
trickle 59·5 72 12.5 ;5·5 5; 17·5 
chatter 9; 98.5 5~5 62 75·5 1;.5 
crackers 94.5 95 ·5 64.5 84.5 20 
percolate ;6.5 41 4.5 21 28.5 7~5 
cream 92 96.5 4.5 79·5 94.5 ~-15 
sprinkle 96.5 96.5 0 71 85·5 14~5 
break 92 95 ; 7;.5 87~5 14 
blanket 94~5 95 ~5 58·5 8;.5 25 
smash 94.5 97·5 ., 58·5 76·5 18 
rug 88 88.5 
·5 71·5 85·5 14 
conversation 89 87 2 41 5' 12 
telephone 92 91.5 
·5 86.5 92.5 6 
~10 
----
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
--
quilt 92 86 6 51.5 58.5 7 
radio 91 89.5 1.5 66.5 88 21.5 
shatter 61.5 74.5 13 32 49 17 
bedspread 92 93 1 71 78.5 7.5 
television 92 90.5 1.5 68 86.5 8.5 
skin 70.5 80 9.5 60.5 75.5 15 
wreck 95.5 90.5 5 63 71 8 
sheet 93 90.5 2.5 64 71 7 
anttb!~ "·~' ·~0).5 ~ ~-"'"'•····"'2"r!'5''''""~ 
notice 9.3 88.5 4.5 47 71 24 
dav•a*t9e 29,. .... ~ .. ~~ .. 11"4~5 36 ~~s,;::.•· · .,,,,,~,.3':t"'~'~~'!;:,~""•'5' 
messenger 96.5 94 2.5 61 82 21 
wrapping 70.5 66.5 4 47 67.5 20.5 
telegraph 96.5 88.5 8 65.5 83 7.5 
demolish 69.5 62 7.5 36.5 47 10.5 
bulletin 70.5 70 .5 37.5 42.5 5 
taPplluilai,n 29---~~5 .,20, ·<·•' .,.-.,~,,,,,.,,,.1::qt~t5><~·.:; .. ,..a.,.j, .. 
raze 4.3.5 40 3.5 29.5 33.5 4 
sombrero 63 60.5 2.5 29.5 34.5 5 
cabin 98.5 98.5 0 70 91.5 21.5 
piano 98.5 98.5 0 60.5 6.3 2.5 
signal 97.5 98.5 1 69 87.5 18.5 
Test Item 
tent 
melody 
sign 
cottage 
scale 
bunkhouse 
~Iel'l · 
1~ 
harmony 
~1ten 
fc;>recast 
burrow 
apartment 
fiddle 
palace 
flag 
semaphore 
harmonica 
hut 
stairs 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
97.5 
95.5 
97.5 
98.5 
89 
100 
56.5 
92.5 
79 
53 
91.5 
91.5 
98.5 
95 
89.5 
95 
63 
87 
65.5 
6 
4 
1 
3.5 
.5 
5 
6.5 
,..1 
8 
12.5 
8Q,~'~:.C«"@&&'>t,Jfi>,i1'3 
5g....,_-~~s-
92 96.5 
94.5 95 
90.5 93 
67 79 
38 36.5 
96.5 94 
89 79 
100 100 
4.5 
.5 
2.5 
12 
1.5 
2.5 
10 
0 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
84 
52.5 
76 
64.5 
53.5 
91~~ 
41 
51.5 
42.5 
52.5 
64.5 
54 
55 
~4 
50 
62 
66.5 
90 6 
67.5 15 
83 7 
75.5 11 
60.5 7 
50 
60.5 
46 
9 
9 
3.5 
81 28.5 
80 15.5 
78.5 24.5 
64 9 
.3;-' -!l 
55 5 
67.5 5.5 
79 12.5 
--
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Dif'f. Reading Di:f'f. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
- ---
warm 89 93 4 82 93.5 11.5 
cloudy 97.5 98.5 1 78 88 10 
lace 93 96.5 3.5 64 78.5 14.5 
airplane 77 79 2 69 78.5 9.5 
flowers 84.5 97~5 13 78.5 94.5 16 
escalator 80.5 78 2.5 35.5 59.5 24 
fringe 79 74.4 4.5 40 56 16 
ribbon 91 93 2 64 81 17 
wreath 78 83.5 5.5 34 40 6 
thunder 98.5 93 5.5 65.5 85.5 20 
humidity 66 45.5 20.5 32.5 30 2.5 
tassel 66 78 12 47 58.5 11.5 
tower 79 88.5 9.5 49 64 15 
blizzard 84.5 91.5 7 52.5 66.5 14 
rocket 72.5 77 4.5 56 74 18 
fog 93 95 2 1/J) 7~.? 2.5 
ramp 53 60.5 7.5 31.5 37.5 6 
thunder 96.5 89.5 7 71.5 83.5 12 
beads 92 87 5 64 72 8 
hurricane 97.5 94 3.5 58.5 64 5.5 
companionway 46.5 54 7.5 28.5 43.5 15 
buckle 65 75.5 10.5 51·~~ 54 .2~y~ 
'. 
·' - ,:.J 
% of Ooneet % of Crrect 
Responses :f'or Responses for 
Listening Dif:f'. Reading Dif:f'. 
---·--
Test Item Grade lira de lira de urade 
2 ~ 2 ~ 
freezing 91 9; 2 71 82 11 
peak 8~.5 95 11.5 58·5 82 2~.5 
pull 85·5 7~·5 12 71 77·5 1~-5 
lift 89 89.5 ·5 62 77·5 15.5 
spire 44.5 b6.5 22 '5·5 ,a 2.5 
scales 78 80 2 49 5b 7 
carry 97·5 9b.5 l 75 92.5 17·5 
slide . 57 ·5 62 4.5 45·5 50 4.5 
·M'81f!ft ~·~· 4t,~-~111JUZJ l ¢_6)p. :~N\IiA'!Ifl -~.;..,,.. 
,,..., 6,.' I 1111'11! Ill !lit " 'I .••• ,.,1'1J 
• 
''"~-
barometer 60.5 51-5 9 ~l ~4 
' 
pish 96.5 89.5 7 78 85.5 7.5 
guage 42.5 41 1.5 17.5 24.5 7 
pinnacle 26 '9 l' 25·5 ,0.5 5 
thermometer 71·5 65·5 6 45·5 54 8.5 
roll 85·5 62 2~.5 06.5 69·5 ~ 
crown -79 74·5 4.5 59·5 69-5 10 
yardstick 90.5 96.5 6 81.5 89 7·5 
dome bl.5 72 10.5 45.5 b4 18.5 
compare 44.5 50·5 6 -20 59 19 
belfry 09·5 7tj 8.5 ,., 5B c.:2.5 
sail 68.5 59·5 10 42.5 59 16.5 
camouflage 72·5 71 1.5 57·5 50 12.5 . 
portfolio 19.5 
'' 
1,.5 18 2b.5 8.5 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
--
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
spssaa .. w ~ • .jal6 ... ~··· 6 3J.·~~'<'·'·~··""i'"-"~l't·i>.Wi'~!tli~ .... -~ 
drag 83.5 85 1.5 51.5 61.5 10 
steeple 93 95 2 63 71 8 
wallet 86.5 91.5 5 71 78.5 7.5 
antlers 98.5 94 4.5 68 79 11 
e4ler .~ Iff 6 . .J..J..-..,,,.,.....,w~,~~ 
quills 84.5 91.5 7 64.5 77.5 13 
be.eket· ~1i~6 86;'5 , .. , '''36'"'"''""~ 
teeth 81.5 71 10.5 47 70.5 23.5 
poison 92 91.5 .5 45.5 64 18.5 
pleased 91 89.5 1.5 74.5 83.5 9 
stinger 92 95 3 62 73 11 
cheerful 90.5 91.5 1 64 78 14 
suitcase 96.5 96.5 0 62' 81 19 
delighted 96.5 91.5 5 63 66.5 3.5 
tusks 90.5 ff7 3.5 65.5 72 6.5 
cupboard 95.5 93 2.5 69 85.5 16.5 
contented 75 79 4 40 50.5 10.5 
horns 91 93 2 77 85.5 8.5 
buffet 64 70 6 35 41.5 6.5 
amused 81.5 78 3.5 30.5 50 19.5 
cabinet 92 91.5 .5 52.5 70.5 18 
comfortable 85.5 $1.5 ' ·4 35 61.5 26.5 
locker 
,,\: . ,..84.5 
.-8?·5 4 60.5 75.5 ' 15 
-· 
·;-.. 
TABULATION OF PER CENT OF CORRF~T RESPONSES AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
TO SENTENCE ITEMS IN TEST FO!Ud B 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Diff. 
-------------------·--------------------------------·----------· 
Test Item Grade Grade 
2 3 
Mj,a.a...~ ... ~~-he 
c lasa • .,..)"'!fN""!'b'ng. -~1i*5~'C\''1:""1fJe'<···~,,. ''"'-~.;5-·-
D.Q:Jm ;the ·~~.~-tl:l.e 
hook-rw,d .. ~r-wku.ck. 9~ · • EJe.,-·~ ...... -.;"f 
~...-.-~'·'Giiowft 
pop,._,.Q~.G£\'J .... ..,~tfox. 95·~5'·"·"''· "''"'"'''"·''·,i('?c, -~ 
Men climb long ladders 
to put out fires. 
The group learned a new 
game at recess time. 
The· doctor put a MUMPS 
sign on Dick's house. 
It was Jack's turn to 
wash the chalkboards. 
Sarah got a walking doll 
94.5 
82.5 
81.5 
89 
for her birthday. 90 
Pedro liked to collect 
the spelling papers. 92 
Ted passed out the reading 
books to his group. 98.5 
Men came to inspect the 
frozen food plant. 92 
Fuzzy Bear will dance 
if you wind him up. 94.5 
From his lookout the 
ranger watches for firea 92 
95 .5 
94 11.5 
80 1.5 
87 2 
85 5 
87 5 
96.5 2 
85 7 
89.5 5 
90.5 1.5 
• 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
91.5 2.5 
67.5 72.5 5 
70 74 4 
70 75 5 
79.5 82 2.5 
83 39 6 
72 78.? 
77 82 5 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Dirt. 
Test Item Grade Grade 
2 3 
A butterfly came out of 
the chrysalis. 80.5 
Not a sound could be 
heard in the woods. 92 
House paint will dissolve 
in turpentine. 77 
Dan left his bicycle in 
the driveway. 92 
Miss Hall would not pay 
her income tax. 84.5 
Humus is made from 
decayed plants. 72.5 
Jim tried to mail a letter 
without a stamp. 89 
:s.N wee-·e•s£nl..~ to 
~"'baby. 
Paul cheated when he was 
11 IT" for the game. 91 
Some animals hibernate 
all winter. 31.5 
J.oe..~~.,~'s 
77 
89.5 
85 
96.5 
90.5 
81.5 
96.5 
94 
41 
3.5 
2.5 
8 
6 
9 
7.5 
3 
9.5 
Ql'~j..,, 90:.· :,,,""'' ''·9¥(5<: ·~'"'! 1.5 
It was siesta time in 
the village. 
The cowboy slept alone 
under the stars. 
'Bhoe··kr~~ 
to&f'lti,:·!~b'tr'·~. 
63 
81.5 
72 9 
82.5 1 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
59.5 6Q.5 3 
76 86.5 10.5 
51.5 5.5 
81 78.5 2.5 
71.5 75 3.5 
49 53 4 
76 78.5 2.5 
58.5 61 2.5 
33 36.5 3.5 
50.5 55 
54 60.5 6.5 
.. ,~6 
' ... ' 
,17 
----
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Di.ff. 
---
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
Ellen showed her science 
notebook to the class. 91 90.5 .5 81.5 87.5 6 
A tiny dancer twirled 
about on the table top. 88 85 73.5 81 7.5 
The weather bureau sent 
out storm warnings. 89 88.5 .5 72.5 79 6.5 
Marilyn traded paper 
dolls for a music box. 82.5 87 4.5 76 83.5 7.5 
The scout leader told the 
boys about poison ivy. 82.5 79 3.5 62 70.5 8.5 
Miss fla U 'N!~"S"'"mmry 
_q..Qok.. to-4me .. -.:fr.l:aen. 91 ..... ····"-'··~ ... s.,,.,,.......,...,...... 5 8-8·6"'""'""'"'·''1rr~"""""-l 
Joe 1 s minature truck 
will really dump dirt. 86.5 77 9.5 59.5 67.5 8 
Class helpers were listed 
on the bulletin board. 86.5 77 9.5 59.5 67.5 8 
Mario wanted new track 
for his electric train. 88 89.5 1.5 66.6 75.5 9 
Speeding cars are sometimes 
reported by radar. 89 83.5 5.5 73 70.5 2.5 
A monkey two inches tall 
came with the organ. 88 74.5 13.5 60.5 69.5 9 
The man let the puppy go 
for a dollar. 83.5 89.5 6 56 79 23 
Pete liked to ride 
fences with Shorty. 90 95 5 72.5 81 8.5 
Chee got a good price 
for his pig. 88 87 1 60.5 63 2.5 
-----------------------·------------·---------------------------------
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade 
2 3 
Peot"'l.&1rat'eh-··th&"P:Laftes 
tau...etr"~ 
Skip went into the corral 
for his pony. 95.5 
Lights help the pilot 
land safely. 97.5 
Pete threw his rope over 
a cow's head. 94.5 
Runways stretch out from 
the hangars. 90 
Mr. Small put price tags 
on the coats. 91 
Each calf must have the 
owner's brand. 88 
Bacaage i• weighed 
before it is checked. 75 
Tony charged ten cents 
for the popcorn. 92 
Every boy on a ranch 
likes roundup time. 95.5 
You can hear the shriek 
of jet engines. 94.5 
The farmers had many 
turkeys for sale. 79 
Near the hangar is a 
radar tower. 
A,-~ .. ~~ld 
a bout' ''!~~a;roci~'FiH1't • 
91 
93 
95 
86 
82.5 
96.5 
87 
93 
96.5 
81.5 
94 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
4 
8.5 
8.5 
12 
1 
1 
2.5 
3 
% of Correct 
Responses for 
Reading Diff. 
Grade Grade 
2 3 
85.5 89 3.5 
90 
50.5 64 13.5 
64 
78.5 85.5 7 
49 60.5 11.5 
79.5 82 2.5 
88.5 4 
17 '19.5 2.5 
67.5 71 4.5 
53.5 71 17.5 
!est Item 
Flight schedules are 
posted on the wall. 
The salesman showed 
samples of shoes. 
!he stratoliner taxied 
down the runwq. 
!he wholesale markst is 
a busy place. 
f, of Correct 
Responses for 
Listening 
Grade 
2 
83.5 
90 
93 
Grade 
3 
88.5 
86 
89.5 
90.5 
Diff. 
5 
8.5 
.5 
High-heeled boots help the 
rider s tq in the saddle. 100 95 5 
After lunch the boys 
rested for a time. 
J. calf 'li1B.Y grart up to 
be a cow. 
People left :pe.pers 
around in the park. 
Coal in the fireplace 
burns to ashes. 
!be boys did not talk 
as they fished. 
:Bob parked the car by 
a fire bydrant. 
iiL!I.'!'lY"'"'t th:e ••• •riee 
lies:• at~. 
Att autt.,rr ft'W fm!:l!'"!.t 
the Hlll: ftrm. 
'PA• wa:h» W. ±Jaa · j,..,. 
caee ........ ner•e~ 
i¥ei~GU& !D ~ae ktane 
WIUI · geua;aQ I&] iiP • 
91 88.5 2.5 
83.5 83.5 0 
85.5 93 7.5 
84.5 93 8.5 
91 87 4 
88 87 1 
~ 
,~&6:a;rr : j•9leJ ... ,.,m 11 1 s~-' 
~ of Correct 
Responses for 
Beading Diff. 
Grade 
2 
50 
71 
68.5 
64.5 
64 
66.5 
77.5 
67.5 
62 
63 
71 
Grade 
3 
62 
75.5 
71.5 
77.5 
83 
83.5 
81.5 
75.5 
64.5 
73 
74 
12 
3 
13 
19 
17 
4 
8 
2.5 
10 
3 
1.;.. 
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for 
Diff. 
Responses for 
Listening Reading Diff. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 3 2 3 
Turtles hatch from eggs. 65 80 25 50 62 12 
The twins talked out loud 
in the movies. 88 89.5 1.5 54 62 8 
Ted's shadow gets 
shorter around noon. 84.5 86 1.5 64.5 72 7.5 
The---be-rs •bttHt'"' e · hbuse 
foD~~ile"""fteWv•pumr. 9~ ... ·,e.~· 4 '""""' 0 91- , ... -.-~· -"'~~.;., '.:."'·"· ... ~ 
Janet ate the last 
cookie on the plate. 96.5 100 3.5 89 93 3 
Millions of stars shine 
both day and night. 96.5 100 3.5 90 93 j' 
Sally knit a blue sweater 
for her doll. 95.5 96.5 1 68 77.5 9.5 
All the water had evap-
orated from the pan. 95.5 98.5 3 73.5 82 8.5 
Jack hopes to visit the 
moon some time. 95.5 94 1.5 78.5 79 2.5 
Men and machines worked 
to build the new road. 94:5 94 .5 83 89 6 
Shooting stars are 
really falling meteors. 94.5 94 .5 64 66.5 2.5 
Stm~e-~:toge~'l!re· ~\mt!~rrtto 
.. , ·'"·65'~ ....,.~:.r. ~!~;v .... ,~,'6"5"¥"; . .' .,..-~ ... ~_..,.,..~~? pulp"'~~1)"eY.·~ 1S6'lf~"·"·;,;;'"<-89f5 • .. .,,~;:._,.,~·>"•," 
Machines weave the thread 
into cotton cloth. 92 94 2 61 68.5 7.5 
There was not a single 
button left on his coat. 93 95 2 65.5 70.5 5 
--
% of Correct % of Correct 
Responses for Responses for 
Listening Diff. Reading Dirt'. 
Test Item Grade Grade Grade Grade 
2 .3 2 .3 
The moon is the nearest 
neighbor to the earth. 9.3 95 2 83 87.5 4.5 
MeAst!e! '1l!!'el!' • I!!P«IIge 1 
cake;;.·~'~"tlw.,A~~ 9Q..-.....,_,., .. 9Q.j, .• ,...,.-.;;;~.5 '•' .·,:,;,.i··s{,.,.•!+§.."~t.':' ... -'~~~,(~l<,"ff'M'~-if'..;t;;i/li~~~tj~~~-
The sun is the center of 
our solar system. 9.3 9.3 0 8.3 74 9 
No leaves were left on 
the big maple tree. 91 89.5 1.5 12 82 l~L 
The potter shaped the 
clay into a bowl. 8.3.5 90.5 7 58.5 66 7.5 
Jerry carved a tiny 
elephant from soap. 88 95 7 58.5 66 7.5 
A new moon can be seen 
for only a short time. 91 85 6 80 8.3 .3 
A bricklayer builds strong 
walls with bricks. 94.5 89.5 5 74.5 79 4.5 
Every bird has disappeared 
7?.&:; from the garden. 92 90.5 1.5 71 .2 • .5 
People watch the Milky 
Way through a telescope. 55 81.5 26.5 48 57 9 
Maple sap becomes a 
sirup when boiled. 80.5 81.5 1 59.5 67.5 8 
Sunlight is brighter 
than moonlight. 96.5 94 2.5 84 86.5 2.5 
Dick found the family 
refrigerator empty. 97.5 95 2.5 6.3 80 17 
All the animals vaiished 
when the car drove up. 88 89.5 1.5 55 65 10 
UBUU!I!I ON OF PER CENT OF CORBICT DSPONSES FOR ITEMS Ill FINAL FORMS 
Test It Per Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Liste Listen Read. Diff 
Form A Form 0 
turqu.oise 63 48.5 14.5 several 84 61 23 
feast 92.5 79 13.5 dozen 83 69 14 
purple 97.5 89 8.5 "Oncle 92.5 85 7.5 
thirteen 97 79.5 17.5 pair 58 46 12 
snack 93.5 73.5 20 yell 96 81 15 
fifty 98.5 72.5 26 twelve 94.5 86 8.5 
breakfast 98.5 95 3.5 aunt 96.5 81 15.5 
few 86.5 62.5 24 whine 95.5 73.5 22 
scarlet 59.5 44.5 15 cousin 96 59 37 
ho sand 98 che r 905 72 8 
Form C 
spicy 80 58 . 22 
passengers 90.5 67 23.5 
brush. 96 85 11 
perfuned 85.5 72 13.5 
scour 61.5 51.5 10 
neighbors 95.5 91 4.5 
scru.b 97.5 78.5 19 
gentleman 93 75.5 17.5 
parents 94.5 64.5 30 
trvrant 92 69 2;5 
Totals in ~ of' Passes .A:vereges in ~ of Passes 
Form .A. 884 712 172 88 71 17 
Form B 886 713 173 88 71 17 
Fom. C ~8§ 7~ ~74 8~ 7l 17 
;2; 
Test Item Per Oent of Passes Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Listen. Read~ Dit'f. Listen~ Read~ Diff. 
__ ,_ .. ____ ·-------·--
Form A Form B 
gallop 97 a; 14 I subway 96·5 a;.5 1; 
f 
later 97~5 76·5 21 I month 94 a5 9 
attic 92 55·5 ;6.5 ! teeth 97·5 al.5 16 
' i 
I 
rush 96 90.5 5~5,, yesterday 96~5 92~5 4 
99 9;.5 lips 9a a2 16 year 5~5,, 
century 7:; 49 24 11 scooter 97·5 75~5 22 
•I I! 
basement 97 76 21 I! minute 99 88~5 10.5 ij I: 
il 
week 95 91 4 I! chin 97 76·5 20~5 i: 
'' II
door 99 96 :; I i horseback 96.5 a; 1;.5 
·I 
speed 96~5 7a fj carousel 7a~5 53·5 25 
--·-
la~5!
Form C 
wall 9a 91.5 6~5 
scamper 94 64~5 29.5 
hour 9a 76·5 21~5 
hustle 9;~5 80 1;.5 
chimney 95 a9.5 .5•5 
trot 9;.5 ao 1;.5 
porch 95 79 16 
evening 98 a1.5 16.5 
early 96·5 a7~5 a 
late 96.5 a; 1;.5 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 942 7a9 153 94 79 15 
Form B ,~1 801.5 149.5 95 ao 15 
Form C 958 802 155 95 ao 15 
--..-·-· ..... ·--·-.. --~-· ......... ---... ·---~·----
.• 
,?24 
Test Item Per Cent of Passes Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
.._...... 
M ·--·-.... -- -
: Listen~ Read~ Dif'f'~· Listen~ Read~ Diff~ 
-·-·••-w-------·-- ....... _. __ ~ .. ---.. -· 
Form A Form B 
picture 91·5 78.5 1.? knife 97 8.?·5 1,?.5 
wheel 98 91.5 6~5 behind 95·5 8.? 12~5 
monkey 97·5 94 .?·5 clippers 97~5 66 .?1~5 
·.orange 95 71.5 2,~5 on 85 74 11 
counterfeit 69~5 58·5 11 sparrow 94 79~5 14~5 
giraffe 98·5 74·5 24 duck 88.5 77·5 11 
., 
.... 
model 78 60.5 17~5 mower·· 8,? 56 27 
reproduce 80 54.5 25-5 over 86 80 6 
elephant 96 9.? .? stork 81 65 16 
tire 92 65·5 26.5 near 92 8.?~5 8~5 
·-----··--.. --..... ----·-----... ---------- --------~---~-----~~··k"••••··-·~·-><··--··-~---------·-·------··-~-"'''''' ''"·-·····------~··"·-·--
Form C 
ask 
butterfly 
listen 
grab 
steal 
silkworm 
catch 
ant 
accept 
experiment 
Form A 
Form B 
Form C 
82 76·5 5·5 
97 87 10 
95·5 80.5 15 
90·5 72·5 18 
9.? 67 26 
9.? 74~5 18.5 
80.5 68 12.5 
96 87 9 
79·5 69.5 10 
84 57~5 26~5 
Totals in % of Passes 
896 742 
898.5 748 
891 74o 
154 
151·5 
151 
Averages in % of Passes 
89 
89 
89 
74 
74 
74 
15 
15 
15 
---··-----·-·-· ..... ··--···-.--·-····· ·---·-··---... -····..... .. ................ -. . ... .. . .. .... .. . .. ... ..... ... ... .. . -......................................................................................... -----·~---
Test Item Per Cent of Passes Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
- .. 
Listen. Read~ Dif'f. Listen~ 
·---------· 
Form A Form 0 
witch 93·5 82 11.5 spray 96 68.5 27~5 
lake 97 88~5 a., talk 98 92.5 5·5 
nuts 96.5 92.5 4 speak 96~5 88 8~5 
leprechaun 74 46.5 27.5 spri~le 96.5 78 18~5 
puddle 92 78 14 chatter 96 69 27 
river 98 9'·5 4.5 cereal 92 88~5 '·5 
plums 96 80~5 15·5 eggs 98 9.?·5 4~5 
dragon 89 68~5 20.5 crackers 95 74~5 20~5 
peaches 98 81~5 16.5 -cream .94 87 7 
troll 85·5 7.?·5 12 trickle 65·5 44.5 21 
---···--- ~--~~--------·-·-- -------·-----~··-"ffi __ ,_, 
Fotm B 
cheese 97·5 81.6 16 
splash 95 89·5 5~5 
whisper 96·5 77·5 19 
meat 95 88 17 
sugar 95 79 16 
tell 98~5 92·5 6 
percolate 44~5 24~5 20 
shout 97'~5 89~5 8 
shower 98 75 2.? 
butter 97 91 6 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 919.5 785 1.?4·5 91 78 1.? 
Form B 914.5 788 1.?6·5 91 78 1.? 
Form C 927·5 788 14,.5 92 78 14 
;26 
Test Item Per Cent of Passes Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Listen~ React~ Diff~ Listen~ Read~ Diff~ 
Form A Form B 
rayon 90 69.5 20.5 radio 90.5 77 13~5 
hospital 88 72 16 aJd.a 75 68 7 
linen 89 67'~5 21 break 93~5 80 1,~, 
riddle 86 68 18 sombrero 62 ;2 ;o 
maze 54 51 ; telegr{lph 92~5 74 18~5 
factory 86~5 61 2!)~5 rug 88 78~5 9·5 
orlon 92.5 65 27~5 wrapping 68.5 57~5 11 
magic 87.5 80 7~5 smash 96 67~5 28~5 
leather 89·5 68~5 21 television 91~5 71 14~5 
hotel 87 77 10 wreck 93 67 26 
Form 0 
nylon 93 78.5 14.5 
secret 94 74 20 
mystery 90~5 67~5 2; 
cotton 94~5 19 15 
puzzle 
"' 
77~5 69·5 8 
skyscraper 67.5 61 6.5 
fur 94~5 75~5 19 
garage 93 60 33 
mansion 45 ,,~, 11'~5 
wool 97 77·5 19~5 
'."( Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 850 679 170 85 67 
Form B 850 678 172 85 67 1~7 
Form C 846 675 170 85 67 17 
"527 
Test Item Per Cent of Pas~es Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Listen. Read; Diff~ Listen~ Read·~· Diff~ 
Form A ·,~Form B 
cage 96 88~5 7~5 wallet 94 74.5 19~5 
weary 85 62.5 22.5 horns 92 81 11 
fence 70 65~5 4~5 pleased 90·5 79 11.5 
afraid 88 84 4 tusks 77~5 69 8~5 
·corral 77·5 54 2"5~5 locker 86~5 68 18.5 
worried 88.5 7"5·5 15 cupboard 94 77 17 
ashamed 9"5·5 65 28~5 com:f'ortable8"5 48 "55 
highway 94 87.5 6~5 stinger 9"5·5 67~5 26 
route 68.5 5"5~5 15 portfolio 26 22~5 "5~5 
turnpike 66~5 4;~5 2"5 cheerful 91 8; 8 
Fonn C 
sign 98 79~5 18~5 
fiddle 95 72~5 22~5 
harmony ·-~r5 ~· 'j 45·5 14 
bunkhouse 97·5 92~5 5 
signal 98 77~5 20 
burrow 50~5 44.5 6 
cabin 98~5 78 20~5 
piano '98~5 78 20;5 
semaphore "57 28~5 8~5 
tent 95 75 20 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 827 677 150 82 67 15 
Form B 828 670 158 82 67 15 
ForJJ 0 8ZT 671 155 82 67 15 
....__ _______________________________ ~28 
Test Item Per Cent of Passes '!'est Item Per Cent of Passes 
Listen. Read~ Dit:f'. Listen~ Read·~ Diff. 
-·----Form A Form B 
.. 
valley 95·5 78 17~5 cloudy 98 8~ 15 
radiant 61 48~5 12.5 ribbon 92 72~5 19.5 
brilliant 74.5 51 2~.5 blizzard 88 . 59~5 28.5 
swallow 96 62 ~ lace 95 71 24 
fere•t 94 85 9 tower 8~~5 56~5 Zl 
luminous 6; ~7 26 fog 94 T5 21 
chew 90~5 68 22.5 rocket 74~5 65 9·5 
dazzling 68~5 6o~5 8 beads 89.5 68 21~5 
nibble 98 70-5 Zl~5 companionway 50 ~6 14 
mountain 99 92.5 6.5 airplane 78 7~·5 4~5 
--~--·--.. --. -----.---~-
[i'orm C 
thunder 96 76 20 
flowers 91 86.5 4.5 
ramp 56~5 ~·5 22 
stairs :.100 73 Zl 
hurricane 96 61~5 ~4~5 
tassel 72 53 19 
fringe n 48 29 
buckle 70 5~~5 17 
freezing 92 76.5 15.5 
warm 91 88 3 
--··~--·---·~----
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 840 653 187 84 65 18 
Form B 842~5 658 184~5 84 65 18 
Form C 841~5 650 189~5 84 65 18 
-
•- ________ a __________ 
,29 
Test It• Per Geat. of Passea fest Item Per Cent of Passes 
' .. 
-
Listen~ Read~ Diff~ Listen~ Read·~ Diff'~ 
-------·-------------.... ---...--·---·----.-..··----··-·· ----...... 
Form A Form B 
plaster 95 85 10 yardstick 9; 85 8 
pulley 
" 
51 6 spire 55 ;7 18 
tractor 89 74 15 slide 59~5 47~5 12 
derrick 71~5 49 22~5 dome 67 54~5 12~5 
shingle 77·5 58·5 19 push 9; 81~5 11~5 
increase 47~5 4' 4.5 thermometer 68~5 50 18~5 
coat 6; 56~5 6~5 crown 77 64~5 12~5 
expand 51 41 10 drag 84 56 28 
stretch 87.5 58 29·5 barometer 56 ;2~5 2;~5 
lengthen 76.5 48 28.5 sail 64~5 50~5 14 
~orm 0 
peak 89 70 19 
lift 89 69~5 19·5 
scales 79 52~5 26.5 
pull 79~5 74 5·5 
steeple 94 67 Zl 
roll 74 68 6 
pinnacle ;2 28 4 
compare 47 29·5 17·5 
guage 41.5 21 20.5 
carry 97 84 1; 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 715 564 151 71 56 15 
Form B 717 559 158 71 56 15 
Form 0 722 56; 158 72 56 15 
Test Item 
Form A 
A lady rides on the bare back of a horse~ 
All the animals are put in the baggage car~ 
Time schedules are posted on the walls~ 
The butterfly sucks nectar from the flowers~ 
An elephant picks up a midget with his trtll'lk. 
A man swings from one trapeze to another. 
In small towns a man flags the train to stop~ 
A guard at each track looks at the tickets~ 
A crow takes corn from the planted field. 
The bear uses his paws to scoop up fish~ 
'orm B 
Pete liked to ride fences with Shorty~ 
LightiJ':help the pilot to land aa:reli~ 
Mr~ Small put price tags on the coats~ 
Runways stretch out from the hangars. 
Each calf must have the owner's brand~ 
Tony charged ten cents for the popcorn~ 
Near the hangar is a radar tower~ 
The wholesale market is a busy place. 
!be stratoliner taxied down the runway'. 
The man let the puppy go for a dollar~ 
Per Cent of Passes 
Listen~ Read. Diff~ 
85 
97~5 
82~5 
98 
89~5 
94 
92 
89~5 
87 
91~5 
92~5 
96~5 
87 
88 
92 
92~5 
92·5 
92 
89·5 
86.5 
74.5 
78·5 
56·5 
79 
74•5 
75 
78 
64~5 
79~5 
78·5 
76~5 
81 
65 
67~5 
82 
80.5 
62 
71 
70 
67~5 
10.5 
19 
26 
19 
15 
19 
14 
25 
9~5 
19 
16 
15~5 
22 
20~5 
10 
12 
;<>~5 
21 
19.5 
19 
-·------·-----.. ··"-·---------.-----.--· .. ·····--·--·--·--·--·--·----·-------······--······ .. ····-··-··--.. -····---·--·----------
Test Item Per Cent of Passea 
--·-----------·-----·-·--------·-···----------------------·---·--··-·---.. :List.-en::-··········--Real:·---:::n-=-if-=-f-::-:~-----
Form 0 
Ohee got a good price for his pig~ 87·5 61~5 26 
Skip went into the corral for his PGDJ• 94 87.5 6.5 
Pete threw his rope over a cow's heU.~ 95~5 90~5 5 
Baggage is weighed before it is checked~ 81~5 54·5 27 
Bvery boy on a ranch likes roundup time~ 96 86.5 9~5 
You can hear the shriek of jet engines~ 94 78 16 
The farmer had many turkeys f'or sale~ 80.5 69 ll.5 
Flight schedules are posted on the walls~ 86 56 '0 
The salesman showed samples of shoes. 90·5 7' 17~5 
Hi~heeled boots help the rider to staJ 
in the saddle. 97·5 T5 24.5 
----------------·-·-~- ............... _...-...._-_, .......... -... ·---~--~·---------· .... ,~ ........... ~ ... ~ .. ~--.-.-~-··-----...~-----
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 
Form B 
Form 0 
7,0·5 176 
72, 186 
729~5 17,~5 
90 
90 
90 
73 
72 
7' 
17 
ll:S 
17 
Test Item -·--·--·------···---'~'=-2 Per Oent of Passes:· 
-------------------·----------·---
Form A 
Down the street came the circus parade~ 
The apple tree lost its leaves and fruit~ 
House paint will dissolve in turpentine~ 
The rain dance is really an Indian prayer. 
A mustang tries to throw its rider. 
Some people worship their ancestors~ 
The crowd cheered as Don made a home run~ 
Each year the fishing boats are blessed~ 
Sugar and salt will dissolve in water~ 
The tadpole batches from a tiny egg~ 
Form B 
People left papers around in the park. 
Wood turns to ashes when it is burned. 
The boys did not talk as they fished~ 
A butterfly came out o:f' the chrysalis~ 
Not a sound could be heard in the woods~ 
Dan left his bicycle in the driveway. 
Paul cheated when he was •It" :f'or the ~e. 
It was siesta time in the village. 
TUrtles are hatched from eggs. 
Ted's shadow gets shorter around noon~ 
Listen~ 
94.5 
94~5 
81~5 
72 
84 
81 
9'·5 
67·5 
89~5 
87 
89 
89~5 
89 
78~5 
91 
94 
92.5 
67~5 
85 
Read~ Diff~ 
87.5 
91 
49 
52·5 
60.5 
t$ 
77 
54 
7; 
7'·5 
71·5 
75 
68 
60 
81 
80 
60 
5; 
56 
68.5 
7 
;~5 
,2~5 
19·5 
24~ 
12 
16~5 
1'·5 
16~5 
1,~5 
17·5 
14~5 
21 
18~5 
10 
14 
,2~5 
14.5 
16.5 
16.5 
;;; 
Test Item ::_'l ..... ler;Oent of Passes 
-- Listen. Read. Diff. 
Form CJ: 
After lunch the boys rested for a time. 89~5 75 14~5 
A calf may grow up to be a cow~ 83·5 79·5 4 
COal in the fireplace burns to ashes~ 88~5 62~5 26 
Bob parked the car by a fire hydrant~ 87~5 72;5 15.'" 
Miss Hall wQuld not pa7 her income taX~· 87;5 T; 14~5 
Humus is made from decayed plants~ 17 51 26 
The cowboy slept alone under the stars; 82 51;5 24~5 
The sky gets darker toward night t~e~ 86~5 72 14.5 
The twins talked out loud in the movies~ 88.5 58 :?0~5 
The rain is over and the clouds are gpne. 79~5 70~5 9 
Totals in %·-of':.PaiJsea ., · 
·' 
Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 845 687 159 84 68 16 
Form B 8l.J8.5 673 175 84 67 17 
Form 0 850 671~5 178~5 85 67 18 
Test Item 
Form A 
The moon travels around the earth once a month. 
The lion wore a crown because he was a king. 
SUbways take care of some of the city traffic~ 
Winnie Weasel took out his gold watch~ 
The water main runs under the city streets~ 
Electricity zips through underground cables~ 
Nine known planets revolve around the sun~ 
The penguins wore rubber boots to the party: 
Scientists can predict an eclipse of the ~~ 
Tunnels for air raid shelters have been dug~ 
Form B 
Janet ate the last cookie on the plate. 
Sally knit a blue sweater for her doll. 
All the water had evaporated from the pan~ 
Men and machines worked to build the new road: 
Every bird had disappeared from the marden~ 
A bricklayer builds strong walls with bricks. 
A new moon can be seen for only a short time~ 
Machines weave the thread into cotton cloth~ 
The moon is the nearest neighbor to the earth~ 
The sun is the center of our solar systaa~ 
Per Cent of Pasaes 
Listen~ Read~· Difi~ 
·-~--··----·-··~--------------------
84.5 
94~5 
91 
92-5 
94.5 
95~5 
92 
99 
95~5 
96 
98 
96 
97 
94 
91~5 
92 
88 
95 
94 
95 
80 
84 
82.5 
74 
82~5 
75~5 
85~5 
81.5 
80~5 
65 
90 
75 
77~5 
86 
71~5 
76~5 
81~5 
78.5 
85 
78.5 
4~5 
10.5 
8~5 
18.5 
12 
18 
e~5 
li~5 
1; 
;1 
8 
2; 
19~5 
8 
20 
15.5 
6~5 
14.5 
9 
14.5 
"--------------·----------· .. -··-
Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Read~ Diff~ 
---·--------------.:...--
Form 0 
The moon gets light and heat from the sun: 96 92 4 
The boys built a house for the new puppy. 98.5 91.5 7 
Jaak hopes to visit the moon some d~~ 95 79 16 
There was not a single button left on his coat •. 94 68 26 
The pot\ier shaped the clay into a bowl~ 87 62 25 
Maple sap becomes sirup when it is boiled~ 81 6;'~5 17.5 
No leaves were left on the big maple tree"~· 90~5 77 1,~5 
Sunlight is brighter than moonlight~ 95:5 84-~5 11 
Dick found the family refrigerator empti~ 96·5 81.5 15 
Millions of stars shine both day and night~ 98 9<f~5 7·5 
Totals in % of Passes Averages in % of Passes 
Form A 9,1 789 142 9' 78 14 
. Form B 9,6.5 784~5 152 9' 78 15 
Form 0 9,2 789.5 142.5 9' 79 14 
·--------.. ----------·-.. -·-·------
,,6 
Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
-----· .. 
Listen~ Read~ Diff~ 
-·~·~··· ····-·-'"'~~~-.-.... ._._. ________ ,.,. 
Form A 
Jill counted to one hundred before she looked~ 91 77 14 
A patrol boy signals the cars to stol4' 95-~5 86~5 9 
Men on motorcycles watch for speeding cars':· 95 84 11 
David was the •cheese• when the song ended': 90~5 70.5 20 
The radio announcer told about a fashion show~ 72 62 10 
Inspectors made sure that the building was safe. 89 77~5 11~5 
Nancy made the basket three times out of fi Te'~ 90 74~5 15~5 
A woman on TV told how to make a cake·~ 72~5 62~5 10 
The scout rode quickly back with the news: 87 67 20 
Mr. Hall directs traffic at the busy corner: 96 88~5 t•' ·5 
Form B 
It was Jack's turn to wash the cha1kbea.rds~ 88 72.5 15·5 
Sarah got a walking doll for her birthday~ 87~5 82~5 5 
The doctor put a MUMPS sign on Dick's house-~ 81 72 9 
Ted passed out the reading books to his group~ 97~5 86 ll.~5 
Fuzzy Bear will dance if you wind him up~ 92 79·5 12~5 
The weather bureau sent out storm warnings'~ 88~5 76 12~5 
Marilyn traded paper dolls for a music box~ 85·5 80 5~5 
The scout leader told the boys about poison ivy~ 81 66 15 
Mario wnated new track for his electric train~ 88~5 71 li~5 
Speeding cars are sometimes reported by radar. 86~5 70·5 16 
-·····,··-------------------------
Test Item Per Cent of Passes 
Form A 
Men climb long ladders to put out fires: 
The group learned a new game at recess time~ 
Pedro liked to collect the spelling papers. 
Men came to inspect the frozen food plant~ 
From his lookout tower the ranger watches for fires·~ · 
Ellen showed her science notebook to the class·~ 
A tiny dancer twirled about on the table top~ 
Joe's miniature truck will really dump dirt~ 
Class helpers were listed on the bulletin board: 
A monkey two inches tall came with the organ. 
Totals in % of Passes 
Form A 878•5 750 128 
Form B 876 756 120 
Form C 875 1;1) 116 
Listen~ Read. Dif'f. 
95 90~5 4~5 
88 70 18 
89~5 80 9~5 
88~5 75~5 13 
91.5 88 ,-~5 
91 84.~5 6~5 
86~5 71 9~5 
82 6;.5 18~5 
81~5 65 10~·5 
81'~5 65 16~5 
Averages in % of Passes 
87 75 12 
87 75 12 
87 7~ 12 
APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE PASTE - UPS FOR FINAL TEST FORMS 
L. wi t ch 
2
• lake 
3. nuts 
L leprechaun 
~. puddle 
G. river 
7 
· plums 
f· dragon 
~ r· peaches 
0
· troll 
.plaster 
. shingle 
,pulley 
.increase 
.coat 
.expand 
stretch 
. tractor 
derrick 
lengthen 
Water 
To 
Cover 
From FancifuJ 
Trees People 
1
· rayon 
2
· hospital 
3.linen 
4·riddle 
5. maze 
6
·factory 
7·orlon 
8·hotel 
9·magic 
10 · ieatner 
Make 
Machines Bigger 
1
· cag e 
2
·weary 
3
·fence 
4. afraid 
5. corral 
6·worried 
7 · ashamed 
8. highway 
9. route 
10. turnp i ke 
.. 
.. 
~ 
OQ DO~ 
For Not 
Clothing !Buildings Knowr 
. 
.~ 
. 
' '•
• 
-
-
-'~~ 
.. 
To Hold Unpleasant 
Paths Animals Fee):ings 
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Part of Go How 
a House Time Fast Many Colors Mea 
~ 
1. gallop 1. turquoise 
2. l a t er 2. feast 
3. a t t i c 3. purp l e 
4. rush 4. thir teen 
5. century 5. snack 
6. 'basement 6
• f ifty ~ J 
7. door 7. bre akfas t 
8 . week 8 . f ew 
9. speed 
~----
9. 
--
· scarl e t 
10. r~ t . -:; ,C 10. I year 
~ thous and 
~ 
·-~ ,..r- • n ; "',j. ~ \I/ 4 ·-· ._;'~(\·· - . ' . / f! .·· 4. ~- ~'; .:_.. 0 ">->" ~ ~ ' .. ) .. .. 
¢ : 
Round To I La 
Things Animals Imitate Shiny Eating FOJ 
1. p ict ure 1. valley 
2. wheel ! 2. r adiant 
I ·. 
I 
3. orange 3. 
i brilliant 
4. counterfei t 
l 
4. 
i 11lllmi nou s I 5. 5. gomrRf' f'e dazzling 
6. 
mcv'IA l 6. .. swallow 
7. 
T'P.n T'n nuce 7. f orest 
8. 8. 
"" 1 "' "" h ....... +. 
' t: •·~·· f" ht:>1.T 
9. tire 9
' nibble 
10. monk ey 1 f 1o. mowmtai n 
....... ---
34:0 
5: - ~ ~ $1~ ·~ . ~ .- .. ~ .  -~~ \ ~~ --/ '0-. J ·~~ ~"0 
Things Ways to Water To To Send 
to Eat Say It Moving Covering Destroy News 
1. 
2. 
-~ · 
4. 
5. 
I 6. 
I 
f 7. 
8. 
' 
. '""-- 9 • 
. I'. . . ~· .. 
F. :.~.._ . : 10 . 
~ 
... 
-
! ~ ~ -' :7~ ·~ 1~10 e:::::_ ~ _, ~ ... ~-r. f' J. ~! 0 I--1-. ~ ~ I· o ,,. ~~ 
' 
~ The To To Hold Animal Pleasant Top To Move Measure Things Weapon~: Feelings 
l. 1. 
~ · 2. r· 
' ). 3. 
L 
r . '• 
4. 
) . 5. 
>. 6. 
r. 7. 
l. 8. 
). 9. 
) . 10. 
--
f . ...,., _q 
c --{_) .. ~~ ~ . 1 ' .,. ... - ~- ~ ~ -: 1, ,a . . ' ... > l' · ' ~ 'b ) 'f :l 0 ~ "1 ..., 
How Part of Ways 
· Many Family Sounds a Head to Ride Tir 
1. 1. 
2. . 2. 
3. 3. 
" 4. 4. 
5. 5. 
6. 6. 
7. 7. 
/ .. 8 .. 8. 
"" 
-==---9. 
.,.. 
9. [/ lJ / ·. ' -... 
10. 10. ~ -~ 
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Safety 
Toy s At School He lpers 
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The mo on travels around the e arth once a month. 
The liop wore a crown because he was king . 
Subways take care of some of the city traffic . 
Winnie Weasel took out his gold~watch. 
The wat er main runs under the ci t y s treets . 
Elec tric ity zips t hrough underground cables . 
Nine known planets revolve around the sun. 
The penguins wor e rubber boots to the par ty. 
Scienti sts can predict an aclips e of the sun. 
Tunnel s for air raid shelter s have be en dug . 
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Jill counted to one hundred before she looked. 
A patrol boy signals the cars to stop . 
en .on motercycles watch for speeding cars. 
David was the "cheese" when the song ended . 
The radio announcer told about a fashion show. 
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Inspectors made sure that the building was safe~ 
Nancy made t he basket three times out of five.. 
A woman on TV told how t o make a cake. 
The s cout rode quickly back with the news. 
Mr. Hal l directs traf fic at the bus y corner. 
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